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I , Call to ax ' -=gtc:: be provided best from 
· , U of L Presidenf Donald Swain · 
, "At some point, taking care of 
your own institutions is at the ex-
pense of , higher education state-
wide,'.' Jones said. 1'1 do want you to · 
know of my , 100 : percent commit-
ment to.seeing this through, know-. 
ing how controversial it will be." _ 
UK de .. ntal' angrily disagreed. : ,, ' "The issues ·are clear"· ·swain said. '.'One-school should be closed, 
h l t
• _ ! and it ought to be _UK. There. is 
Sc 00 S 1rs (m~re) capacity at U of L, and t~e patient, flow necessary to_ sustain ,, · Moloney, chairman of the Sen- . ate's budget committee, said in an 
interview after the meeting that the 
commission's work is being poorly 
managed and is doomed to failure. 
For that reason, he said, he planned -
to !Ilail a letter of resignation to the 
governor-yesterday afternQon, 
, 100 students per class is available in 
angry Clash Louisville. ·. · . "It's. always difficult politically to 




By BEN Z. HERSHBERG 
Staff Writer 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - A, recom-
mendation to. close the University of 
Kentucky dental school prompted 
angry exchanges yesterday among 
members of a state task force 
charged with streamlining Kentucky 
higher education. 
UK President Charles Wethington 
and state Sen. Mike Moloney, D-
Lexington, reacted strongly to Cabi-
net Secretary Kevin Hable's state-
ment that, "It is clear to me we need 
one (dental school) facility, and'that. 
Louisville needs to be the physical 
location." 
Hable said the U of L building is 
the logical place to put a merged 
school because it can· accommodate 
more ·students, and he said the UK 
school's faculty and responsibilities 
could be merged into the new 
school over several years. 
Wethington, clearly upset, asked 
why they weren't discussing closing 
one of the state's three law schools. 
''What happened to the legal-edu-
cation question?" he asked. 
Hable replied, "I don't know." 
"How is it that you know about. 
dentisti:y and engineering, and not 
law?" Wethington responded tartly. 
Hable explained that law schools 
don't need lots of expensive equip-
ment and clinical supervision and 
are cheaper to run than dental and 
engineering schools. 
Wethington said, "I obviously got 
real concerned when I heard one 
school singled out for closing, out of 
all the professional_ schools." 
Many studies of dental education 
in the state, including one last year, 
have concluded that Kentucky 
needs two dental schools, Wething-
ton said. . 
Moloney - who after the meeting 
said he would resign from the com-
mission - agreed with Wethington, 
noting that one study predicted 
more dentists will be needed and 
found that.the state should maintain 
the capacity for up to 150 students a 
year - more than U of L's school 
can accommodate. Moloney also 
said dental care for Eastern Ken-
Hable also urged UK and U of L 
to consider ways to improve the 
quality of engineering : education, 
perhaps' working to make UK a top 
ranked school while maintaining. 
the U of L Speed Scientific- School 
as a more limited engineering pro- : 
gram for the urban area. , . 
Swain said he doesn't believe 
Kentucky has the money to create a 
top-ranked· program and would be 
better off improving bpth the UK . 
and U of L engineering schools. , 
The program committee, one of 
two committees of the panel, agreed 
to consider ways- to close a dental 
school and merge UK's school with 
U of L's over .several years. It also 
asked the commission's staff to pro-
vide information about engineering 
schools and what would be needed 
to develop a nationally known engi-
neering program in Kentucky. 
At times during yesterday's meet- -
ing, officials seemed to be doing 
just what Gov. Brereton Jones had 
asl.ted them not to do. 
Jones convened the group at the 
Berry Hill estate in Frankfort with a 
call to action - and a rejection of 
territorialism. 
"I recognize not a lot of consen-
sus has been built," Jones told the 
members, who are supposed to rec-
ommend major changes in admis-
sion standards and . funding meth- , 
ods, as well as find ways to elimi-
nate duplicated . programs, . _all by ; 
Dec. 21. , .. , ,. . - .. ' . 
, The governor urged the m~mbers, , 
who include university presidents 
and board chairmen, as well as leg-
islators and other officials, not to be 
too territorial. 
"Once all the institutions decide 
, to say what they really think, noth- -
ing will occur," Moloney said. And 
any recommendations that might 
come from the commission "won't 
be well-received by the General As-
. semblyi' ·,he said .. , , . . 
. He felt the coininission's· deci--
sions were too strongly influenced 
by the staff of the.Council on High-
er Education, rather than by the 
university presidents, who he be-
lieves could develop better ideas for 
change, . . , 
. , He said that he: wasn't resigning 
only because of his concerns about 
the UK dental school, but because-
he felt the process was a "waste of 
time." 
Hable said yesterday afternoon 
that he had not-yet heard about Mo-
loney's ·plan to resign. But he dis-
1. agreed with the senator's view of 
· the commission's efforts. · 
, : _ When · he called for ' eliminating 
· one of the state's dental schools at 
, .. the . commission . meeiing, Hable 
': said, "I was speaking from my ex-
\• perience" as a former state budget' 
L director and memlier of the Council 
· · on Higher Education. · 
, . The commission is dealing with 
important public-policy issues in an 
., open way, and he expects it to de-
: velop an important , set" of recom• · 
mendations, "and I feel they will get 
. a fair and impartial hearing in the 
General Assembly, That's all I can 
. ask for!' 
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UK ·to help rural dentists 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - The University of Kentucky College of 
'Dentisti:y has been awarded a $500,000 grant for an advanced 
education program for dentists in rural Kentucky; it was an-
nounced yesterday, , 
The three-year federal grant' is from the Health Resources and 
Services Administration of the Department of Health and Human 
Services. It is one of only two awarded nationally. 
The College of Dentisti:y will use video classrooms, new com-
, puter technology and other methods to provide education at com• 
munity colleges and rural health-education centers throughout the 
state. . 
The program will allow dentists in rural areas to receive both 
graduate certification in advanced general dentisti:y and a mas-
ter's degree without giving up time in practice. 
Students will be enrolled in classes in January 1995. 
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closing the University of Kentucky Hable asked that a subcommittee j what dentists'want!' · . '' '"'.l~Jl,,~-"'~sa.r.:i() · .. , .. ,~ .. :,~.:,-.:wi":..,;;P~;\.,:;:S:'l:.1'.:el:.1'::ma,1,,~., 
dental school. brought yelps: of paiii look specif!c;_a1lrat l}aving -~~e den-/ Moloney also . criticized 'tJie . . ''.it:lirfi>i~le . 'j is ncit being asked for recommendations. 
yesterday from UK's president and ta! program ""c' at V of L.- · 1 council staff for giving "the· panel '"'''".. · "' ,.· .. • ,, ·~ -~··'i · · · 
a state senator. . . •.. : , .. :~ .. : • "it is clear to ine we need only facts that supported closing a den- ;'.k li~-~•'l.J"!11J1~,~ .. ,-~~!if',;;Jfl , • .,~.Jnstead, the Council (on Higher Educati_on) staff is 
· .. · · ·· . · 'o~e-fuciiity;'; iij_id-Haiiie,--afo_rmer: ta! school/ but not including ·the /hl't~'F'RANKFORT; ::r;>State"Seb.: developing recommendations. · . 
. ~n. Michael R. -Mploney, .J?:.· .. member of the.Council. on Htgher 1 consultants•·report. · .;¥Michael 'lc,;Mo!9ri'ef/s_ai~'l,Iast,': ''.,,~"If .'whiit people want are their recommendations, 
~ington, 
1
~- a m~ting of; ~~: Education."Some~·aenfal ·seivices,I "WhafWe as a commission need r,,,pight he has sentlflett~-to Gov;.:i ihen let's ask for them." . . 
Htg~er ~ucation ReVIew. Co=t: : articularl'y · for·· indigent- ·patients,! to do is nlake decisions and let the ~:vH3reret'oii Jones ·bb·' igning from,a.' tee In disgust and later said he has 
p UK h 'd I · · " --- - - ·- · · I /., ..... _-tate.tas· k-.'orce .. ·n··.hig'her· __ ,_"~.u·ca·. ·,-!,_·.'', • ·; •• 'Moloney cited yesterday's discussion of closing the - . could Le "retained at , e sa1 . . · council staff implement them. , --- 0 '' _ __ cu -ed fr th I beca l uc ''"'•ti'" •· . f'?er J .• ,,1.,,'f¾>,•!'! ,,,,, l University of Kentucky's dental school as an example of ~es,i,gn . om .. e P,~l!e .- -_ use __ ' ... ' Habie prci'posec! a trade-off: UK "If they are going to make the .'i,>,., Qn. ; :.:'• •::'<; :., .. -,,v,.--Ji,,; s:1,:.-;t.- ' what he meant · . 
is ,a waS
t
e _of t,une. '.: '·'.i - '~~ ' should have the 1•super:enoineer- ·dea's1·ons, then we may as well go ·Ji\;\if!;1"f/f1' iusr::thliught'':it,J!Was;'.'a~~--l 
. ,,. ~ wiiste'~ftiili."e,' :'saic1:Moloiiey' --,D-•'l The. dental'. school _issue alsot ing'' school in Kentucky, whicli. home right now:" - :,:;Lexirt · ori'. !'J~ave'iitli~-.c'.:"'''::::ty,_· 
touched off a brief dispute betweeni:, would· strive to _become one of the 'Moloney then· snapped his brief- • )i, . _ •• ,_~,. •• ,. . ..,r
1
--~,,•: ')',~~'"'' 
the presi!fents,4f .UI5J.an!1 'the Uiii,\;·I top_ 25 · engineen, ·ng schools in the! case shut and left the meeting. .• · .,,can uc u_Q\!! --~· '' •'"' ·"'tilllt.::,._~: 
vers1ty Qf.L.\>!!,l~Vll~..QY}1L.W,h.OJ!Jl_S_, nation. u of Ls Speed _School of, u ofL President Donald Swain ~-"1'or';n[Tffe;,e,;,t~1~~::.~~tle;_,,u 
the best. program:•·;;;.;::.. __ . .:::. :. -· • I·. Engineeril!g _:,vpuld remain- open t? said _he _resented. an innuendo he r· gtim u=u•=• v, 
• The fireworks began soon after serve LomsVI!le students and bus1-
1 
i;ensed . m Wethington's r_emarks f Appropriations····and:'·~Rey_enue: 
Gov Brereton Jones reminded com- nesses. · .''. . . · · \ about the quality of U of L's pro-. tCommittee,isaid .-,he :i;_disagreesii 
mitt~ members he wants them io · Closing a dental school has been . gram and added, "The issues are j,with;th~ fr.ii>th-~•Hi!lliii}P><luca,:1 
"face facts, not just find facts" and_ proposed many times, and wa~ ·clear here: One ·school should be' :!io11·-:-Reyii:w,Co1!1)1Ptteell9~.,Qrk:4 
"to gef the big picture on higher voted down last year by the Council closed and that is UK." ;15 prcx;eed,mg; · ill°?:d·:{6;'.}ifi'Jlf:'1'1 
education.'.' . on Higher Education. · : · · I When_ the subcommittee finally i:\-:: ''The cominissfori wasasked;:J 
Jones appointed the panel dur- UK President Charles T .. Weth- 1 met, the council was asked to draw : to,ccme··up. •with:some/irec<iiri,r\ 
ed h th d ta! h l l ·mendations, outthe'ccmfuissi6n,\) ing the summer- to cut down on ington ask w y e _en sc 00 1 up a plan for closing UK's denta ;__._., __ ,,,,,,,,m .. :.-,,c:,:.:.u:.;.;;;,;,11S:,;,1 
duplication of services and pro- was the only professional school school and yet meet the state's 
grams at the state's eight universi- singled out for closing, when there I obligation to patients in Central and 
ties and make other ·changes in . are three law schools: ' . · · · Eastern Kentucky. The committee 
light of · increa~i.ng pressures cin Hable said law ·schools /Ire not will meet again Nov. 16. 
state revenues.: { _ · · ·. .. · . · · as eiqien~iye_ to (,),lle_!a_te _11s de~tal, Asked later about tradi!lg a 
· But observers have been skepti- . and. medical schools, and dentists, dental school for a super-engineer-
cal that significant change will support closing a dental school. , 'ing school, Wethington said he was 
· · He accused tl!e council staff of "putting out certain 
facts in the papers they presented to us" but not 
including other: facts, such as the findings of a 
consultant the council· hire_d last year. · 
"I have to question where they are coming from,'' he 
said. , · 
The council should have thought about the conse-
. quences of-making recoinmendations "to a group who 
know a hell of a lot more than they do about what ought 
to be done in higher education," he said in reference to 
the university presidents. -
As far as he is concerned, he said, the legislature can 
deal with the pending issues in higher education. 
"I don't have to wait for some commission report to 
know what 'to do." 
come about, given th_af .. th~ ,panel . Moloney, a longtime' UK sup- not in favor of it. · . 
includes all u!)iversity ·pres\dents porter, reini11ded the ·committee of. "I believe it is appropriate to 
and. board chairmen among its. 26 · last year's. ccuncil vote ·to keep the designate UK to become one of the 
:members. · : · ·. - .. ·, schools·operi but limit dental enroll- premier engineering schools in the 
Yesterday's meeting was the ment- and of a consultanfs study country," he said, "but I would-not 
panel's third. And . ~though the that supported 'it . . . - I be will\ng to giye up our dental 
presidents claim a spmt of coopera- Although practicing dentists school m any kmd of a trade-off 
tion the panel has made little say the schools are turning out too and I clearly got the feeling that a 
progress toward putting together many new dentists, Kentucky's ru- trade-off was proposed." 
recommendations by • its Dec. 21 ral areas might soon be under-
• deadline. served, Moloney saicj. ,' 
~ . 
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P,'KSD statt members seek :· 
repr~sentati~g 1_J.?Y.: 00~.g~}.--. ''. 
0
1• ,,, •, ,· .· ,: " I'·• : 
By MARK R CHELLGREN ',;_' ', ' '. 
Associated Pres~;.' . . · · , · . , , , ·. 
peared to be keeping ap ;open·mm,d ' . . .. , ti .,. ),''' ' ' ' ' . on uruoruza on, · · , · : · . . :- , 
· No other _universities In Kentucky 
F8ANKFORT, Ky. ....:. Kentucky recognize a union for their einploy; 
State University staff members are ees. Some. loca!-go_vemment em' 
seeking uniori representation, which ployees in Kentucky' are unionized, 
would be the first collective-bar- notably iri' .'.Jefferson ',County', and 
gaining arrangement'ln' state gov- Louisville.·· - •· ·, '.,·,,,: :- ;,, · 1 
emment. · ·· , - · · Rep, Ron Cyrus,' who ls also sec~ 
Representatives from the Amerio retary-tre~rer · of · the ' Ken~cky 
can Federation of State, County and AFL-CIO, acknowledged there IS no 
Municipal Employees made· a pitch great sentiment In ,the General As-
to the university board of. regents sembly · for recognizing. public-em• 
yesterday. The board made no deci• ployee _unions. · \.. : ." · '· ' 
sion but might by _January.-,, ... • · "It's kind_ of,split/',sald Cyrus, D, 
A spokeswoman-.sai~ Gov. B:~~ Flatwoods. ':It's just ·no.t been .a top 
ton Jones opposes the move, .,., - , priority legislatively."·• :, · 1 , · : 
.Employees who attended ·.the Jones' .-press,, secretaiy,- 1 Mindy 
board meeting .. said '. they want a Shannon Phelps, said the govemo~ 
union working on their ,behalf ,be- cannot support- collecfu:e. bargain; 
cause they haven't been .able to get ing for , KSU employees· -because 
proper attention to their concerns... there ls no specific provision in 
"People up here just want to be state law authorizing it. But Phelp~ 
treated like human . beings,''. said said Jones would sign collectiv~ 
Nancy Brooks, an administrative bargaining le~lation if'the le~la-
secretary who has worked at KSU ture passed it.'',.--~, ,.,, ,.·~r;: ' ... , 
for five years. · · ·: · 'I : There is some i:<infusion''.·ab<iut 
"Collective bargaining gives you how many employees at"KSU might 
leverage to make changes the way be Involved: Union spokesman· Joe 
you want," said Laura Cullen, the · Lawrence said a "significant major• 
student:publication radviser and a ity" of the employees ciri'a'ilniversi; 
university employee· for 2½< years: ty-compiled list of support person-
"People fee1·1lke they're·not impor- nel had ·signed .requests•!~!' union 
tant here. Morale is very low." , representation. ·, " ,.. · · ·, 
Cullen said employees are con- But Lawrence declined to say how 
cemed about inequities in the way many employees were on the list or. 
people are paid and given work as- how many signatures there were, 
signments and benefits, such as• J\e- Lawrence said the union • beµeves 
tirement. . , there are more , employees :, who 
KSU President Mary Smith ac- should be eligib)e. : · . : . 
knowledged there is unhappiness '. A spokesman for the state De-
with pay scales.' But .she said she partment of Labor also declined to 
never had been approached by em- provide specific numbers,' tt;pugh 
ployees unhappy with gei\eral work- union officials referred questioll!l to, 
ing conditions. . ', . ' him. •' 
"They have not beeri voiced to University spokesman Ken Miller 
me, nor to the people who report to said he did not know what kinds of 
me," 1Smith said. "So I'm a bit sur- numbers were involved. "I don't 
prised at that." know who • they are," Miller said, 
Cullen said university officials ap- "None of us do." ·· 
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KSU suppo~ staff 
~e~~ bargaining . : . 
• po~er:·of umon-• 
BY MARK R. CHELLGREN: 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 
FRANKFORT - Kentucky State University 
staff. members are seeking union representation, 
which would be the first collective · bargaining 
arrangement in state government. 
Representatives from the American Federation of 
State, County arid Municiplll Employees made a pitch 
to the univ~ity board of regents yesterday. The 
.board made no decision, but coul<l dci so by January. 
· · A· sppkes)Voman said Gov. Brereton Jones op-
poses the move. · ' 
Unl!appy employees_ whq attended the. board 
meeting· want a union . working on their. behalf 
because they have not 'been able to 'get proper 
attention:to· their concerns, they said. 
· "People up _here just· want to be treated like 
human beings," said r-fancy Brooks, an administra-
tive secretary who has worked at Kentucky State for 
five years. ' · · · . 
. "Collective bargainlng' gives you ··leverage. to 
make changes the way, you wan~" said Laura Cullen, 
the adviser to student publications and a KSU 
employee 'for 2½ years .. "People feel.lili:e they're not 
important here. Morale is very low." · · 
KSU President Mary Smith acknowledged th~re 
is Unhappiness with pay scales. But she said she had 
never been approached by eqiployees unhappy with 
general working ':Onditions. · 
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Cumberland ready to help We at Cumberland College are commit-
ted to assisting in the application of 
KERA in our service area and wherever 
we have influence. The members of our 
faculty have · been · and continue to be 
deeply -in°volved. with area -schools. Th~y 
are serving as resource persons on the slX 
KERA Leaming Goals and the 75 Leamer 
Outcomes. In fact, KERA has found its 
way into our curriculum, from modelin_g 
•collaborative teaching, using · thematic 
•units, and technologically based writing as 
a· major component of our General Educa-
It is time to applaud and congratulate 
the Kentucky legislature for the bold new 
direction charted three years ago for the 
· education of the young people of the 
commonwealth through '· the Kentucky 
Education Reform Act. The people of the 
commonwealth are seeing the results of 
, our · first · steps and those results .are 
. certainly worthwhile. While the jqurney is 
far from over and the path a little dark in 
. some areas, it obviously is a journ~y that 
-had ·to be undertaken. ·s ·: ;· · 
We·at Cumberland College are proud 
. that two of the' -major forces in this new 
direction attended · our institution, They 
are Gov. · Bert · Combs, ' who· gave the 
commonwealth the i tools and vision to 
provide for equality· of ·educational oppor-
tunity for all the young people of Ken-
tucky -regardless of the area or circum-
stance in which they find themselves, anti 
Roger Noe, who in his role as a legislative 
leader played a significant part in develop-
ing a process to begin to make that vision 
a reality. · · 
tion program. · · · · · 
· We, like KERA, have a long way to go, 
·but Cumberland is proud to have joined 
the.journey. We pledge ourselves to be the 
·best partners possible in continuing this 
impprtant and worthwhile effort. We can 
do no less . for the young people of the 
, commonwealth and the memory of Bert 
Combs, : ' 
JIM TAYLOR 
PRESIDENT, CUMBERLAND COLiEGE 
WIWAMSBURG 
_,..,,. 
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UK' deari Stal1ds 
-dental-schOol 
Jones says Hable's suggestion of closing 
college was. meant to prod committee 
!JV DomE BEAN 
HERALD-LEAD~ EDUCATION WRITER 
The dean of the University of 
Kentucky's dental school yesterday 
defended his program against the 
suggestion that it be closed, while 
his counterpart at the University of 
Louisville said he would- not favor 
closing either school. 
"We have strengths and they 
have.strengths,'' said Roianafft.ifch-
inson, dean of U of L's dental 
school. "l don't have any problem 
with having two dental schools in 
Kentucky." ' ·· 
The issue of closing a · dental 
school surfaced again Monday for 
at least the third time since the mid-
1980s, brought up this time by a 
member_ ofJhe· Hjgh~~ .&.h~cation. 
Review Committee. · 
Previous efforts have · been 
made to close one of the two 
schools, the most recent in 1992 by 
Kentucky dentists who were pri-
marily concerned about what they 
viewed" as an oversupply of dentists 
in the state. . 
In suggesting that the commit-
tee get down to the nitty-gritty, 
Cabinet Secretary Kevin Hable on 
Monday asked that a subcommittee 
consider having one dental school. 
"It is clear to me we need one 
facility, and that Lo\)isyil!e need_s .!Q... 
be the physical location," he said. 
His comments 'set off angry 
exchanges and comments from UK 
President Charles Wethington and 
state Sen. Michael R. Moloney, who 
defended UK's. program. Moloney, 
D-Lexington,'· later resigned from 
the committee. •; · 
Gav. Brereton Jones was asked 
yesterday whether he supports Ha-
ble's suggestion that the UK dental 
school be closed. 
· · Through Jones' press secretary, 
Mindy Shannon Phelps, Jones and 
Hable said Hable was merely trying~ 
"\o-prod the . committee ""to get-on 
with its work and was not specifi-
cally recommending that UK's den-
tal school be closed. 
· Hable's suggestion that the den-
tal school be at U of L was his 
personal opinion, not a. recommen-
dation, Phelps said. It was made in 
the context of having the committee 
!ookat a!i .professional schools in 
the state and try to eliminate pro-
gram duplication, she said 
The dental school debate is a 
familiar one in Kentucky and has 
gone on for more tlian a decacie. -
"When you look at all the facts 
- the dollars spent and the num-
ber of students - we only need 
. one dental schooL" Dr .. James 
Greer, a Lexington '•dentist in-
volved in last year's debate, said 
yesterday. "It is time to look at it 
logically." ,.,.,, .. , ,,·,/ · 
. But f<i date, . the debate has . 
always ended with the. same rec-
ommendation: to · leave· · · ooth 
schools open but limit the number 
of entering students ... ,, · · 
· · That number has consistently 
fallen since 1981, when 146 were 
enrolled, to 111 in 1983; 100 in 
1984; 90 in 1985; and 80 in 1992. 
Those who favor closing one 
dental school think it is a logical 
solution to what seems a simple 
problem, said Dr. David Nash, 
dean of UK's. dental school But "it· 
is actually very, very complicat-
ed" . . .•_ -
\ ·-·· . . ~ . . .., . ... . ' 
· ''There is very little to be 
gained by closing a dental school 
and very much to be lost" .. · 
·.. Closing one school would not 
· .save inuch in terms 'of the $14 
iniliion in state inoney that sup-
ports_ the two dental schools, he 
said. And it could leave many 
. patients · in Central and Eastern 
Kentucky who cannot be. treated 
elsewhere withQUt ciental care. 
up for 
Part of the argument for clos-
ing UK's dental school rather than 
U of L's has been that l!K's facility 
and patient pool are not large 
enough to handle the ·task of 
educating all dental students in 
Kentucky. · · • ' , 
, , , ._ "Their obvious weakness is· 
the size of their facility," Hutchin-
son said. "They cannot train 100 
dentists a year without building a 
new building. · .. · · · · · · · · 
· "And dental schools are very 
dependent on having large num: 
hers of patients. Metro Louisville 
has a population of -1 million, 
while Lexington · has · aoout · 
. 300,000." -... 
· ; U of L's dental school is also 
newer arid more· modern, Hutchin-
son said. 
But Nash said UK has" ·on~ of 
the largest patient-care operations 
in the United States. >· · · 
· "Last year our college treated 
25,000 different Kentuckians who 
made over 100,000 visits." 
. UK is · in the process of reno-
vating the 207 cubicles used to 
provide dental care and will ·have 
· remodeled 54 percent of them by 
Jan.15. "We will then have a state-
of-the-art facility," he said. · 
UK also treats all HIV-positive 
patients in Central and Eastern 
Kentucky, as well as those with 
either special medical problems 
such as cancer or diabetes. 
Hutchinson· said U of Vs'. other 
strengths include having a larger 
selection of graduate dentistry 
programs than UK and a dental 
hygiene program. · 
Still, he said, he doesn't partic-
ularly favor closing UK's dental 
program. . . I 
· ''I don't think either of us is 
out .to close the other, one, but if 
the state decides to close one 
school, we obviously think we 
have the best school." 
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Campbellsville ~hart1ng course 
College -or· e- xpans1· O Il · w:~;ee~~ ~l~s ~~ w':i~ 
ts ters comes to the front door ... _fa_c____ . ____ _ _ she brings a loaf of bread she had 
BY DAVID LAVENDER . Assembling the team just baked and strawberry butter ~:ii~i~~n HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER Like the efforts Winters put into for us, and we couldn't believe it." 
Russell creek CAMPBELLSVILLE _ Camp- ! catching t~e trophy largemouth bass,. Whitt _said Shirley Winters ~ 
Baptist Associa- , bellsville College sits on the • nort~ern pike _and walley~ th'.1t hang become like a grandmother to his 
tion. , frin e of the Blue ass where a! on his wall, Wmters ~d his :,vife have 3-year-old daughter. 
■ Private, four- '"Congest!J Area" sign :ually means I wor~ed hard to reel m _their college "I've have told m_any i;>eople 
year, co-educa- ,more than two houses are around the family. . , . __ _ _ _ that are connecte~ with _this col-
t,onal colleg~ , bend - . One of the Wmters catches was lege, 'thank you for adopting me,"' 
w;t~ !~~~~b-o-f~~ see~s like the last place that col- David Gray, vice president of deyelop- Whitt said. "Whether you were a 
~e~t P lege degrees would be the main crop. ment, who came to Campb~llsvi)le !n graduate here or whether you 
■ Th
0
e 50-acre But look closer. Smell a bulldozer May 1992 from Southern University m w~e brought in the leadership ?,f 
campus is half spewing diesel fuel in the fall air. Stroll Charleston, S.C. this campus, you do get adopted. 
a mile from · I the 50-acre campus. See the flags of When Gray, a min)ster for 32 years, Shirley Winters, . who bakes 
downtown . ,our nation, the commonwealth and the began at Campbellsville, there was no loaves of bread to give to others 
Campbellsville strawberry fluttering in the wind - alumni director, and alumni donations each week, is "about as busy as f~~~gf on : and you realize something is going on were at 3 percent_. After a year's work, you ca~. get without bei!1g on the 
■ E roil~ent· here. the donor base is at 20 percent-and, payroll, her husband said. 
11~3. • Some say that what's going on at I climbing. . .1:he Campbellsville College 
ii Student-facu~ this small, Baptist college is Kenneth Even more telling is that 100 per- spmt has spread from the basket-
ty ratio of 15-1. and Shirley Winters. cent of faculty and staff have pledged ball arena, :Vhere the ba~eball 
· Winters, president of the college , to contribute a combined $250,055 to team shows its support by Jump-
and his wife, a retired kindergarten the school's Vision 2000 campaj@,_ ing down to the floor and doing 
teacher who is fascinated with -the whlch ls proje::ted to raise $5.3 million - pushups for each 3-point basket, 
strawberry and its depiction, came to for the school. · ' to the community, where people 
Campbellsville in 1988. On the chalk dust and eraser side of , . like Ponderosa restaurant manag-
They did not see much. The cam- administration, the school caught a er Jim Horton prepare · for the 
pus included three boarded-up build- prize in Jim Howard, chairman of overflow crowds on weekends 
ings and an enrollment that had Campbellsville's division of education. when sports events are going on 
stagnated at the 6~ level. Howard, who founded the Gover- , at the college. · . 
But what the Wmterses saw was a nor's Scholars Program of Kentucky, "Business increases somewhere 
challenge. was called in to oversee Camp- . in the neighborhood of 15 per-
"Maybe it's corny, maybe it's not, bellsville's masters of education pro- cent" Horton said. Game crowds 
but I think it's where we were sup- gram. are· ~something very predictable 
posed to be," said Kenneth Winters, Robert Clark, academic dean, said that we can plan for." 
who spent 23 years at Murray State Campbellsville's commitment to educa- · The Ponderosa which opened 
Univei:sity. "It wo~ldn't have been o!1 tio11_is the real m:1I>ro_vement. __ ___ April 7, -employs• Campbellsville 
my mmd ~o heavily to co~e back if - "Faculty _is the-hear:( -of it," students. 
there wasn t somethmg here. Clark said. -_"We can have bun- "It's a very positive impression 
A way of life dreds of new buildings, but it's we get business-wise and life-
After six years at Campbellsville, the teacher-student relationships wise," said Horton, who moved to 
the couple's devotion to family and that count. Once they close that · Taylor County from Louisville 
community seems to have permeated door; it's -what· happens, where two years ago. "The growth of the 
the campus. learning occurs." town and the college complement 
"Doctor Winters and the vision he · One of the younger staff mem- each other. One is good for the 
has for Campbellsville College has had bers is Argo, who came to Camp- other." 
the greatest impact on overall campus bellsville in 1983 from Strategic The school pumps $37 million 
life," said Trent Argo, director of Air Command Headquarters in into the local economy, but Camp-
admissions. "Once the administration Omaha, Neb., where he had spent bellsville Mayor Robert L. Miller, 
had a vision, things have taken off. six years as a military police offi- _a 1948 graduate of the college, 
"I have faculty members that will cer. sees beyond the dollar signs. 
call students at home, write them let- He, too, is caught up in the "Its culture and economic 
ters, go by and visit them. A few years ;.<;:ampbe!lsville spirit. . i , _., .. : impact on our community is 
ago, we didn't have that." ·· ··"I don't remember a time m my beyond measure," he said. "Camp-
Winters said his plan is simple. life when I've enjoyed coming to bellsville College provided me not 
Reward people for doing well, provide work as now," Argo said. ''Drives only with an excellent education 
students new adventures and, most -my wife crazy. Everywhere I go but with strong morals and Chris-
important, put students first. I'm Campbellsville College." • tian values, which have sustained 
"Our philosophy is we have no . - One reason for such enthusi- me throughout my life." 
other reason for being here other than asm is that newcomers are we!- To Ken Winters, "It all boils 
those students," Winters said. "I think corned warmly and quickly down to whether_ or not you care 
they believe that now." · become part of the Campbellsville about students and whether your 
And why shouldn't they. College family .. ·-: ' - · · students perceive you as honest in 
Since 1988: Marc Whitt, who ·came to the way you feel about them." 
■ Enrollment has risen 73 percent, Campbellsville from Georgetown How does he think the brethren 
topping 1,000 in 1991 and peaking this College in December to head the who started the Baptist school in 
year at 1,163 students. public relations and marketing 1906 would react to the college's 
■ A 65-member marching band and departiµent, got a typical Winters success? · 
football, women's volleyball, cross- reception. "I think there would be lots of 
country, soccer and swimming have 'Ha,Ilelujah Choruses."' 
been added. 
■ The alumni donor base has 
grown from 3 percent to 20 percent. 
■ k master's degree in 'education 
curriculum and instrljction has been 
introduced. · 
■ Construction workers on campus 
aren't there to board up old buildings 
but to work on construction projects 
like the $110,000 courtyard project that 




According to a Campbellsville 
College brochure, "the strawberry 
represents the close-knit 'family' 
environment we enjoy here at 
Campbellsville College. Y ou'II see 
the strawberry around campus 
and in much of our College litera-
It is used, in great part, to honor 
the First Lady of Campbellsville 
College, Mrs. Shirley Winters, who 
frequently uses fresh strawberries 
picked nearby for homemade 
recipes. The baked goods Mrs. 
Winters prepares can often be 
found in faculty and administra-
tive offices, and residence hall Iob-
h1-.." 
Reaching beyond the campus 
Last year Campbellsville College contributed $37 million to the local econ-
omy, but th; school's employees and students make other contributions to the 
community, too. · . . . 
■ Campbellsville College offers extension classes at the F~t of t!ie Loom 
plant in Campbellsville, Marion County High School and Marion Ad1ustment 
Center. .· . 
■ Nearly all of the college's administrators are invo_lved _m commumty 
organizations such as the Lion's Club, Rotary Club and K1wan1s. 
■ Many faculty and staff members are.leaders, musicians, deacons and 
Sunday school teachers iri local'.churches. · . . . 
■ At election time, TV-4, an on-campus, low-po~er stal!~n - wh1~h 
broadcasts around the clock seven days a week, - arrs a political forum m 
~:~§" [ -~-~fil-ig ! 
which members of the Taylor County media interview candid~tes. · · . 
■ David Gray, vice president for developmen~ leads seminars for semor 
citizens on wills and estate planning. Gray hopes to expand this program to . 
~.@_ ~ d'l_. :i:i. ,.. m B! P.,, .r ;,, ,.. 
~ o:,o"' ~Er'' El'§ S'g if8 [;;;t ~ 
!l ;a,s· e:~ ~ ~~ ft"'r~ ~~ '~ i s·~ :FF fil_., !!!!t-~E g 0 ai z 
g;· ,rs C. ,, s· g,@ I &l provide a simple will service for alumni. .,. · . ·., ~, " ;i c:: "' . ~ ~- [ m 8' 8 -·;:;: ~ 
~-n, fi~ Cl! g~-- S-n,,S Q.~ • :< 
8g.S·0 i 8-.g.fj"'"[[ :<,§ ~ 
l/joo..,"1 et. §co" 1!9.~ t:i~c. ~: 
,.,. ("I) t::i.,, ro • 8 oo· P" - ~ 
~ ,;,'!ii-~ . n " a - 8' 'll ... gfl~ " a.., g,a fil" "' 
s-[s-[ ~ 11 <?~§""' P:~. ;.."' n,,..,,.... s &se::n,9 
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,g B'i,g:~-g.w~ □ ::I:!5· o s:t. ~ 
,....oo" ~" c::...ii:;s_-.ao ~ "-'•C.• "-"•,;•O C. "-"'I» " Q 
5.8" ~g t:is•n." !l;!_if .i S-fil ::'B = I OTHER V.OlCES .. g-E!:g;m ;i .r o"' -qo S"o;' fil 
'' .,. !n fil ~- '?9. !Si;~ .ll " "' " !B 
~ sea8on,,. · .. of_.·:se_ i,ious' ·~u,es i ;;[J.f.;tf.J:l!i 
" a'-@ r"' " gi. m . ~ C. ;a ' . 
Practice for this college basket-, ball season was allowed to · . begin after midnight Friday. . 
vlany schools heavily promote the 
Nent. It's a warm-up for the hype 
hat builds until March's national 
:hainpionship tournament, a ho-. 
mnza. of TV and ticket revenue.· 
Now cgllege basketball's com-
nercial success is calling attention. 
o its problems. Among them is the 
,ge-old tension between academics 
ind athletics. A related concern is 
acial polarization. 
Both problems were painfully 
:vident last week. As the National 
\.ssociation of Basketball Coaches 
net in Charlotte, N.C., black coach-
s were meeting with the Congres-
.ional Black Caucus. Their con-
:ern: that NCAA plans to raise 
,cademic standaras and reduce the 
Lumber of basketball scholarships 
will affect black athletes "dispro- ! !E [ [ § ! [ '§" j: ~ ! 
· t I " ' " g · as-a-a. ao n.-portiona e y. ~ · ~a. q g-s·a. ~ s 
5
-~::i 
The black coaches' concerns are [ "'· " "' fil ''!9. 
understandable - but so are the i s ~ ~ [ s ff-?< f ~-- [ ~ 
NCAA's. Cost controls are needed, I 
especially if colleges are to fund : ~ fsl' ~ ~ '<°'§ m e,g. § g- [ 
women's sports equitably. Also ~ [ l;l- • en ~ 'E. ::ij a. f ~ "' ~ § ~ 
needed: higher academic standards: fil'~ ~ s [ ~ fil " ~ ~ ;,, a c. c. 
· ~rn ~ 000 ~':9.§- SS-""g'2 ~8" 
From high-school to college to ;. ~ c. ~ .r ~ "· -g. ~ If 61 [ oi ;i the pros, athletes face steep odds .. § ls§' a i;i • - o ~ '8 ., !'l. '!9. 
The majority will need a solid , e; iil 3 ~ " l°& ~ ~ s· r; ~ ~ 
acade,mics and vocational skills t? f ~.; g ~- :,;, § <m. ~ ; ... " gi ~ 
sustam them because sports wont.;...~ i3 l;l- f!l. ~ .., · ~ a- e:~- ~ c,; [ 
. These iss~es deserve a hearing: p, s· s; ! I~ s· g fil. fl .P i :i 
- not from Congr~, b~t from al\ " : g ~ m * P .rt a. ij · } 
of the coaches, athletic directors, ' ~ a·'§. .., .,. ~ ~ ;;.~ '< ~ 
and university presidents who to-· - · 
. gether run intercollegiate sports .. 
This editorial is from The Mi-
ami Herald. Guest opinions do not 
necessarily reflect the viewpoint of 
the Herald-Leader. 
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Jqnes doesn't oppose unionizing at KSU 
Associated Press 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Gov .. Brere-
ton Jones is not opposed to efforts 
to organize a union at Kentucky 
State University, a spokeswoman 
said yesterday. 
The position was a reversal of a 
statement on Monday, but press 
secretary Mindy Shannon Phelps 
said she. had been given some incor- want a union because they haven't 
reel legal research when the ques-. been able to get proper attention to 
tion arose Monday. ,, their t:oncerns. The university's 
Phelps said a law specifically au. board of regents could decide on 
thorizes universities to recognize the issue by January. 
bargaining agents for employees. State law forbids unions for em-
On Monday, "we didn't think the ployees of central state government. 
law allowed it," Phelps said yester-' Phelps said Jones would sign legis-
day. lation to lift that ban, but would not 
Some employees at KSU say they actively support such legislation. 
!Vl~U ARCHIVES 
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Students protest tuition increase 
''Students at -the University of Ken- - said Christy Ames,, president of the 
BY ERIC GREGORY 
HERAf.D.lEADER STAFF WRITER 
Chilly temperatures kept 
turnouts low yesterday as stu-
dents and faculty members at 
the eight state-supported univer-
sities rallied to protest proposed1 · 
tuition increases. · 
At the University 'of .Ken-
tucky, about 150 people turned 
out for the event in front of the 
Administration Building. There 
were no · placards or signs, as 
most people kept their bands. in 
their pockets to keep warm. 
"We were expecting at least · 
1,000 students," said Lance 
Dowdy, president of UK's Stu-
dent Government Association. 
"Still, I think we got the message · 
across . and showed that we 
aren't going to back down." 
The rally was scheduled to 
last two hours, but instead it 
lasted about 30 minutes. 
Sen. Tom Buford, R-Nicho-
lasville, got the most ·cheers as 
he challenged fellow . legislators 
to find ways to. finance higher 
education and not "fool around" 
with things like casino gam-
bling. : 
He then tossed blue and 
whlte balls to· the· crowd-aiiif 
urged them to get involved in -
fighting tuition increases. "With-
out your help, .as I throw these 
balls out, so goes the dollars of 
the education of Kentucky," he 
said. . 
Dan Fulks, chairman of UK's 
Faculty Senate, said the higher 
tuition rates should mean an 
increase in the quality of educa-
tion. "We must see to it that our 
students get what.they pay for,''.:. 
he said. · ·'--··-' ···" 
He also ·challenged· legisla-
tors to put a high priority on 
education. "If you think educa-.. 
tion is expensive," he said; ''then·. 
you ought to try_ ignorance. ...• 
''It's time for the taxpayers of 
Kentucky to realize that higher 
education means more than bowl 
games and Final Fours," said 
Fulks, a professor in the College 
• of Business and Economics. 
Greg Watkins, a UK student 
senator for the business and. 
economics college, !l<lld ·the state 
is not fulfilling its obligation of 
funding universities,100 percent, 
''The state has never 
achieved full funding," he 5l\id.' 
tucky have more than fulfilled their . U _of L Student Government AS:Soci-
obligation by paying the tuition ation. 
• n •, 
mcreases. . . In Richmond, Eastern Kentucky 
"We must · show Oegislators) University • students heard from 
, that the students of the .co~on- · marijuana-legalization advocate 
'!ealth. have fulfilled the.tr obliga- and former gubernatorial candidate 
tion as a partner, and it's about Gatewood Galbraith. 
·i:ime'.:the,i;tate did the same." , 
'':/Meiin'witlle, Morehead State 
1 
University students s!a~ed a II_l~k 
funeral yesterday, saymg tuition 
I
. increases will be the. death of col-
lege students. 
· · Student Government Associa-
1 tion President Bryan Carlier said 
the protest was intended to show 
the council that students are con-
cerned about. their future and will 
not accept an increase without a 
1 fight -·· · . · 
I . '· . . . 
1 · About 1,000 University of Lou-
. isville students signed a banner in 
' protest of tuition increases: 
''The · major problem is that 
quality of_ our 1.1Diversities is going 
dowri and the prices are going up," 
Galbraith spoke to the students . 
for about 40 minutes, mostly on 
what he contends are the benefits of 
legalizing the drug. Galbraith, a 
Lexington lawyer, said that if the 
state legalized marijuana, it would 
save money on prisons that could 
be SPf!it on higher education. 
About 30 students rallied at 
Northern Kentucky University in 
Highland Heights and more than 
1,0Q() Murray State University stu: 
dents turned out to sigµ petitions 
opposing any ·tuition increases . 
••• 
The Associated Press contribut-
ed to this .article. 
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Council · to: ··make tuition 
-d~~~ion~M~nd~y 
The Council on Higher Educa-
tion is expected to set 1994-95 
tuiti(l!l rat~ Monday, .. , · , 
If the council.decides to.go_ with 
rates allowed ,under a formula it has 
. used since 1982°83; tuition would go 
up by: . . 
,·••. , 
■ 5.3 percent at Eastern Ken-
tucky, Kentucky State, Morehead 
State, Murray State, Northern Ken-, 
tucki _and Western Kentucky uni-
versities; "". ·· - . · ' 
-■1tii percent at the Umversi-
ty of Kentucky and the University: 
of Louisville, ··· ; 
■ 14.3 percent at 13 communi: 
ty colleges. The exception is Lex-. 
ington Community College, where 
tuition is higher than the rest and 
has been frozen at $810 a semester 
until the rates at other the commu-
nity colleges catch "i1p. · 
The council's research staff is 
expected to recommend approval of 
L -• _, -,,~ --~••• •~--
. those increases but has also pre-
. pared three other options, according 
to a council report. , '· 
· They- are: · 
·. ■ Put a moratorium on tuition 
increases in 1994,95. · 
· ■ Limit annual tuition •in-
·creases to a maximum of '10 per-
cent, which would reduce the finan. 
cial load for students at UK, U of L 
and the community colleges:·-_· • • 
· ■ fuiprove the rates called for 
· , by the fqrmula, but tie them · to 
more money for student grants 
under the College Access ·Progrant 
The Kentucky Higher , Educa-
. _ti<iri Assistuice Authority is asking 
the General Assembly for an addi-
tional $6.4 million over the 1994-96 
biennium for the grants. 
This would mean the number of · 
students receiving the grants would 
not decrease. 
- Dottie Bean · 
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Jones not opposed to union at KSU: Gov. Brereton Jones is 
not opposed to union organizing efforts at Kentucky State Universi-
ty, a spokeswoman said Tuesday. 
. The pos\tion was a reversal of a statement Monday, but press 
secretary·Mindy ShannonPhelps·said she·had·been given some 
incorrect legal research. ·. · 
· Phelps said _there is a law that specifically authorizes universities 
to recognize bargaining agents for employees: • - •.. · 
-✓-
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A tribute • to a healer· 
• i 
! 
Play honors Morehe~ ·doctor,_ longtime nur§~_ ~sqcjate 
BYKEVIN NANCE - · andlistens and listens. 1 thmic some early on, anti-Catholic pre1ud1ce sur-
HERAtn-LEAoER ARTS WRITER . people go to her just to talk." · face,?. ·,. . . . 
· Caudill who will be in the · It was the early 60s and all 
MOREHEAD - When Shirley Gish rieeded a physician in Morehead, a 
friend suggested Dr. Claire Lou-
ise Caudill. 
"I'd let her cut my head off," 
the friend said - which for Gish, 
a playwright· and professor at 
Morehead State University, was 
endorsement enough, She arrived 
at the doctor's office for an ap-
pointment and the rest was histo-
ry. 
"The first time I laid eyes on 
her," Gish said, "it popped in my 
head: 'I want to do a one-woman 
show on this woman.' " 
So began Me 'n Susie,' which 
Gish wrote and will perform Fri-
day at MSU's Button Auditorium.· 
The play, based largely on exten-
sive interviews with Caudill and 
her longtime nurse associate and 
friend, Susie Halbleib, tells the 
story of their struggle to improve . 
health care in the region. 
----·-· - Gish focus-
If you go es on the pair's 
_____ devotion to 









led them· to 




----- cessful crusade· 
to establish 
what is now Morehead's St Claire 
Medical Center. •. 
:. · Along the way, Caudill and 
Halbleib - now 81 and 66; tespec- · 
lively, and still practicing. inedicine 
~-·oattled disease, poverty and 
prejudice. · .. 
- Above all, Me 'n Susie is an 
·affectionate portrait of Caudill, a 
Rowan County· native whose tenac-
ity, attentiveness and personal 
warmth have made her a local 
institution. 
-"She's a healer in the old-fash-
ioned sense," said MSU theater 
professor Travis Lockhart; who is 
directing the play. "Slie-,-touches· 
people, literally. . 
''Her style of healing is treating 
the whole person,. nob just-• the-
disease.-She's interested in· yoU' ...,.. 
not.-just. in where it hurts:•: · 
Gish agreed. . .. 
: . ''.Just being _at)Jtmd-her..makes · 
you feel good," she said. ''One.of the 
nurses in town· said;- 'When illouisec 
talks.W.Y.llU..Y.OU::wilrnever,~, 
that she has anothi;r:- 'tliirugijf:'iit-
your: head. except. you.'.. Slietlistens-
audience Friday, is a bit uncomfort- arot_md ,the country people_ were-
able about receiving so much atten- saymg, · ~ennedy's a Catholic; the 
tion. P<?pe's ~01~g to run the_ country,' " 
:: "It's sort· of different to listen to Gish said. 'When t!1e sist~ came 
somebody talk about-your life" she · h~ they were. still 'Yeanng full 
said. "I think it's embarassing. It's habit. When they went mto gr?Cery, 
- . . . stores, someone would be assigned 
; pleasant.It's disturb~. lt's,:imiost · to follow them because they'd fig-
any word_you can think oi ure ·they· were hiding cans.·under 
f Saint Clalre their robes."' 
· The project was· a natural for· The anti-Catholicfeeling ~ubsid-
Gish, who _has written several other ed, and the hospital was named 
orie-- and "two-person playS; often·. ·after.both.Caudill.and. a.sainLwho 
concentrating, on, women.·. /:'. _ 
She began in the summer of 
1992 by interviewing Caudill a,nd 
Halbleib .. "But Louise is so modest, 
she doesn't really think she's done 
anything all that . wonderful," Gish 
said. "A lot of things I had to find 
out from other people, mostly peo-
ple who knew them .... 
Slowly, the story took shape. 
Caudill earned her medical degree 
from the University of Louisville in 
1947; a time ,yhen ·women doctors 
were rare. Instead· of'•starting a 
practi~ in a larg!!f. city; she chose 
to return: to-Rowan·County, where· 
physicians were ,in short supply. · 
i With.Halbleib; a.nurse she met. 
at·th'e Oneida Maternity:Cente\' :i11:, 
Clay County, Caudill begah i)ractic-
irig medicine ·in· Morehead in: 1948. 
. Though a general practitioner, 
she. became known for her•work in-
olistetrics. By 1982,. ··when·, she 
stopped delivering babies,: Caudill 
had: brought about 8,000 children 
into the world, about 2,000-ofthem-
in . hoµies .. -,. .. ··.: ·:: ,;~,. ::· -"'c'·~~ .. _ •. -..~;.~_... .-
.. ~'Slie· .wenr::i>.\lt_:__i11,the., 4111s ·to: 
·deliver babies,-alid'. diseovered ·that. 
the women dtdn't have medical care 
at ali" Gish said;'"Mostorthe·time 
~d:never seen artfdcior~ifuiil.'it' 
was ~ to. have· tl)e. liaby, then· 
tliey'd run to town and.'get some 
help.· [ouise wanted·. prenatal. care 
for women..Sbe .warited'.better diets. 
for young girls so that they would 
have healthy children. She wanted a 
place where. people. could, .come, 
when. they needed. help.''.. 
· · To: that .end,:.Caudill and Jtalb,. 
leib established a.-clinic. arid. later 
began searching for ways. to create 
a hospital in- a tciwn. where· the. 
nearest medical center was a two-
hour drive away. 
"One.Saturday, they just started 
going· through town. knocking, on. 
doors,_ asjcing__ for . money-_ f~~ 
hospital,'.' Gish said. Wliin:. we 
Qitholic..Chim:li,toolcan:interest.uic 
proviping . money{'t'orc::fmi;·profect: 
was.a nurse. . > ~.-·':.'.·;. ,,:Jt&::}J . ~ 
Though beloved in the-commu-
nity, Caudill herself is no saint· In 
Me 'n Susie, she comes ott··as. 
earthy, tough, a bit impalieitt:She · 
smoked heavily and has a-weak-
ness for jewelry. Slie was an. avid 
tennis player and boasted. a· mean 
serve. · · 
1 
• 
"She'll use incredibly big, com-
plex· words, and then she'll turn. 
around. and. say. something.'like, 'I. 
wanted. to:.skedaddle,' ,; ,Gish.; said. 
"She doesn't acflilie a.saint:a'fall .. 
She's apt:to jusb:ome.andfwhack 
you on-the. bai:k.ana'say;.'Ilciw. the. 
~:~~~f 7~.,;f:;\:,Ji;:,::. 
: . .Worlting, from more · tl$l; 500 
pages.of'.iitwvi~•Gishi~te-the 
script while on· a fellowshi#at the-
.Helene: .. Wurlitmi·.-Fiiuriilation in · 
Taos, N;M;'.'. <:.auch11" arid::Halhleib 
traveled to.New.:Mexiro toiread' it. 
. : ,«1:ows1is comment' was; wca1 
for: her," Gish.said. ''She said,.'Shir--
ley,,rdon't know how you could ~o 
so mucli with.so, little.' Itbiitk.she's . 
a,';Iitl;le. uncorntortable ~: so 
milc!L attention." . . : . .. : 
. Tiue to life, the. doctor. deflects 
attention from herself. and applauds 
tiie: i:iliiy's i!lc!U§ion · "of:, IWP.lei'K 
who has Ileen the,proverbial. wind 
beneath.Caudill's wings. · , · 
- , i'She-coukl.nevercget. the,crediL 
she ·aeserves;:·Caudilr said.• "f'may 
talk a lot, but Susie workaa lot _She 
still .works harder-than-I'doi'. . Ql ~~, ---Gisn ---,--. --.. a~~ • ~~, ... 
duri.. .,il~-..... -.~_ .• ,,...,._· "'""'"""l =a.:~)'~ ng,:!m:flf ,w~a., •. y_i::u.L:.- LU,t:\!ii:tUWW.:st- I ~~rf::j c,, 
offii:e,-she refused tci liave'li:medical:c . ef,.~ ~ 
t~ that_ the d~l~t had:_orde@:~i'- -~~-,.-~Jt 
''Susie leaned down to _me,and· ~i?-l.,,,_ 
said, 'Now, S"!"leyr we!jµst ~ : _ ;~:,t 
you. to. lie. well.:That.statement ·'--- ' .. -tt;,~ !:. 
'We just want ev~on~·to.J:>e well' · §,!j;;~ 
-,-.became: a refiain:.m_. tlie-, play,, ~\c,; __ .;i. 
LS.::. _ ["'•L0:.1' that's' '" nc\:they --~--~Ii =use =- ""'' -. ' . . . "' wanted .. They.-didn'.Lwant!~ ~~ .&l .. .Th. ~-........ ,_ ..... · .,..~~ 
or. nzes., .. : :.to;, ~-;s-'i: - ,_;p.,._- .,,.,.~.;*,!:.;~-""!:.. ... ~ ~~".'."'.';- - -;;!:. £ -·t: 
1:iewelt..,,.; • : .. :".••"···, .. ~,.\lc-"t"\".:t:lf!Fo1· .. •.:i ;-i;~~i.;, ~=~·-•. ~ •• ,_, .,,, \, \ •• - .ti.~.-.. .. ., ... _ - . , ••  
, 
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Lucille Little has family tie to . play 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Friday, November 5, 1993 
It's a sure thing that one of the 
front-row seats for the play Me 'n 
Susie will be occupied by Lucille 
Caudill Little of Lexington, who 
has been spreading financial help_ to 
worthy causes m 
.. • .. Central Kentucky. 
The play will 
be performed Fri· 
day at Morehead 
State University's 
Button Auditori-
um. (See article, 
Page Kl). 
SUE Mrs. Little 
WAHLGREN and Dr. Claire 
--~-- Louise Caudill 
- the Morehead CONTRIBUTING 
COLUMNIST physician the 
-----• play is about -
are sisters. 
lExlNGTON HERALD-LEADER, lExlNGTON, KY. 
■ SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 1993 
Help on way for UK registration: Universi-
ty of Kentucky students continue to face difficul-
ties registering for classes over the phone. But 
relief is in sight. Officials are falling back on the 
old-fashioned way of registering: waiting in line 
for a computer terminal and a registration opera-
tor. 
. UK Registrar Randall Dahl said the terminals 
liave been set up to supplement the new tele-
phone registration system. 
With the extended telephone registration 
hours and computer terminals set up in the 
Funkhouser administration building and other 
colleges, officials do not think they will have _to 




By JIM ROBINSON 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - More than 
200 people are gathering on 
Morehead State University's 
campus this weekend to talk 
about how women can gain in-
fluence and leadership roles in 
the coming century. 
In its third year, the three-
day Wilma E. Grote Sympo-
sium for the Advancement of 
Women is offering 34 aca-
demic presentations on the 
topic of women's leadership 
roles, said symposium chair 
Sharon Jackson. The sympo-
sium ends Saturday. 
"There had not been a col-
lective group that had gotten 
together in the past to sit 
down and discuss and gener-
ate ideas ·concerning women's · 
issues and needs and prob-
lems in eastern Kentucky," 
Jackson said. "And we know 
that there are a lot of women 
in this area who have a voice, 
who have concerns, who have 
interest in women's issues, 
and so a group of volunteers 
on Morehead's campus de-
cided to originate a two-fold 
effort." 
One of the goals was to es-
tablish a minor 'in women's 
studies at MSU, which the 
board of regents approved this . 
year. 
The second was to host the 
symposium. 
"We wanted to be about to 
bring forward these issues and 
share them with eastern Ken-
tucky and offer this experi-
ence to students on campus 
and to the community," Jack-
son said. 
· The keynote speaker at a · 
dinner tonight at 6:30 will be 
Patricia Hill Collins, an as-
sociate professor in the depart-
ment of Afro-American studies 
and sociology at the Univer-
sity of Cincinnati. 
Collins' presentation is en-
titled, "Building Unity from 
Diversity: Challenges of Lead-
ership in Changing Times." 
The 34 presentations were 
chosen from more than 50 sub-
mitted from academics in 18 
states and two foreign coun-
tries, Jackson said. 
Registration began Thurs-
day and continued this morn-
ing. 
The topics range from "How 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Thursday, November 4, 1993 
I to Make Big Bucks in a Man's World" to Janet Reno, the U.S. 
· attorney general. 
Last year, the symposium's 
theme was families. The first 
year, the theme was women, 
technology and ethics. Tuition target~d 
Next year's topic will be 
wom,:m's ways· of knowing, 
learnmg and communicating. by students 
Simultaneous events rap proposed hike 
By JIM ROBINSON 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - Students at 
Morehead State ·university 
said they may be a dying 
breed if a proposed tuition 
hike is approved next week. 
At a noontime rally on 
MSU's campus Wednesday, 
;tudents had a mock funeral; 
:omplete with a wooden cas-
cet and a mannequin of a 
,allege student. 
Bryan Carlier, MSU's Stu-
lent Government Associa-
ion president and the stu-
dent representative on the 
board of regents, said stu-
dents are protesting the in-
crease because "the burden 
of the cost of college is being 
shifted to students." 
The MSU protest was one 
of eight conducted simulta-
neously at the · eight state 
universities. 
The student government 
presidents from the eight 
schools plan to attend the 
Nov. 8 meeting of the state 
Council on Higher Education 
to ·protest the proposed hike. 
Michael Cain, a 20-year-old 
freshmen from Maysville, 
said he's unhappy about the 
increase. 
"I came to this school for 
two reasons," he said. 110ne 
was the student-teacher ra-
tion was good. The other was 
that of the four colleges I 
looked at, this one was the 
cheapest." 
Cain, a business major, 
said if the council approves . 
the increase, it may affect 
his decision about whether to 
return to college. 
The council, which last 
year began considering tu-
ition increases every year in-
stead of every two years, in-
creased tuition for this 
school year from $670 to $750 
a semester for in-state under-
graduates. The proposed 5.3 
percent increase would raise 
tuition to $790 a semester 
next year. 
Out-of-state tuition for 
MSU students also would in-
crease if the proposal is 
passed, from $2,250 to $2,370 
a semester. 
Cartier said he hoped to 
collect 4,000 signatures to 
give to the Council on Higher 
Education Nov. 8 to protest 
the proposed hike. He said 
students had gathered about 
3,000 midway through the 
two-hour protest Wednesday. 
John Philley, MSU's execu-
tive vice president for aca-
demic affairs, said the uni-
versities would prefer. to see 
the state reverse its recent 
trend of • cutting money to 
higher education. 
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UK students say 
phone registration 
not working right 
BY ERNEST JASMIN 
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER 
University of Kentucky students would like to 
reach out and touch someone - preferably someone 
who can get them the classes they need. 
This semester UK had abandoned long lines and 
computer terminals previously associated with stu-
dent registration. Students are expected to register 
over the phone with a computerized voice guiding 
them through the process. 
If they are lucky. 
Some students complain that the new system, 
which uses 48 phone lines to answer thousands of 
calls daily, is not efficient enough. 
They say that the phone lines are busy most of 
the time and that it takes longer to register because 
of 30-second pauses between each computerized 
response. 
UK Registrar Randall Dahl acknowledged the 
registration system has had more problems than UK 
anticipated. To cope, university0officials decided late 
yesterday to expand the hours for phone registration 
by almost half, to 107 hours a week. 
"That is the maximum we will be able to do," he 
said. 
Employees are also being pulled from other jobs 
to sit at computer .terminals across campus and help 
students who want to return to the old way of 
registering, Dahl said. 
Human Studies major Ali Amoli, 19, said it takes 
an average of 40 minutes to register, and the problem 
is worsened because scime students make mistakes 
and have to repeat the process to correct them. 
"(Problems occur) not because of the size of the 
university but because of how they're carrying it 
out," Amoli said. 
About 3,700 students had registered between 
Tuesday and yesterday afternoon, or about half of 
the seniors who were supposed to be registering this 
week, Dahl said. Registration continues through Nov. 
18. 
University of Louisville registrar Kathy Otto said 
Louisville has had few problems with phone registra-
tion ~ince it was fully enacted this fall. 
Louisville's system also uses 48 phone lines, 
which took 57 000 calls this fall. A survey of students 
said the av~age call lasted between 10 and 20 
minutes, Otto said. 
The order of phone registration at UK is based on 
students' classifications and the last digit of their 
social security numbers. Once a student is selected to 
register, he or she has three days to do so. 
Expanded hours for UK registration are 7 a.m. to 
10 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 8 a.m. until 
midnight Saturday and Sunday, 
••• 
Education writer Dottie Bean contributed to this 
report. 





By CAROLE FELDMAN 
Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - Like many 
Hispanic students, Magda Alarcon 
had to drop out of college when her 
money ran out. But at 28, she is 
back in school, one of a steadily 
growing number of Hispanics in 
U.S. colleges and universities. 
Hispanic enrollment in higher 
education grew 84 percent in the 
past decade, from 472,000 in 1980 to 
867,000 in 1991..But it's still the low-
est among all minority groups, the 
American Council on Education 
said in a report being issued today. 
In 1990, 28 percent of Hispanics 
25 and older had attended college, 
and 6 percent had received degrees, 
the report said. Among non-Hispan-
ic minorities, 4 7, percent had some 
college education and 14 percent 
graduated. 
The report said the gains record-
ed by Hispanics are "disproportion-
ately low compared to the sharp in-
creases in their ,overall population 
growth." The 1990 Census counted 
nearly 22.4 millioh Hispanics, and 
they are expected to smpass blacks 
as the largest minority group in the 
United States by 2020. 
"Historically Hispanic students 
have not had the kinds of opportu-
nities more traditional college stu-
dents have had in terms of their 
pre-college preparation," said Diana 
Natalicio, president of the Universi-
ty of Texas-El Paso. "The chal-
lenges they face as working-class 
people often require that they dis-
continue their education." 
The report found that in 1991, 
Hispanics, at 51 percent, had the 
lowest level of high school comple-
tion among all races and ethnic 
groups. The overall high school 
graduation rate in the United States 
was 79 percent in 1991. 
Alarcon began college right after 
graduation from high school in 
1983. But when her financial aid ran 
out,' 'she was forced to quit. Her par-
ents were unable to help out. 
"Either you eat or you go to 
school," she said. 
Alarcon returned to the Universi-
ty of Texas-EI Paso in 1989, balanc-
'ing work and studies. Two years 
ago, she said, "I was at the end of 
my rope. I couldn't get financial 
aid." She said school officials 
pushed her to apply for a scholar-
ship, which she won. 
Now she is looking toward a 
spring 1995 graduation with a de-
gree in social work and further 
studies toward a doctorate. 
The fact that it will take her so 
long to get her degree is not unusu-
al. The study found that more than 
half of all Hispanic students fail to 
earn a bachelor's degree in six 
years. 
"They cannot complete a degree 
at the same rate or at the same pace 
as more privileged students can be-
cause they are employed not only to 
support their education but also to 
support their families," Natalicio 
said. 
An o the f botched reform 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL. FRIDAY, NOVEMBER.5, 1993 -T·· HE .FAILURE. of leader-
. ship that has marked 
Gov. Brereton Jones' ef-
forts to produce health 
care reform seems doomed to ex-
tend into other areas. These days, 
the scariest thing· a public policy 
advocate can hear is a claim by 
Gov. Jones that he is giving them a 
"100 percent commitment." 
Just consider the reports from 
those who were present during the 
Ambush at Berry Hill. 
Gov. Jones called a meeting 
there of his task force on stream-
lining public higher education. 
During that session his Cabinet 
Secretruy, Kevin Hable, unloaded 
in the direction of Charles Weth-
ington, president of the University 
of Kentucky. Kid Hable allowed as 
how it was time to close down the 
UK dental school and do the edu-
cating of Kentucky's dentists in 
Louisville. 
Not surprisingly, University of 
Louisville President Donald Swain 
moseyed right into the fight, firing 
in defense of The Kid's position. 
Mr. Hable did nobody any good 
by unexpectedly provoking an 
open exchange of this kind be-
tween the presidents of these two 
crucially important institutions. It 
was a ·disservice to Dr. Wethington 
and Dr. Swain. It did not further 
the cause of rationalizing the pub-
lic higher education system. 
And it was politically inept. 
Among other things, it provoked 
state Sen. Mike Moloney to sug-
gest. that the_ Governor spend time 
hand (the 1994-96 budget, and the 
financial demands of the educa-
tional reform program) and less 
time announcing new enthusiasms 
to which he is "100 percent com-
mitted," such as streamlining 
higher education, passing gun con-
trol legislation, making govern-
ment more efficient or privatizing 
government services. 
The aggrieved Sen. Moloney is 
not just any member of the legisla-
ture. He is chairman of the budget 
committee, and one of the most re-
spected and formidable members 
of the Senate. Did you see the 
movie "Blazing Saddles"? Do you 
remember Mango? In the Senate, 
Sen. Moloney is Mango. 
Nobody questions Gov. Jones' de-
votion to these causes. What is at 
issue is• his political skill. Did he 
send Kid Hable out to shoot 
Mango? If he didn't know what was 
about to come down, why didn't he? 
This is not the first example of 
failed leadership. The Governor 
was feckless as he tried to rescue 
his health care reform plan from 
the resistance of a beleaguered, re-
luctant General Assembly. He . 
charged into that fray without ade-
quately ,scouting the site. He flour-
ished and fumed. He made too 
many people mad. He confused 
too many others.· He didn't have 
the right people in his posse. And 
health care reform is still some-
where out there on the horizon, 
· awaiting passage. The Ambush at 
Berry HUI suggests that higher 
education reform, too. mav l~n-
' 
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State teachers _ tell panel • not to change tenure system 
BY LUCY MAY 
HERALD.LEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
which she is chairwoman. with tenure." 
FRANKFORT - Teachers 
from across the state gathered last 
night to send a strong message to a 
panel discussing changes in how 
they get tenure: Back off. 
They saia" they are angry that 
schools haven't gotten all the mon-
ey they were promised. 
And they warned that if the , 
tenure system is changed so it is 
based orl reviews by their peers, 
teachers will be watching their 
backs instead of cooperating and 
concentrating on the classroom. 
The task force was created in 
July by Gov. Brereton Jones to 
recommend changes in teacher 
preparation programs and continu-
ing education requirements to bet-
ter prepare teachers for the class-
room changes education reform has 
brought. 
Centre College President Mi-
chael Adams urged the task force 
not to require colleges to dedicate a 
certain percentage of their budgets 
to teaching programs in order to 
keep them. Robert Sexton, executive 
director of the Prichard Committee 
for Academic Excellence, warned 
the panel nono underestimate the 
cost of some of its ideas. 
from the crowd of 200 people, many 
of them wearing· plaid ribbons to 
show their affiliation with the Ken-
tucky Education Association. 
Mac Grace, an art teacher at 
Henderson County South Junior 
High, read a letter signed by his 
school's staff. It blasted Sen. Ed 
Ford, D-Cynthiana, a member of the 
task force who called on teachers to 
act like professionals if they want 
to be treated like professi_onals. 
ties teachers have taken on and 
said, "Take note - we have done 
this without taking bribes and be-
ing investigated by the FBI." The 
reference to Operation BOPTROT, 
the federal investigation of corrup-
tion in state government, drew loud 
laughs and cheers. Teachers told the Governor's 
Task Force on Teacher Preparation 
during a public hearing that they 
are already struggling to carry out 
the massive changes called for in 
the 1990 Kentucky Education Re-
form Act. 
Although most of the speakers 
during the two-hour hearing talked 
about tenure, Education Secretary 
Sherry Jelsma said tenure isn't the 
prime focus of the task force, of 
Jelsma declined to guess what 
the task force will vote to recom-
mend at its meeting Nov. 15, but 
she did say, "I think we can do a 
great many things without dealing 
But teachers were the hit of the 
evening, drawing frequent applause The letter listed the added du-
Paducah primary teacher Shel-
by Quertermous got a standing 
ovation when . she put it this way: 
"Please do hot add more stress to 
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'UK computer prQject puts together 
Kentucky-based guide . to quotations 
BY DomE BEAN 
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
Can you name the Kentuckian 
who said he'd rather be right than 
president? 
Or repeat Muhammad Ali's 
words upon winning the world 
heavyweight boxing championship 
in 1978? 
1n a few yean!, it's likely you 
will be able to find those and other · 
quotations on a computer disk or in 
a new paperback book. 
Call it a Kentucky-style Bart-
kit's Guide to Familiar Quotations, 
all of them from and about Ken- • 
tuckians. But with a twist The 
version you get on computer will 
have illustrations and audio. 
The ambitious two-year ven-
ture, called The Kentucky Project, 
is being launched this semester by 
a group of undergraduate students 
at the University of Kentucky. They 
are part of The Gaines Group, a 
non-credit workshop at UK's Gaines 
Center for the Humanities. 
They hope to have the first 
edition ready to present to UK's 
new Commonwealth Library when 
it opens in 1996, said Raymond F. 
Betts, director of the Gaines Center. 
UK officials hope to begin construc-
tion in mid-1994 if the state ap-
proves financing. 
The students are donating their 
time to the project and receive no 
academic credit or pay. But, Betts 
said, there is also an educational 
point to the exercise: learning to 
perform computer-enhanced re-
search. 
You might call the result an 
elaborate high-tech term paper. 
Except that it is much more fun 
to produce, Gaines students say, 
and has side benefits. 
"Before the project, I hadn't had 
much exposure to computers and 
am actually what you call computer 
phobic," said Jamie Alley, a UK 
junior majoring in Russian and 
philosophy. 
"But it interested me that these 
machines I have always thought of 
as evil forces could actually be used 
to enhance studies in humanities." 
By working on the project and 
with other more computer-minded 
students, "I am not nearly as phobic 
and dosed-minded about comput-
ers," she said. 
The fact that the project .is a 
non-credit one appealed to· Don 
Puckett, a Gaines student who 
plans to go to law school. 
"It's always nice to be able to 
have some type of scholarly pursuit 
with other students who are not 
just interested in getting a grade," 
he said. . 
"Most of us are just interesteo· 
in getting the best final product we 
cari get" 
Several of the students working 
on The Kentucky Project already 
have some experience under their 
belts. 
Last year, they produced anoth-
er humanities project on computer 
disk: a short essay with graphics 
on the human hand as a symbol 
,t I - • •-•-•-
The Kentucky Project 
Estimated number of quotations: 1,000 to 1,500. _ 
Projected sales: 5,000 paperback books; 500 to 1,000 disks to be 
distributed to schools or public libraries. 
Projected price: $5 to $10 for books. 
Estimated cost: $10,000, much of it for summer scholarships 
and copyright costs. . . · 
Financing: Raising private money. 
Other costs: Computers, other equipment and technical support 
provided by UK's computing services. . _ 
Student volunteers: 11 who have committed to working .on the 
project for at least two years. -- , -,. 
Oversight: Advisory committee of professional· historians: , .- . 
That prQJect, wlrich·has-~; . softly into.the background .. 
transferred from disk to videotape, Lewis Swift, UK dean of under-
won the Gaines students an invita- graduate students, said exercises 
tion to EDUCOM '93, a national such as the Kentucky and hands 
conference on higher education projects help students better,under-
technology that was held in Cincin- stand what goes on at a research 
nati Oct. 17-23. It was the first university and teaches them collab-
invitation extended to undergradu- orattve learning. 
ate students, Betts said. "Students are doing the same 
kinds of things professors do when 
they engage in research," he said. 
_ On the disk, art works or news 
photos depicting the hands and 
gestures of historic figures - from 
Christ to Hitler - take shape on a 
computer screen. As the images 
fade, they are replaced with text 
appropriate quotations about the 
hand. 
■ •• , ' 
A postscript to readers, courte-
sy of Raymond Betts: It was Ken-
~cky statesman Henry Clay, who 
m a speech given in 1850, said "I 
would. rather be right than be 
_ _ president" 
Audio hookups enable users to And Muh d Al"' f 
h th · d h"l' th amma 1s amous ear e quotattons rea w I e ey words· "Float J"k b tterfl · 
see them on the screen. The songs like a bee· A ., 1 e a u Y! sting 
of New :Age artist Enya also blend . • Ii s world champion for 
A new can of womisr three." 
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G
ov. Brereton Jones, a master raged, Moloney resigned from the 
at opening cans of worms committee. 
and then letting them wrig- It's not characteristic of Mo-
gle freely all over the upholstery, loney to duck out of a good fight or 
did a doozy when he appointed a run away from controversy. Per-
committee to review Kentucky's haps he's merely tired of all the 
higher education system. cans of Jones' worms he finds him-
The worms of.academe aren't self in lately. 
about to let themselves be used to But this one is definitely spilled 
catch any big fish. and the mess isn't going to untan-
The governor's intention in ap-
pointing the Higher Education Re-
view Committee was to seek rec-
ommendations on eliminating 
costly duplicated academic pro-
grams and schools. Jones also set 
sights on a single top-notch engi-
neering school in Kentucky. 
He might just as weirhave pro-
posed merging that·UK Wildcats. 
and the Louisville Cardinals into a 
single athletic program. 
At a subcommittee meeting last 
week, Cabinet Secretary Kevin Ha-
ble asked that only one dental 
school for the state be considered. 
Now Kentucky has two full-fledged 
dental schools - one at UK, anoth-
er at U of L. Hable observed the U 
of L facilities are the most appro- -
priate to -handle the merged 
schools. 
UK President Charles Wething-
ton promptly had. a fit and state 
~- Mi~el Mo!oney (!f ~gton 
gle without firm and solid guid-
ance. 
Of course, that guidance won't 
come from the governor. Jones and 
Hable, througti, press secretary 
Mindy Shannon Phelps, said Hable 
was only trying to nudge the com-
mittee in its work. Hable wasn't 
recommending the sacred ·UK den-
tal school be closed. 
We can only imagine the back-
bone that will evaporate when the 
committee gets around to discuss-
ing the three law schools the tax-
payers of Kentucky now finance. 
And the two medical schools, 
not to mention the two less-than-
world-class engineering schools. 
This pile of messy, wriggly 
worms is precisely why there is no 
world-class anything about Ken-
tucky's universities except basket-
ball 
That, of course, explains a lot, 
too. 
· -The (Frankfort) State 
MSU 1Clip Sheet 
A sampling of recent artides of interest to Morehead State tJnivenity '"'·=---------.. . INSTIWTIONAL RELATIONS MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 
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COLLEGE ACCOUNTING 
GETTING OUT 
AND GETTiNG JOBS 
Chart shows graduaUon rates (after five 
years) at Kentucky public universities and the 
percentage of graduates with full-time jobs two 
to five years after leaving school. 
School Graduation rate Full•Ume Jobs 
~<!!l~~~~~u::-Y11~.l1¥=~••.· •• .. -3.l!.o/0_,""'n•,,,.-,".;...Bll~.!W 
~~Jl!~Y.t!?.~~~.- 1n~~¾)f4i1~'"¾@¾·4i•;:20_%·~ M-?fi&"'~;JJfiw-1-,.h)~.i!..LlJ 
~2[~.h.~at§!.ate \hl!YllJ!,_lty . 3!1% . , 70% 
Bft~~~v"~,si.~~;&!~~~"'1n 
Rfflve~Qlr~tt1~~;1!Jit<fi~,,::~%.,:0:&,i1:i)1it11{11v,~i;:Y3J] 
wlra~tr,~,;tf:fil~~{._nlp.~"" ·· ·.., .,.. ~,·:1lh•&11•+'iitr352. ~l~.• ·.'''°'"'"'. ,-,~.Yo--z,rn 
1,'. ----~~-U&~~l\'.~J..Y~-- -:(!'• ,,.'.·Iii' ?'Iii'%-~ ,.,U,,~-"' V'?1irh:r,'+~"'-":'0.~~. 
Community colleges•· 15% 82% 
• Graduation within three yeara of enrollment 
STAFF ILLUSTRATIONS BY JOANNE MESHEW 
State's universities get·-. 
. their first quality reports 
By BEN Z. HERSHBERG 
Staff Writer 
LEXINGTON,.Ky. - At three of 
Kentucky's public. universities, few• 
er than one-fourth of full-time slu• 
dents complete a bachelor's degree 
within five years. · 
And at the 14 community col• 
• leges, an average of only 15 percent 
of full-time students complete their 
· two-year programs in three years. 
These numbers, from the 1992-93· 
school year, are in the first report 
on the quality of Kentucky higher 
education, which was ordered by 
th.e 1992 General Assembly and re• · 
leased yesterday. The plan is to as• 
sess quality in a variety of areas 
each year. Schools will be measured 
against _tl_le baseline figures released 
yestenl!ly anil held accountable for· 
progress t~ goals to be set next. 
year. 
The uniyersity presi~ents praised 
the process, saying it's healthy to 
take a hard · look at where the. 
s<;hools are and where they should 
be going. · 
They didn't seem surprised by 
some of the figures .. 
For example, the presidents of 
Northern, Louisville aild Kentucky 
State - the three schools where 
less than a quarter of full-time sill• 
dents graduate within five years -
said that they have been working to 
improve their graduation rates for 
several years. They pointed out that 
many of tlieir students can't iilforif 
to attend full time for the traditional 
four years and become part-time 
students, taking longer to graduate. 
This mirrors a national trend. 
At Western, which had a 35 per• 
cent five-year graduation rate, 
President Thomas Meredith said he 
was surprised that more than halfof 
last year's graduates reported de-
lays in finishing because courses 
weren't available. 
Meredith blamed that problem on 
budget cuts, which included about 
$200,000 from Western's kitty for 
part-time lecturers. But all schools' . 
budgets were cut, so that may not 
be the entire reason, he said. 
Sen: Ed Ford, D-Cyn\hiana, who 
introduced the bill that led to the 
assessment, · warned yesterday 
against using the report }o compare 
schools to one another. Rather, the 
schools will be competing against 
the111Selves toward self-set g(lals, lie 
said. 
A commission appointed by the 
governor to review higher educaLon 
is studying the reports - one for 
each.school and one for the-system 
overall. The· panel will recommend 
which of the 15 performance areas 
should be used to help set school 
budgets in 1994, The areas range 
from support for the Kentucky Edu-
cation Reform: Act, to graduation. 
rates, to the numbers of hours pro- · 
fessors spend in te.aching, research · 
and public service. , 
University presidents at a meeting 
of the Kentucky Council on Higher 
Education yesterday said they we!• 
corned the accountability reports, " 
• "I think it's very positive," Mer-
edith said. ''We receive state funds 
and should be accountable." 
Pat Hutchings, director of the 
teaching initiative of the American 
Association for Higher Education in 
Washington, said many states are 
discussing accountability reports for 
higher education, and a few, like 
Ohio and South Carolina, have be-
gun measuring their schools' per-
formance. 
But no one has developed one set 
of measurements that accurately 
MOREHEAD. K · -;'=:'. i 0: '=·:· 606-783-2030_ 
shows how a university is perform• 
ing, Hutchings said. 
For example, graduation rates . 
vary a great deal from one type of 
school to another, since schools ac• 
· cept different kinds of ·students. 
Some schools may· have mostly. 
full-time students, while others may 
have students · who ·are older and 
can go to class only part time, she 
said. The raw. numbers. won't ex-
plain such.differen~ .. :. 
Neverthe)~§S,· next. year the U.S. 
DepartmenFof:Educatijin will start.-
. requiring : ~-• schools· to report, 
graduation rates and other perform-: 
ance measurements. - . . . . 
Kenaicky presidents hope to im• _ 
prove.in:several ·areas, including: · ·i. 
■ The.success rate for Morehead· 
· State University graduates on the-· 
. national teachers' · licensing exam. 
President Ronald: Eaglin said- 85 
percent. .of. 1991-92 · graduates 
passed, comp_;µ;~~;to the state-wid~ 
rate of. 91 ··perceilt. ·Morehead's rate· 
used to be high~t, "ii~ said. . 
■ The number of graduate· assis• 
!ants· 'and· part-time • fai:ulty" who 
. teach courses. At··UK; where more 
than 20 percent of · courses were 
taught by graduate assistants, Presi• 
dent Charles Wethington said he 
has already made improving in' 
struction for freshmen and sopho- · 
mores a priority.- . 
j'Ie's adding about 15 full0time 
faculty this year whose main duty 
will be teaching· and another 15 who 
_will focus on teaching fre.shmen 1!_11d 
sophomores while also pursuing re--
search and, community service. 
. Overall, about 22··percent of uni• 
ve~ity;-· classes · in Kentucky; are · 
taught' ,by part-til!].e instructors or 
teaching• assistants, And because 
they- often teach large, entry-level 
classes, part-timers and assistants 
may- teach more-students than the · 
22 ""l'Cent figure would indicate. 
,. :,e part-timers aren't leaving 
full•lilUers bored. Full-time ~acuity · 
with tenure or on track toward it 
average about 55 hours a week on 
the job at the U of L and UK, and at 
least 53. hours a week ~t the other 
.six unive~ities. . 
At UK- and U of L, the full-time 
faculty spend about half their work• 
week on· instruction - .teaching, 
preparing for- class or advising stu-
dents -"- while at the regional 
schools they spencf about 60 percent 
of their time on instruction. 
■Wethington ··wd he also. was 
working to increase the number of 
fullstime teache111 in the community 
colleg~, system, where nearly 40 
percent of classes were taught by 
part-timers last' year. ,. 
Eaglin. M<irehead's p~ident, 
said it's good for the state's schools 
to get a baseline from the reports 
issued yesterday so that they can 
see how they're performing. 
"The key is not to compare insli• 
tution to institution but to find out 
what we can do to improve," Eaglin 
said. 
C-J 
WHO DOES THE TEACHING? 
Chart shows what percentage of courses are taught by full-time 
faculty members;. graduate assistants-and part-time lecturers: 
School 
Eastern Kentucky University 
Kentucky State University 
Morehead State University 
Murray State University 
Northern Kentucky University 
University of Kentucky . 
· University of Louisville 
Western. Kentucky University 
Community colleges 
Full. Part 
time Assist- . time 
82 2 16 
90 0 10 
84 0 17 
91 1 8 
. 73 0 27 
67 22 11 
74 4 22 
81 3 16 
62 0 38 
Percentage adds to more than 100 because cf rounding. 
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One in. three ~ Kenfucky. freslimeif', 
graduates in five y~, study· sa~~ - . · . 
· BY ~mE BEAN ~ s;~:hmen had not graduated ~~~~m.alilsuA\'1briRif~~ : 
HERALD-lEADER ~110N WRITER withm five years. .,::"-.ri? )t.~.:..U~f:~.~~~~~'h,;. :':"- · · :,· 
At Kentucky State University, more than 85 Kentucky Stat~ and North1;111 ':~~-t,~~~ljilt1~~%ftlJ1l~~i3i~ .. 
· J:iercent of the students work. have lower graduation rates largely fl.-•··t1!'11:::1.•"i£>~8!1.,.~-c.·"'e·1g~•' ••,i~'".·.,.1;:-w,., , f th rnak f th . an r8wOIVtl:U·~ ,LN:l flt J*Sf-c..,.1(''_,~;,,~\'i 
· When ·they don't have the money t? pay because, o . e , eul? o ~rr ;,~eg'~iiJiv;tli'Ei,fa]rjil,J~Zf;t,J;-;c '·'"' ,, 
tuition and· other costs, they drop out until they student boches, their presidents said '.':.~ .. ,~1.,,,l,tc,,e,.l;'./\.'t•·,1. '<~'"'' .· ,,( '· .• ~".• /:c 
earn more, says KSU President Mary Smith. yesterday. ·- i All schools ' .;,:e, 30:44 r~ 
· That is one reason less than one in five At Northern, which attracts University of Kentucky•·. ", 42:68 \'1-'. · 
"!embers ~f ~U's 1987 fres~an ~lass got a many commuter students from the v; Murra ·state University,j;,c 39.20 ti 
diploma withm five years, Smtth said. urban Northern Kentucky ~ea. 40 •· More ead State Universi 32.99 ~f 
Statewide the numbers weren't much better. percent of the student body, 1s 25 or W st K t ky U .1-. 'ty , . 29 62 .. ; · · · Id d 88 t · ks e em en uc _ n vers,_:c. . • "" Only one m three freshmen. who entered Ken- .o er an percen wor . . ... · ., 0, 
tucky universities in 1987 got a bachelor's · "Wehavepeoplewhotakeupto. Ea~tem_Kentuc~Umvers,ty · 32.10 ·_,, 
degree from those universities by the fall of nine years, to graduate," said North-, I Umvers1ty of Lou1sv1lle : 21.09 } 
1992, acoording to calCl!lations from statisti~ 
1 
em President_Leon Boothe. "We are I Northern Kentucky.University 19;90 i'I~ 
released yesterday by the Council on Higher very, very different from a place · Kentuc State Univers· ,. 18.03 ·: 
Education: · like Eastern (Kentucky University) , 12.21 ~ 
The calculations don't include students who because mbst of our student body is 
transferred or are still enrolled at the institu- oommuters."· 
tions. These numbers taken together are called Smith said Kentucky State also 
total persistence rates, which are above 60 has a high number ofstudents who 
percent statewide. . are older than the traditional ool-· 
. Kentucky State has the lowest graduation lege-age students and have. families 
rate - 18.03 percent - among state universi- or full-time jobs. 
ties, Students who work also might 
The second lowest was Northern Kentucky not do as well in their classes and 
University; with 19.9 percent. . · have to retake some of them, Smith 
. Even at the .University of' Ken\ucky, with said, contributing to the low gradu-
the highest graduation rate in the state, almost ation rates. 
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First-ever report details 
workloads of faculty. 
BY- ~OmE BEAN 
H~ER cOUCATION WRITER 
Most public univ~ity professors in Ken-
tucky work more than 50 hours a week and• 
spend more· than half their time teaching and 
preparing for classes. ., 
Only at the University of Kentucky and the 
:University of Louisville do -full professors 
spend less than half their time, in the class-
room. 
These are some. of the oonclusions that can 
be drawn from the first report cards on· the· 
state's eight public universities and· the- oom-• 
munity oollege. system. · 
A series of 24 accountability reports re-
leased yesterday by the Council on Higher 
Education provide some answers to a broad 
~e ~~ qu~tions about the workings of 
uruvers1ties - from who is teaching the 
classes to how long it takes students to earn 
degrees. 
IUQUI RDDRIGVEZ/HERALD-lEADER 
The universities' .. graduation 
rates should automatically improve 
next year. · · · 
That's because graduation rates 
will be figuted over a six-year 
period,. as they. are· in national 
surveys, said Joanne Lang, a deputy 






Full-time faculty members at the University 
of Kentucky and University of Louisville - · OTHER• 
the state's two doct6ral schools -- spend less 
than half their time in the classroom end 
INSTRUCTION 
RESEARCH average a 55-hour workweek. 







Tenured faculty at the six regional universities spend about two-thirds of their time 
teaching or advising students during e workweek lasting more then 53 hours. • 
55 hours ,, .. '9 ,: 53 ... ,. 45 hours 
PROFESSOR ASSOCIATE ASSISTANT INJTRUCTOR LECTURER 
PROFESSOR PROFESSOR 
• Other includes administration and personal development. 
•• Percentages do not always add to 100 because of rounding. 
SOURCE: Council on Higher Education 
UNIVERSITIES: 
First report 
is made public 
university classes, much lower than 
the statewide figure of 78.2 percent 
At UK, one of two Kentucky 
universities offering doctoral de-
grees, graduate s tudents classified 
as teaching assistants teach more 
than 20 percent of the classes. 
"They will always be teaching," 
Wilkinson, a Lennttoo busi- he said, because part of UK's role is 
nessman, was not available for to prepare students to be profes-
comment on the reports yesterday, sors. 
said his press aide, Doug Alexan- Nevertheless, he said, he is not 
der. satisfied with the number of full-
Faculty members at different time faculty members - profes-
universities in the state are expect- sors, associate professors and as-
ed to do different things and re- sistant professors - who teach ' 
search is one of his· faculty's mis- freshman and sophomore courses I 
sions,. UK . President Charles and UK has already set a goal of 
Wethington said yesterday. having at least half of those courses 
, Because of this, UK faculty taught by tenured faculty by 1997. 
members teach 67.4 percent of all 
l:tfl6h11I4ti 
ENIIICIW ~Z/ HERAI.D-lEAot:R 
Ford, who represents Kentucky 
on the Southern Regional falucation 
Board, said he saw Jillie in the 
reports that surprised him or was 
out of line with the missions of the 
universities or with trend!> in other 
states. 
One exception, he said, was the 
high failure rate for freshmen and 
sophomores taking remedial math 
and English courses. 
''What is really shocking is that 
more than 30 percent of them are 
not passing those courses," Ford 
said. Statewide, 12,430 students en-
rolled in remedial math courses in 
the fall 1990 semester, while 4,457 
enrolled in remedial English 
courses. 
"The remediation failure rates 
are not unusual as far as the South 
and the nation goes, but to me they 
are unacceptable," Ford said. 
Some other results: 
. ■ About 52 percent of graduat-
ing students said in a survey last 
year that their graduations were 
delayed because one or more 
courses were unavailable. 
■· More than three-fourths of 
the university classes throughout 
~e state system are taught by full-
time faculty members. Part-time 
instructors and teaching assistants 
teach the rest. 
■ Classroom and laboratory 
space at the universities and com-
munity colleges is underused. The 
weekly usage rate is 14.7 percent of 
capacity, compared with a nation-
wide standard of 36 percent. 
■ Of those who graduate with 
a bachelor's degree, most do so in 
eight semesters, while most gradu-
ate students receive their master's 
degree in three semesters. 
Ford, who has served in several 
leadership positions with the South-
ern Regional Education Board, said 
he thinks Kentucky is only the third 
of 15 Southern states to have col-
lected accountability information 
from its colleges and universities. 
"North Carolina and Florida 
were the forerunners and we took 
the best of both and modified it" he 
said. ' 
Ford and others cautioned yes-
terday against comparing universi-
ties or using the information to 
compare Kentucky with other 
states. 
"Every university has a differ-
ent mission. This was an opportuni-
ty for the universities to set up 
baselines and measure themselves 
in the future." 
The accountability reports, com-
piled by the Council on Higher 
Education from data collected by 
each of the universities and the 
community college system, were 
finished a month ahead of their 
legislative deadline. The Governor's 
Higher Education Review Commit-
tee had asked for the reports early 
for use in recommending goals to 
the 1994 General Assembly. 
After 1994, increases in state 
money to each university and com-
munity college will be tied to im-
, provement in some key areas such 
as graduation and retention rates. 
University workload 
This is the percent~ge of time 
faculty spend on each activity 
and the hours worked weekly 
OI ~ 
C ~ GI 
Ill .iii I u j l! Ill ! l :, a, 0 Position 0 ~ ::z:: 
Eastern 
Professor 49 13 12 15 11 55 
Asso. Prof. 54 15 9 14 8 52 
Asst. Prof. 57 15 9 11 8 53 
Instructor 67 15 5 8 6 51 
Kentucky State 
Professor 59 10 13 10 8 55 
Asso. Prof. 56 8 8 11 16 56 
Asst. Prof. 65 8 5 13 9 52 
Instruct- · 72 8 4 9 6 47 
Lectu~ 70 10 6 0 14 48 
.~ Morehead 
Protest .r 51 13 12 12 12 55 
Asso. of. 55 13 10 11 11 54 
Asst. Prof. 62 11 11 8 7 55 
Instructor f ◄ 15 6 7 9 49 
Murrar 
Profe~- ,r 50 13 14 10 13 56 
Asso. Prof. 50 13 14 11 12 55 
Asst. Prof. 52 16 16 10 8 55 
Instructor 57 15 12 9 7 54 
Lecturer 64 13 5 8 11 51 
\ Northern 
Professor 45 11 16 H 17 55 
Asso. Prof. 49 11 16 9 16 52 
Asst.-Prof. 52 14 16 9 11 54 
Instructor 52 14 19 5 10 55 
Lecturer 60 14 7 4 15 42 
ofKantuclcy 
Professor 39 4 35 6 16 56 
Asso. Prof. 45 4 30 5 16 55 
Asst. Prof. 47 3 39 4 7 56 
Instructor 76 1 14 3 6 48 
¥9(1Slty of Loulavlll• 
Professor 40 11 24 5 20 53 
Asso. Prof. 43 10 25 5 17 54 
Asst. Prof. 44 10 29 4 14 54 
Instructor 55 13 16 4 13 49 
Lecturer 61 21 6 4 9 42 
Western 
Professor 50 13 17 11 9 53 
Asso. Prof. 52 13 17 12 6 52 
Asst. Prof. 54 13 16 8 9 51 
Instructor 61 13 12 6 8 50 
Lecturer 66123 0 8 3 44 
Commun colleges*• 
Professor 61 8 23 8 47 
Asso. Prof. 65 8 21 6 47 
Asst. Prof. 71 8 16 5 50 
Instructor 73 8 13 6 48 
· 1ncludN admlnletratlon and pereonal 
develc>p,'Mnt 
.. Re-rch ,. not pert of mlHIOn 
Source: Councll on H Education 
> 
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. Council reluctantly, · .. 
O& tuition incre&Se·-: . ' . ' 
BY MAYRA1(SAAR 
HERAUJ-1.EAoER srw- WRITER . 
· In whiit it termed a reluctant motion, the Council on 
Higher Education yesterday approved a tuition increase 
for ·most state-supported uni".ersities and colleges. 
In-state students at the.University. of Ke!}tucky and. 
the University of Louisville can expect an increase, of 
· 11.2, ·percent next year, whil~, tuition at regional 
universities wilbrise __ 5,3- percent and increases will 
· amount to·-14'.3"~cent at, most. community- colleges .. 
Tuition, is temporarily -frozen--at Lexington Community 
College: - ,,,n - - · 
Student govmunent.presidents from all' state-sup-
wrted-colleges, and univen,ities presented thousands of. 
their peers'. sigruitures and pleaded for the council to, 
vote down: the increase. Western Kentucky lJniversity 
and U ofL posted llµ-ge butcher-paper petitions on the. 
walls, an'd Bryan· Carlier. of. Morehead· State University-· 
unrolled· a scroll· of more than 4,000 signatures from hisi 
school at' council members' feet But even before. the 
meeting began, UK student-supporters iri"J:he allrlience 
·declared the council's decisi01V'a done deal~•-,::,;,·,;;: ., 
. .. . : . Council members said•iliat they . 
: · sympathized with students ai1d that -
they were proud of the students' ·_ 
efforts to influence· the council's 
decision. . 
· But the council said a combina-
tion of state budget cuts ·and the -
General Assembly's lack of commit-
ment to higher education left it with 
no other choice than to limit its 
appropriations request to an in-
crease of 3 percent for riext year, as, 
opposed to• the average of 35.~-
percent the schools said they need:-' 
ed. . 
. . The · council argued that t)le ,: 
schools' requests were unrealistic. 
and said part of its recomm~ndatiori · · 
will be to spare universities and 
colleges from·state cuts. : · · 
. . ''W~ -have always asJie<l the 
legislature for-full funding, and we 
have never gotten it," -said .Ken:. 
Walker; the council's deputy execu- · 
tive director for financial affairs. 
"Our recommendation is · to· stop· 
cuts this. year and ask for a. 3 
percent appropriations increase this' 
year and· a· .5 percent for the'follow•.' 
ing year!' . 
But · with less money coming ·· 
from the state, the burden of in-
creased costs rests on the students. 
''You all will not ask the state to 
pay more, but you ask us to pay 
more," said Lance Dowdy, president 
of both the UK Student Government 
and the Board· of _Student Body 
Presidents; 'the·. group of student . 
leaders ·at the meeting. "We're car-
rying more of the burden than we · 
should." · 
Some speakers yesterday ques-
tioned the council's commitment as 
advocate to higher education. 
RECOMMENDATION FOR 1994-96 STATE ' ~ 
APPROPRIATION TO UNIVERSITIES . 
On millions) · · 
47.0 
15.6 0.8 
28.0 .0.8 1.4 . 
1.Q 1.7 
. 23.9 0.7 1.2 
223.8 6.7 11.4 
60;5 1.8 '. 3.1 
109.f .3.2 5.6 
45.8 1.4 2.3 
SOURCE: Council on Higher Education HERAU>l.fAoER 
' · · -·~·- -~·t1t ~ :· · .► .. , ••• 
5.3o/o 
14.3%. 
, ~~1°Bouege '.'i('.efit /;, ;;Jt:K }~)ii::i~t 0 
. .-:;- . .. \" --~,t-
·out-of-sta)e tuition cou[d increase by ab~ the &11Tte percentage as 
In-state turt1on,, · ... · · •. ', . 
.. Tuition figures do notlnclude room arid board and·mandatory fees that · 
students pay.fcir.athl9tics,-computers and other student-funded activities. - ' ·, . . . -, .. -
Source: Kentucky Council on Higher Education., HERAU>l.fAoER 
','The council- says i~ sym~- • ~ii'~ against tb,e tuition increase. 
thetic to the students' needs, but 1t· - ·. · --,,, . · 
sure has a strange way of showing . , .. ·The .legislature has been unwill-
it," said Clay Edwards, the council's ing to vote for more state money. 
only student member; Edwards, a because ~'they say they don't know 
U of L law student,. said' his tuition where all these dollars go for higher 
will increase by $570 next year. Ire educationt said Jl!)lleS Miller .. ~ 
was. the only co_uncihmember t(?' utive committee chairman. · · 
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TUITiON: WORKING ITS 
~ - -WAY·UP . 
. l" · .: Chart shows"tultion costs si~ce the 1992/93 
· :-' · . - school year. Rates are per semester, except as 
::- . noted. Regional universities are Western 
- · ' · Kentui:ky;Eastem Kentucky, Northern Kentucky, 
Morehead State,. Kentucky State and Murray State univerislties. 
.. -'!,·•~~ ·- . . 
. '." 
IN-STATE ' ' 92i93' . 93/94 % rise 94/95 . % rise 
Ondmnr/>cfuate'.level"''Jz;'~~«'V'--"l?t'il.\'1'!Jl!1tltfJi?i1TI~~,jk:\t7 ~~~ ,,o #• v, _,,..,,.:-,\i¾l'i.><'0Nw"11/·w~~...u-;,.;~.;:!(~fl.~.-::a - '· 
UKandUof:L. $840 $980 17 $1,090 11 
Regional universities 670 750 12 790 5 
. Community colleges $360 $420 20 $480 . 14 
Lexington community college 810 810 0 810 · 0 
'G-"""~7J.inil-~,~·" ·'4" •.•• '"';;;tri:'~~W'""''~'-'"'!liZ'JJJ&"R ~:~~;:1Ah,:i;ii{.jfer.:::~4f2;:,_:•ll~~1fru;\'ftt -.: ,_ 0 l--'t£t'itLiJi$¢1lti:¾1~w~~~~.£1 
UKandUofL $920 $1,080 17 $1,200 11 
Regional universities 7 40 830 12 870 5 



















· TUITIONS COMPARED WITH 1972 .. 
Tuitions in Kentucky has generally tracked the inflation rate. For _ 
instance, in-state undergraduate tuition at the University of Kentucky 
·or the University of Louisville was $405 a year in the 1972-73 school 
year. That's equal to $1,406 in today's dollars and the actual tutuion 
this year is $1,680. 
At the regional institutions, the cost was $360.a year in 1972-73, equal 
to $1,249 in today's dollars. Actual tuition this year is $1,340. 
State increases tuition 
a second time this year 
By MARK SCHAVER 
Staff Writer 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - For the sec-
ond time in less than a year, the 
Council on Higher Education sharp-
ly increased tuition for the 160,000 
students in Kentucky"s community 
colleges and public universities. 
The council also voted to ask the 
General Assembly for a smaller 
than usual budget increase for the-
next two years, as part of a move 
toward linking state funding to each 
school's educational performance. 
The actions brought protests from 
students and university presidents, 
· , · ~ · · i the council should seek 
mo, - J.:ate support for higher edu-
cation rather than place the burden 
on students and their parents. ; 
- The - proposal to raise tuition 
sparked protests at state-supported 
. colleges and universities last week, 
and yesterday students presented 
ihe council with petitions bearing 
more than 20,000 signatures. • 
Students complained that· tuition. 
increases are pricing higher educa-
tion out of reach of poor and mid-· 
die-class students. 
"Public education is starting to 
look like a privilege," said· lance 
Dowdy, student government presi-
dent at the University of Kentucky. 
Students at all but one of the 
state's 14 community colleges will 
pay 14.3 percent more in tuition in 
the 1994-95 school year, while un-
dergraduates · at the University of · 
Kentucky and the University of Lou-
isville will pay 11.2 percent more. 
Undergraduates at the six regional 
universities - Morehead, Eastern, 
Northern, Kentucky State, Western 
and Murray - will pay 5.3 percent -
more. 
In Februaiy, the council raised tu-
ition by even greater amounts, in-
cluding a 20 percent increase for • 
undergraduates. 
The tuition increases do not in-
clude room and board, books or stu0 
dent fees, which pay for things like 
health care, activities and athletics, 
Those charges for the coming year 
will be set by trustees at each 
school, and in recent years they too 
have increased rapidly. 
A typical student at the University-
of Louisville will pay $5,638 during 
this school year - $1,960 in tuition 
and $3,678 in fees, housing and 
meals. During the last decade, the 
increases jn the cost of going. to 
school - at Kentucky universities 
have ranged from a low of 60 per-_ 
cent at Westem.Kentucky_Universi-
ty to a high of 136 percent at North_-. _ 
em Kentucky University. , 
_ Kentucky'.s tuition as a percent of' 
per_ capita income is still slightly 
lower than the median for similar 
institutions in surrounding states .. 
But recent tuition increases are 
much greater than ·the typical in-
creases· during the last two decades. 
Members . of _ the council, the sys_. 
tern's goveniing body, say the higli-
er rates were needed to offset state 
budget cuts. In _the last two years, 
colleges and universities have re-
ceived $82 million less than origi-
nally budgeted. 
"We're in some rather dire eco-
nomic times," said Joe !iiil Camp-
-bell, a Bowling Green lawyer and 
· council member. "Right now, I 
don't think we have a choice but to -
increase tuition." 
The co.uncil also voted to, use a 
different approach in seeking fund-
ing from the legislature. In previous 
years, its request for funding was 
derived from- a formula that was 
largely based on each school's en-
rollment. This time it is asking for 
an across-the-board increase of 3 
percent in 1994-95, and 5 percent in 
1995-96. The couni:il plans to dis-
tribute the 1995-96 increase based 
on a new formula. that will .take into 
account the educational perform-
ance of' each institiltion. That stan-
dard has not been determined, but 'it 
could incl11~e things like graduation 
rates . . ,.. 1 • : -= 
Univei:siii~s- hiive. never received 
all:the fundiiifqllfod,fcir by.the cur-
rent form,ula. B\Jf urlfye~ity presi-
dents protested' yesterdaY,. that the 
co,mcil was ·not' as)ruijffofas much. 
as it sliiiuld, If tlie 'council had 
asked fo~ all !h~: tJiP.4jnj(p!livided 
, in that formula,Jts request would-be 
about $240 niillion more. 
"I learned· a long time ago that 
you don't get what you don't ask 
for," said Donald Swairi, president 
of the µniversity of- Louisville. "If 
you ask for something -very low, 
you're likely to get something very 
low." · 
But council chairman James Mill- . 
er, an Owensboro lawyer, said the 
council wants to avoid a "Pollyanna 
approach to funding}' In previous 
years the· council has asked for 
muc~ ,larger Increases; but Miller 
said that· caused legislators · to 
"think we're living in - a dream 
world." 
. "I don't think funding for higher 
education in Kentucky is even close 
to adequate," he said. "We're not 
_ recommending this as an ideal 
amount of support for higher educa-
tion. We're recommending this as a 
realistic request ·under current cir-
cumstances." 
A task force is looking at ways to 
save money by restructuring higher 
education, and Campbell warned 
the presidents that if they want 
more money, they will have show· 
. they are willing· to make significant 
changes in how_ !hey operate. 
"Some very _ significant changes 
h!v~ .. beeli'.made," p_rotested Hanly -
Funderburk, president of Eastern 
Kentucky · University. _ :•we · just 
haven't communicated that to you 
very welt" 
, ,. 
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MOREHEAD - For 40 
years, Dr. Claire Louise Caud-
ill has been a leader in health 
care in Morehead, her dedica-
tion to her hometown the. 
spark that gave it a medical 
center. Now a unique tribute 
is· being paid to her and her 
achievements. 
Her life story is the basis of 
"Me .'n' Susie," an original 
one-woman play being brought 
to the stage at Morehead State 
University at 8 p.m. Friday. 
The show was written and is · 
per'formed by Dr. Shirley 
Gish, an associate professor of 
speech. 
Gish said the play· is a sa-
lute to Caudill. 
"People in this town know 
and love Louise Caudill. And 
in many ways, she is the his-
tory of this town. She almost 
embodies the history· of it 
through her lifetime,'' Gish 
said. 
Dr. Louise, as she is af-.. 
fectionately known, left More-
head to go to medical school 
in Louisville. 
"She decided when she be-
came a doctor she was going 
to coine back her!!,'' Gish said. 
· ''.She said 'There are a lot of 
problems everywhere. Pl 
never find · a place without 
problems, so I might as well 
come back to Morehead and 
see if I can solve some prob-
lems here. " · 
,Few women were· doctors ih. 
1948, when Caudill received 
her medical degree. She was 
working in a maternity hospi- . 
tal, when she met Susie Hal,,;. 
blieb, a nurse. Both were new 
to the medical field and want-
ed 'to work in the rural'health' 
field... . . . 
When Caudill moved back to 
Morehead to open a practice, 
Halblieb came with her, plan-
ning to stay for only a year. 
Both are still active in health 
care in Morehead. 
They did a great deal of: 
work out in a five- or six-
county area, delivering babies 
.,,...,1 ........... 1 .. ~-"" t. ..... -- __ ,,_ 
Although' Caudill stopped 
delivering babies when she 
was 70, it is. estimated that in · 
35 years, she had delivered 
around 8,000 babies. . . 
When Caudill came home to 
'.. Morehead to practice,. the 
nearest hospitals were in Ash-
land and Lexington, both a 
two-hour drive away. There 
•, wasn't even an ambulance; a· . 
, hearse · froni a local . funeral 
hom!l . was used. to . transport 
patients to the hospital. . . . 
Caudill began a campaign td 
bring better health care to the 
Rowan County area and 
helped start the town's hospi-
tal, St Claire Medical Center. . 
The hospital recently put on· 
its third wing since 1963. 
"Because the hospital grew,' 
the university grew and be-
cause the university ~w. the . 
hospital grew," Gish said. 1 
"There is a real tie-in 'between 
these two institutions, , which · 
is what I believe makes More-.; 
head unique." · 
An active member of the 
Morehead Theater Gui.id, Gish·,; 
has written several plays'.; 
about extraordinary women 
and their accomplishments. 
She started doing interviey.,s 
with Caudill as a possible sub-
ject for a play. 
"I had an idea that I wanted 
to write a play about her 
someday,'' Gish said. 
MSU. President Ronald G. 
Eaglin also liked th~ · idea of 
doing a play on Caudill. 
"Dr. Eaglin sees this as a 
way to bring the university 
and community together -
that the university is doing 
something about the town,'' 
Gish said. . .. , .. , 
Although the play"isri't a 
project of the theater, depart-
ment, many of the faculty and 
students are volunteering 
their time to make it a suc-
cess. A $50-per-plate preperfor-
mance. dinner, hosted by, the 
Eaglins, will raise funds for 
the .theater department. 
. . . 
"I think it is a joint effort in 
the sense that it's. not just a 
· group putting it on, . it's the 
university putting .it on. 
They've been very supportive 
to me,'' Gish said. 
"I thm!t Dr. Louise needs to 
be written about and ap-
proached with great awe, al-
though she herself is timid, 
modest woman who doesn't re-
ally think she did anything ex-
cept what she had to ,do. All' 
she said was 'I was just doing· 
my job."' · 
: An· interesting fact Gish 
.found during her research was 
that Caudill's sister, Lucille 
/caudili Little, started the 
drama department at MSU. 
i 
The play will'. be in Button 
· Auditorium, named for. Frank 
Button, the man who started 
the school that eventually be-
came MSU -. , and also ,the 
minister .. who :performed· the 
marriage ceremony for;. Caud-
ill's parents. , , .,· 
. ; i 11 • 1:1 f..' ·'- i 
Tickets for the play are $10 
and can be reserved ,by calling 
(606) 783-2071. , .. 
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Corrections . :. 
& · clarifications : \ 
Because' of an editor's error, a 
chart yesterday gave two incorrect 
totals for annual tilition at state uni-
versities.' Annual undergraduate tu-: 
ition at the University of Kentucky 
and the University of Louisville this 
school year is $1,960. The figure•for 
.. regional state universities is $1,500. 
• Also, tuition at U of Lin the 1972-73 
school year was $1,000. - · - : 
- -- ., --····---
CoRRECTIONS·;~d··· .. ···" ~·, ~··-
CLARIFICATIONS 
A chart in· yesterday's Herald-
Leader reported an incorrect fi 
Y d 
. ve-
Kear gra uation rate for Eastern 
entucky University. About 231 
percent of students who enrolled : 
1987 had received a bachelor's d~~ 
gree by fa!! 1992. The graduation 
rate was figured for all full-time 
freshmen who.were seeking a bach-
el1t\ degree, including students 
w O ave not determined a major. 
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voul be tripled for students , · on ox, a -year-o .r~~ .. -1 "' §'"".I· .... ::r'd O ~ ::,- .., iii' .... ~- it CD it CD ., 
rom'outside Kentucky. . man from Owingsville, said he r::l "' o ::,- S g ~ 0 .!" "' '< ~ ~ • ;:! ., S. t-t-,· CDCD'"1CD~-~O ~ mcnmP.~CD~ en~ 
Ashland Community College w~s more upset about t?e high ~ "'p, gi '< "'· ::t ::;, t iii' s· "t ,.... "' a :>l -~ g, 
'resident Dr. Charles "Chi.ck" price. o.f books than _he_ 1s about " "' - s;::: c- S o S ~:i; "' ::,- .., - $ ~ 
th t f tu t 
CD P' ',' • 0 <' CD e, n• CD t:!100 ~ i ,_., :::. . C' 
)assance said this morning e r1smg cos o I ion. ::: CD o .... i:,. " ::,- i:,. S .., ~- < " S CD I 
hat the new rates could create "I paid $58 for an electricity ,.. c-'< c-oo m ::;J § .;· ~ S S-,% "' "" 
0 
r,:J 
1ardships for ACC students book and we haven't even ~ S S, ; ffi- a tll g· Er ,.. 2'. ~ g rn ~ 9 o S 
nany of whom are from low'. cracked it once," he said. i:l S- .;· CD :i; .., it 2' ~ ~ ~ it CD s; :i; ~ CD .._. 
n~~m!i~hm~:s·never had t~ st~~: ~!~!;rs~t~
0
~~=~ide~: i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 2. ~ § ~ W ~ f g l ~ ~ J ~ • 
iave a tuition increase, but detailed their financial prob- \ "" l M "'""'...,..,.,...,.e.,·.,:i;·.., ~
he realities of budgeting right ems onday and told the "'nCD .,
0
tll ~ § g ill : ~ 2'. ~ ~. ~ s, !r ,._ :P.; [ e ~ 0~ 
10w don't seem to leave that council that limiting its bud- .., ::,- ::i - ., _ - .. - ,.... ~ •- .,,. _ ~ ~ .+ 
1s an option," he said. " · get request was a mistake. ::r ;;! CD > :>l "' g."' g. 'd § "' g_ '8 "' '8 s· g CD i5. 0 
Dassance said the hikes University of Louisville [ .gi ~ ~ [ § [ g S, § :, I ~j' ill S ~ ~ s;- ~ 8' ~ 
,ome_a_t' a_ time when' federal. ; President ponald Swain said CD i3 <' 00 le, CD O o g S P' O C'l ::l-
inancial-aid-·for-coilege·sfii=' one could mfer that the coun- -g a g s-~ CD [ "' i - ~ ~ .;·. g .;· it 8 ~. ;; s ~ ~ 
tents is decreasing, 'which ?,il ':'la~ willing to make only a ~ s· ;;! ~ l"J it g' ~ ~: p' a' g ~· ~- ~: ~ ~ ~· 
:ould make it even more dif- mm1mal request because; ., .... 0 i:,. i:,. " ., '< 1 i:,..., ,... , ~ CD ..... 
icult for· some people to at- high.~_r. __ ~ducati_ops is ~dei: th_e: CD CD ...., 6i " s· " 'd .., "' '< CD "' tll CD_ :,:, !;; 
endschool.." · ···1 gun. He apparently was al:, ~.~g[~"'
0
_j~[~~[,~·~·!. · ~~;~2· ~-
Pam Shingler, public rela- luding, to Jones' characterlza- "' ::: ..., ~ 0 "' .... :i " o "' " iii " CD o ·• ,-..a 
ions director at Prestonsburg lion of the system as bloated · ; "" "' .., ::: :+ '!>-
0 
::! "' < "' S- ::r S- ..., 'd .., s;' ,. 
d 
''"'d~ ::,"~;l<t>O(D~•,..,_ l:l,.ct,'" P" 
:ommunity College said of- an redundant. .., ..., it :,:, .,., ;,l CD ::: CD .., 5 oo - ., p: .... :i; CD 
ici'als there were 'also con- Equally unhappy were presi- 'P c;, .!" 'P El CD ~ g S. ~ g, ~ [ ~ ~ ~ g g; ~ 
:erned about the impact the dents of the. various student 
ncrease could have on stu- government associations, who 
tents. brought nearly 21,000 slgna-
"~ore than 70 percent of tures on petitions opposing a 
mr 'students get financial second straight tuition hike. 
tid,'l she said. "It's the nature "Public education is starting 
if a community college that to look like a privilege,'.' said 
rqu're going to have a higher Lance Dowdy, president of the 
iercentage of students who University of Kentucky Stu-
tre having financial troubles dent Government Association. 
vlany of them are working At current enrollment lev-
md going to school at the ~ls, the new rates would bring 
:ame time." m an · extra $24 million next 
D~ssance said the increase fiscal year, according to the 
iad drawn little reaction from council's staff. 
• 
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. UK alumni :honor black activist 
. ' . ., ' :, ,, ' .. , , '· ... . ~ ' . . ' ' ' '. 
who help~d Jiµfegr~te :~pe ~chool 
' By M. DAVID GOODWIN 
, Staff Writer · · · 
Johnson,· the· ·first· African.· long efforts have resulted in UK 
American td integrate·UK in 1949,·: attracting 1,000 black students 
received the alumrii: association's· and hiring 50 African-American 
Lyman T. Johnson stood before · 10th "All' American Award." It's' professors, the most in the 
his alumni peers from the Univer- bestowed on a county resident' school's history. 
sity of Kentucky yesterday, obliv- who has brought _credit to UK, t_o Johnson recalled how friends 
ious to their race, sex or any other a ch~sen, P~~ss{~n \'!:1~. )0_},1\~1;, .,called him crazy ":hen he told 
' prominent feature. ,. com~~'\1ty. · · · , . them he .planned to integrate UK. 
As the longtime civil-rights ac- ~ther winn~rs have included He· said his difficulty in enroll-
. tivist prepared to re.ceive the high- radio personali_ty Caw~od, Le~or? ing at the school motivated him to 
est award from the UK Alumni last year; former Jefferso_n Circmt . become a civil-rights leader. He 
Association of Jefferson County, Judge Rel;lecc!I Westerfield; the said it took 30 years for his ill-
he suddenly had a revelation. late ,Y,en?e!l C~~,. co-f9unde: feeling toward UK to subside -
"Let me assure you that it is and president of . umana Inc_., and only after officials admitted 
'fyi th t be' longtime UK President Dr. Ohs they made a mistake in trying to 
m87ostlgraht bnl.gdtot.mede d a 1~ Singletary; and fo~er UK foot- prevent his enrollment. 
, a_ '?os m , ! own ~ ball coach Jerry Claiborne. . 
arthritis, on the fnnge of self-m- . · . . , . When UK awarded him an hon-
, duced poverty . . . I can look out J ohn~n, the first black person orary doctorate of letters in 1979, 
, into _the space and don't see you," to receive the hono~, was present: they credited Johnson for making 
Johnson said to about 1,200 UK ed the plaque dunng an alumm "us do what we knew we should 
alumni. "I don't know whether luncheo~ at the Commonwealth have been doing all along," he 
you are black or white. I don't Convention Center. ' . . said. 
know whether you are fat or thin. Johnsim exemplifies the All · "The motivating factor in my 
Old or young. Male or female. American Award because "he life has been to try to help create 
"And I've just about conquered helped create the community we a society in which there will be 
prejudices in my own life. If the live in today;'' said Jack· Guthrie, peace, love and joy for other peo-
ministers would just pardon me chairman and chief executive offi- · pie," Johnson said. "It is very sat-
this one time, since I can't see cer of Jack Guthrie &' Associates, isfying for me to at long last re-
who you are, I don't give a damn who_ ,introduce<Uohpspn. : · ceive some awards stating that ap-
who you are." Guthrie said the activist's life- preciation. ''. 
j)' 
/t,()d). -3- s-
~, ~SU ARCHIVES 
MSU Clip Sheet 
· A sampling of recent artides of interest to Morehead State tJDiversity 
INSTllUTIONAL RElATIONS MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
S°ta~S-gni2({iiti()ll ~rclte._ -~ Jn 
i : · •. . · - · · _ Other students run 'info prob-
~~~ p~~~~Q !1:,, . ~d:~:J!~~;=i~ 
· -· . ··-'----> · .' · :··. sequence or universitfos:dori't offer· 
BY DomE BEAN , , .. ,,-., ·enough of.them. • ·'·°":· -~ ' · ' · 
HERALD-LEADER EoUCATION:W~. '•!., · - ' _ ~-.:.~, :'11rJ:~} !\1f":ii'C,_:_ . 
for college-bound students and · .. · ·•• :•·- ""'- · -_ .. ; : ... 
their parents, . the. higl!er education- U.S. graduation rates down 
news in Kentucky last week could . · 1t•s probably of little consolation 
hardly have been more discourag- · to parel!ts, but .just as tuition rates . 
. have gone up in other states; gradu-
mg. · :- · _. · ·• · ation rates have come: down:; · .- , : 
On top of hefty increases in 
tuition, Kentuckians learned that · Gaining a, ·broad natiotial · or. 
only one of _three students at state.. 1 everi regional· perspective · on -the 
universities can expect to graduate _ I rates isn't easy. - , ' · · 
within five._}'farS. __ , __ :·-: -.,. _ .. , ,;,_· i ,Across the nation, rates are 
While few _fplllparable -studies being figured differently - on the 
of graduation rates, ~t;: Kentucky , I basis of four, five and six years and 
appears-to-have a,poorer_gradua-_:. I using different freshman qasses. 
tion ·record· overall than seen in. The differences mean few, of the 
other-states: c.-c"~.----::0 .::-':".':-,.:. rates-can be easily compared.· "'' · The state rates also appear . .to Nationwide, only 36.1 percent of 
lag behind. those in at least two freshmen who entered public uni-
other Southern.states, Virginia. and versities in fall 1987 had obtained a· 
South Carolina._ . · . · · degree four years later, according to 
'_Meanwhile, the full-time 'faculty one frequently cited national study. 
m=bers who are teaching students That rate was down 10 percent 
at Kentucky's universities and com- from 1970, · when 46,7 percent 
munity colleges are working 42 to· · earned. bachelor's degrees in four 
55 hours a week, with time spent in·. ' years. '· . 
the classrooms· ranging from six'to.'· :hJ,a Kentucky it takes longer:fQr _ 
16 hours ·aPweek'.·That"wbrkload' I an_.e;v'en smaller_~tage of-stu-
seems in' lin1i'witli ra1:es·i:i;plirtea iii · dents·, to ·get· degrees:i,cAbout: 30.4 , 
-several ·ruitiorial stiii:lies:"' __ ,,,-,,,un . peromt ohill freshmen'!who eJi .. ! 
K~tucky's·,_ia,cu1~-'.\~Q.rldo\irl' I rolled-in fall 1987 received a bache-
and-gi-aduiition "xatiis\~~:paii• of£ j lcir's.degree. within '.'five, years, ac, 
. studies completed.ihis~~-•·of:the': I 00f3_~,-A0~,r,it,:t.,·E91!1P.i!¥ ,!\_Ile\, 
eight state "tiiiiversitfes aiiii' 14 roni- . 1 re =-=t .W=<, IIL.an. account-.. 
munity colleges: The resu11s·~Jbe ' ~:1.ity study ~Yfe~tt~ universi-
used to· set'goals' for. improvement•·· There are at least two five-year 
At two state · universities - , statewide ... studies_. besides Ken-
Kentucky Stiite''aiiii'Noitliein ~en- tucky's: ·,,.".~t:°i.~~f. , 
tucky ~ aliout ·one in ·five students . ■ In Vll'ginia, about one-half to 
gets· a diploma in five years. •L'-- , urtbs f 
. At the Uriiversity of"Kentui:ky;' ui.icc-,o .o . students at four-
. wliere; admission 'standards '.have. year colleges and universities failed 
beerl·i:aisoo"and'·graiiuatiiin·'ratei'_. to graduate within:~fii,re years, a-
are the highesf-iii tlie siate; · twcHri-- state study showed.· .;-: 
five ·sttidents:get· degrees'after five -,-,,Iii 'Kentucky;"the::'riumber of 
years::' -''~/ ' :".:, ,:·;:-~,:,~;;.;~;i;;,;;,';,:;~ fi~f~!t:;~-~~~i!:~n~ 
,On the . surface;. Kentucky's· half to·four-fifths, . 
graduation rates' might:\;eelnalaim, : · ■ In South Carol~ one in two 
mg;_said:stati!mi,. Ernesto Si:or- freshmen entering_public four-year' 
sone, D-Lexiiigton, a member of the colleges in 1985 graduated within· 
House education committee. five years, said Al Krech, associate .. 
"Buf I don't· think . the data is , commissioner, with the South Caro-
sufficient to change.course or make Jina Commission on. Education, 
any -dramatic changes in higher while Kentucky's average was only 
education ·nght now," he.said: one in three. ... :0 .. _.. . 
· : ·•'We need.to lciok a little further_ In·next year!s study, Kentuc]fy-
... y.,e'need _to kimw why.". will ·switch to a.six-year rate, the 
Tlie presidents oCKSU and. time period required for graduation 
Northern have said lower rates .at . rates reported to the NCAA under 
their schools mirror the .realities of the Student Right to Know Act. 
t~y's student :.bod.Jr:':;, There are. •f.-_..,. __ ,. •· 
more older students, i:iiore working Rates rep_orted •tii NCAA- · ·. 
students; ·mon:-'.commuters. ,Many · The six-year:rates.now,reportecL 
students come' to college undecided , to the NCAA are:piobaoly• a fairer 
abouttheir--field of ~~~Y~. ---- way to make-comparisons among 
I states, univeraity 9fficials say .. 
Graduation_ rates:: ' · : 
- ' • . -:-•;-; ' ,~•·: l)', '·' ' •• ;f, 
Here are 'the graduation·· {ates from 
public colleges and universities· In the 
Southerri .region. Rates are for six years 
and are the rates uniYOrsities are re-
quired to report 10 the NCAA and tinder 
the Student Right 10 Know-Act- · 
· Clala·year:Gnlduat!on 
Skits' " 'ol·entry' '-,':ftle (%) 
Alabama · · 
Arkansas ' - , : Not avail. 
Florida 1984-85.'. I.,. 48.B 
Georgia 
Kentucky- 1984, 44.0 
Louisiana 
Maryland 1984 1 . -52.0 
Mississippi 1985. ,.,.-, :. ' ·-· - .,44.0 
North Csrollna 1985: :·. ; -:- . .- , ~ 55.3 
Oklahoma • "1_984-85; : ~~ '·-:: ~ .. 38.3 
South caro11na· 1eas·,:.;-· ; ... ~lt-~ ~~. 63.9 
Tennessee · 1eas ·; _--;.,1 ~~·1:.·.~- ..:. 41.9 
Texas ·~· - ,.,. · ''"'- Not avail. 
Virginia" , 1983 -: 56.5 
West Virginia 
~South Csrollna iii.ci'.'vlrglnla :rates are 
for freshmen who .. graduafed from the 
institution tl)W, originally• entered· all 
others ~;foi-•1restunen;""'° grad~ated 
from'any public'four~ state school. 
,! .. ~SouR:o:·aoua-n-Raglomi;,~-Board 
In i991' the-rates~"" 
NCAA. b-' -· l.2c·, !-~•= to the ,,. _y_ ._ .-~~- states 
ranged from.a low'lif:3.12.percent in 
Louisiana to a,high•of:63.9, .percent 
, in. South Carolina. , "'"'l"' 1• '. : . , ; . 'J I '\J ~-;: .• , ' •• . ' • . 
, • .Kentucky's oveia!Frate was 44 
I percent -, • • ;,,,.. -, ~:~ • • •• •; 
· State Rep. Freed Ciird, chairman -
i of the aouse education committee, . 
: hopes the.first round.of rates does 
, not touch off an overreaction. 
! . ' "One; t)!ing _I feel §trongly about 
: 1s not getting requirements for com-
' munity colleges and.universities so 
I, high that many, studeµts can't go " 'd··c,;...:., D'M " ., '_•n ' sat ' wut' - urrayJ" . . 
;~-;The, ~te·Ed~~on Co~it-
tee chairman, Sen. Ea Fora,', D-
I Cyn~ dc:,esn;h_ili,iIJk the 1994 
General Assemblft;vj!l:-tome down 
hard on the. iiniverstties:"over the 
graduation rates. · · • .,, · 
I -"l- lbiok our·ro!eiwill''rome in 
the riext cycle if the· universities 
don't address their obvious prob-
l=s," Ford said. ' ' . , · 
F~culty workloa·d~ '. · · · 
. Meanwhile, Kentucky's study of 
how faculfy m=bers-.spend their 
time showed: 
■,An average~g;;.fu, 55-hour 
workweek at UK and U of L. 
COLLEGE: F~w ·· 
gr~uate within 
.5. years m' Ky.- "·. 
FROMPAGE 1.· 
Nationwide, faculty average 53-
hours weekly, according .to a 1988 
survey by the U.S. Department of 
Education. 
Nationally, faculty at universi0 
ties with similar scope averaged 54 
to 57 hours a week. 
■ Faculty at UK and U of L are 
in classrooms from 5.5 to 10.8 hours 
weekly. 
Nationally, the average for doc-
toral universities is 8.5 hours week-. 
ly. . 
• ■ At regional universities, 
classroom time ranged from 11.5 to 
13.3 hours a week. 
The national average is 10.5 
hours. 
■ Community college faculty 
members spent 13 to 15 hours in 
classrooms weekly. 
The national average 'fcir two-
year colleges is .15.2. · 
At Kentucky State University, 
where the 13 to 16 hours of faculty 
time spent in the classroom was the 
highest of the regional schools, the 
numbers . basically reflect what the 
school stresses;,said Homer Allen of 
KSU's Office of Assessment arid 
Evaluation. . 
About eight years. ago, KSU's 
mission became that of a small 
liberal arts college with an empha-
sis on teaching. , · 
KSU faculty members must 
comniit to teaching 60 percent'to·90 
per~t of their time, Allen said. 
••• 
Herald-Leader news · researcher 
Linda Niemi contributed to this 
article. · · 
. LEis1NGToN·HERA!,D-LEADg teilffiGfoil, K(ifM0NoAv:<NO:-ve,!ifEiHst1993 ., 
An
··. . -~.' ·,~1t:-· .... ~..:;;r-;--~~ .. J )ii_;1,t'':":'.°"';! ... ~•-,:r-"-•-,~~ ........... ~--- .... --
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. _; .. ;· .. : • ; :- ;,"':·.,.t:t~_·;~;~'~:.f.(1t .... :.: -·- ·,'. ··• ._: .. J; ·;·, <~~~ '.,j 
. :mly Funderburk,.preSident"'"':];'!/-:'fn an ideal world, .fuifion ·would: Hof Eastern Kentucky Univer- .. :.oniy increase every four .years so sity, hit upon whatshould .. students on tight budgets would 
be a sore point when he-comment, · have a pretty good idea how much, 
eduponthe latest·decision:by.the· ·,tiieit: college education.will cost· · 
state Council on Higher.Education· -when they begin searching for 
to increase tuition at the state's · : scholarships, grants and loans. At 
universities and community col- ; · ·." tl).e very least, they need to know· 
leges... · · ·· · ·. · . :"· · •. ·.··at least a year ahead of time how 
. "We are in a state where we ' ... '.~much their tuition will be·so they 
need.more ci>llegeceducated 'pea--· --can adjust their budgets well in -
pie," Funderburk said. "Every time· :advance and have time to seek any 
we raise tuition, we put education· : ;.additional funding sources neces-
out of reach of a few more people:.' sacy before they have to.drop out 
' :Commenting earlier this' weeJc:-'' ic·:.BOf school.to earn more money. ._., ·, 
on statistics that show a very iow . . ; ·.. X. state that has maae a con-
. percentage of Kentucky State Uni-. . · spicuous commitment to improve-
versity freshpien receive a degree ·ment of its education system . 
within five Y!i!&S, KSU officials · · .. should not be taking steps to put a 
attributed those numbers .to eco-- ' . :-college education further out of , 
nomic·pressures. They said most · :: reach of any segment of its popula-
KSU students go to school until ·"tion. · · · · · . · • 
they spend all the money available . '.: . In fa~, it should l;>e taking ev-
to th~, then th~y drop out of_ .. . ery feasible step to improve access 
school, work_ until they have . . '. ; . to a college.education for every · 
enough monef to. rettn:n and the: . · segment of its population. 
cycle repeats itself until they re- .. ,-.·':--· _ ,. . , . . 
ceive ilieirdegrees; however'long it'- · ::';~.,The Council on Higher Educa- · 
· inii · ta1re;·•"···· ·----·-·=·•'"'~-·--'·•'W•--· - ·y--'.-tion snoilld'look·lon· ·an.a hard.in 
.··<_:ft is.·esi:ieci~fy\11¢ri~,t9"s~ I 1: -0"'.t1i~Yaifecijo_i1J:#ore;t approves · . 
dents who must work, Clt who : · anoth.1!1'. t;_qif!pn mcrease. 
depend heavily on firuincial assist- .. -, . ·· · · · , .. 
ance to raise tuition every year by .. ~ The .Rit:~ond Registel'.· 
any amount, let alone the 5,3· per- . .:.., J:f ;~st~difo.,,:ials do nut necessar-
cent it will go 'up next year at •: .. ··uy rejkct the:viewpoi'nt of the Her-
Kentucky's regional universities: . 'ald-Lea~r •. , _./1: • · • 
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•••. PAY NOW OR PAY LATER. 
' . ' ·-
j • .' n-,,. 
As a safde~t of Murray State University, 
I would like to voice a concern about the 
stricter admission and anti-older student 
education policies beiµg proposed by Gov. 
Brereton Jones as reported in the Sept. 22 
Courier-Journal. 'J•· -:,.-.~.{'"J ,. 
Gov. Jones proposes •.~t. many under-
graduate and graduate courses. and pro-
grairis-iie~ elriihuited and offered by only a 
few schools. While I realize that it is neces-
sazy to· "cut the fat," I am extremely con-
cerned about the Governor's view of "fat." 
A concern voiced by one of my profes-
sors is, ''Will the programs at Murray State 
be compared. to programs at comparable 
schools or to the northern universities 
(with a: greater population)?" That would 
be like comparing apples and oranges. It 
would be extremely unfair to western Ken• 
tucky students to have to move to northern 
Kentucky to finish their schooling. If you'll 
look at statistics, most MSU students who 
have to transfer for a particular program go 
to Southern Illinois University or South-
eastern Missouri, not northern Kentu,cky. 
For the non-traditional student, an ever- . 
growing campus population, cutting too 
many programs would be devastating. How 
many older students with families can 
move to other parts of Kentucky to attend 
college? What about single mothers? Edu-
cation is their key to a better life, Eliminat-
ing programs would limit choices and per-
haps eliminate the opportunity for a better 
life for struggling non-traditional. students. 
And, most of all, please don't raise tu-
1 ition! Please.don't make education any less 
accessible to Kentuckians .••. 
Why not offer more interactive television 
, classes, more KET classes? Let the universi-
1 ties cooperate to offer' a.variety_ of classes 
throughout the state. If you must cut 1;1ro-
grams, compare comparable colleges region-
ally. And, by the way, isn't it extremely ex-
. pensive to maintain more than one medical 
college in the same region? Let'$ start with 
duplication in northern Kentucky. 
I do agree with one of the Governor's pro-
posals: that there should be fewer adminis-
trators. In fact, maybe Gov. Jones could ap-
ply that proposal to Kentucky government by 
cutting some of his advisors. 
But whatever you do, please don't make · 
education any more difficult to obtain for 
Kentuckians. When thinking of the Ken-
tucky budget, realize. that Kentucky can 
pay now for education or pay a higher 
price later for the uneducated! 
PAMELA DAWES 
Murray, Ky. 42071 
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Education economics: 
-- --- -·- - -···-•-•-- - ----'- ~- - - . -
Will there ~ver be enough money? 
B,i, MARK SCHAVER 
Sta,ff Writer 
l;-RANKFORT, Ky. - Can a poor state af-
ford to educate its children? 
A week of bad news - from a tuition 
increase for college students to a $140 mil-
lion increase in the price of a school com-
puter project - again has Kentuckians ask-
ing that question. 
The answer from many is a qualified yes. 
"We're going to have to take the few fish 
and feed the five thousand," said Sen. Wal-
ter Baker, R-Glasgow. 
When the General Assembly raised the -
sales tax by a penny in 1990 to pay for the 
things required by the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, many people thought that 
would put an end to education's money 
woes. '.-
Instead, as the past week has shown, the 
debate about money for education bas just 
begun. _ · · 
"That is an issue that the governor and 
the Kentucky General Assembly need to ad-
dress, and it needs to be our No. 1 priority," 
said Democratic Sen. David Karem of Lou-
isville, the Senate majority leader. -
The Council on Higher Education recog-
nized the bleak budget outlook on Monday 
by agreeing to ask for_ less money from the 
legislature than usual, while also. raising tu-
ititm for the 160,000 students at the state's 
public universities and community colleges. 
The next day, Education Commissioner 
Thomas Boysen said it would cost $653 mil-
lion in the next two·years to do_~verything 
called for in the reform act, although he 
acknowledged that that am<>ll_!!l:..is !ar be-
ll yoncfwnat' he expects'-to.receive. 
And finally, officials announced 
. that the it would cost $560 ri1illion 
I to provide a computer for every · 
teacher and six students. That was _ 
the goal · of the statewide school 
computer project, a_ goal most 
agree is out of reach for nqw. 
"I'm a strong supporter .of educa-
tion reform, but I think.we ought to ·. 
adjust the program to suit the mon- · 
ey that's available," Rep, Harry Mo- · 
berly, D-Ricbmond,'"said. ''You can't 
do the· program· for the money that 
we're talking about now." 
Moberly blames the poor econo-
my for not raising the tax· money 
legislators bad expected, and an in-
creasingly expensive Medicaid pro-
gram for consuming . dollars that 
could have gone to schools. · 
"We need to question whether we 
need to have a Cadillac: Medicaid 
program at the expense"of-.higber 
education and education. reform," 
hesaid. . . _ :. .. 
In 1988, tiie· ·Kentucky· Supreme 
Court declared the entire public-
school_ system unconstitutional be-
cause it,c;lid not give students from 
poor districts an adequate educa-
tion. The'court·ordered the General 
Assembly to change its method of 
financing schools, and . the legisla. 
ture's answer was the reform act. 
Since·the"act's. passage,,-the . gap 
between'.;tfie>ncliest · fif\li of_ school 
districts· and the· poorest fifth bas 
been reduced by,;52 percent. 
But many worry that if the state 
cannot continue. to .give districts 
more mqpey, it wjlt not _be able \o _ 
satisfy' t!ie · Supreme · Court's man-
date. Earlier this year, the Council 
for Better Education, the coalitio"n 
of poor districts that filed the origi-
nal· lawsuit, rejuvenated itself in 
case it had to fight for more money. 
."The day will come when some-
one will consider going back to the -
court to ask it to intervene again on 
behalf of , the poor districts," said · 
Robert Sexton, the. executive direc-
tor of tpe Prichard Committee for 
Acadellllc· Excellence. -
But "ever-increasing dollars 
aren't necessarily the best thing," 
Sexton said. "The districts ·need to 
be forced to decide what are the ab-
solute priorities, IIII~--they _ne~d to 
I 
be expected to -eliminate whatever 
waste is there." 
, Many Kentuckians suspect a 
· bloated educational bureaucracy is 
1 swallowing far more than is needed. 
Although hundreds of millions of 
dollars have .been spent on school 
construction in recent years, for ex-
ample, the cost of'all the building 
projects the 176 districts clai_m they 
still need comes to about $2 billion. _ 
. Karem said that is the nature of 
all bureaucracies: · '· ::·: '·, · · 
-· "I would like to see some- agency 
of _state government print an annual 
report ·that says: 'We have some 
good news. We were funded ade-
quately. We did exactly what you 
told us to do, arid we did it so well 
we don't need to exist·.anymore,' " 
he said. _ · 
But he added that just because 
education reform has not been 
funded at the levels some think nec-
essary, that doesn't · mean it· isr't 
working or a lot hasn't been accom-
plished. _ 
"Given the revolution that_ it is," 
, it's going well," be said. ·· ·._' -~:... -'\ 
I Overall state funding for ·educa-
tion increased by 37.8 percent in"the 
first three years after passage of. the 
reform act, while teacher salaries 
rose 18 percent. About 140,000 stu-
dents take ·tests that did· not exist 
four years ago. 
Almost 700 schools have new 
councils of teachers and parents to 
run them. There are 373 family-
resource and youth-service centers 
to help poor children and .their fam-
ilies get .the _social services -they 
need. The list of changes goes on 
and on. 
Disputes about education, mean-
while, always come down to priori-
ties. Earlier this year, Gov. Brereton 
Jones formed a commission to look 
for ways to save money by restruc-
turing higher education. But a meet-
ing two weeks ago veered into an 
ugly confrontation about whether to 
close one of the state's two dental 
schools. . 
The chairman of the Senate budg-
et· committee, Sen. Mike Moloney, 
D-Lexington, resigned from the· 
commission in disgust, accusing the 
governor of tilting at windmills in-
stead of focusing on the ·central 
qu~stion of. how to pay for educa-
tion reform. 
Jones, however, insists he is fully 
committed to· reform. He has 
formed a task force to look' at how 
to better prepare teachers and has 
asked · the Prichard Committee to 
loqk at the question of consolidating 
some school systems. Not long ago 
yet another of bis commissions re-
leased hundreds of recommenda-
tions on how to restructure state 
government to help find the money 
_that is not being raised through tax-
es. 
, "All of these reforms tie together, 
so we Cl!ll free up some. of these re-
sources to target tqe·things people 
qe!!(I;" _said Sherry Jelsma, secre-
t!ll)' of the Education "arid Human-
. i\jes, Cabinet. · "And in , my mind, 
what we need is aquality:education-
al .system from. the_ cradle to the 
grave/' ~- .:\... . ;.-Jf .. ~~i>~/,· -.;· 
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Student loan clearinghouse .set up 
WASHINGTON - The student loan industry is- setfiiig up a 
national clearinghouse to- help meinbers·confihn- whether a stu-
dent is still enrolled in school and entitled to deferred payments. 
· Daniel Boehmer, president of the. National Student__Loan 
Clearinghouse, said verifying enrollment "bas been a fragmented, 
time-consuming process involving millions of communications an-
nually among.thousands of schools and.lenders, 47.separate guar-
antee agencies and a number· of -servicers and secondary_ mar-
kets.'.' ~ . . . ~.,- · ,. -~- . ~ - ·-. ·. · ,·-• 
The clearinghouse is 'set_to b_egin operations Monday;_the·day 
the Education Department announces the first schools selected for 
the new Federal Direct Sl1.ld_ent Loan Program. By issuing its own 
student loans, . tjle dep\U1ffient bop~ to, simplify the g1,1aranteed 
student loan program, save money and· cut defaults. 
The guaranteed student loan program usually allows students to 
defer repayment while they ·are in school. .,- ·.: ·-
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WKU signs for foreign exchanges 
BOWUNG GREEN, Ky. - Western Kentucky University has 
signed an agreement with two foreign institutions. 
The five-year agreements with Trent University in Canada and 
Universidad Autonoma Capingo in Mexico will develop academic 
and administrative exchanges, promote faculty and researcher ex-
changes; push for joint publication of scholarly works and devel-
op opportunities for study and research, the school said yesterday. 
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Working-toward d_egree taking new me~ning 
By FRAN ELLERS 
Staff Writer · 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Kentucky State 
University senior Kimberly Woodard is 
one of the exceptions. 
This semester she's carrying an 18-hour 
class load, running a cash register for up 
to 32 hours a week on the graveyard shift 
at the Five Star Food Mart, and ·keeping 
her grades high enough to hold on to her 
academic scholarship. 
But '-!nlike many other students, she'll 
earn her bachelor's degree in education 
in May, in just four years, the traditional 
standard. 
According to a recent state study, many 
more · students - at KSU and at other 
state universities .:.... are facing stays at 
least five years long. • · 
Music education major Michael Wil-
liams is several credit hours behind the 
standard pace - a junior classified. as a 
sophomore - because he's waiting on ta-
bles at the Holiday Inn 25 hours a week 
-to make ends meet. He also sings with 
KSU's celebrated choir, for which he gets 
a scholarship of about $1,400 a y_ear. 
The scholarship is critical because Wil-
liams is paying his own way through 
school. So last week's announcement that 
tuition will i:i5e again next year_ at_ Ken-
tucky's universities complicates his life 
even further. 
Money "is something that's always in 
the back of my mirid," he said. He wants 
to boost his grades '- his average is be-
tween a B and a high C - but he says it's 
tough. _ 
"I can't concentrate on· my studies as 
well as a person who comes in fully paid 
and all they have to worry about is their 
academic pursuit." 
Williams faces a 5 percent increase in 
tuition next year ~ a total of $240 for the 
I scliool -year ....:. '\imposed "by-' the 
Council on Higher Education. That 
comes after a: ,-12 percent increase 
this year at KSU and the other re-
gional universitij!s. __ •'. :. .,·.•• 
Becai/§e~nhii:ky}is slipping; in· 
its . abi4.cy-,to,.sup"i!Ortili,igher. educa-
tion, th'ji; cgilri~\ljir Ji~pirig Diotjl ,of 
the loaa" on students/,~'''··.• ,, · : ' , ·,• :-", 
l;lut.ll)asffweek'fmee\ing, coun;· 
cil members got a staff:report show-·· 
ing that only about a fifth of the stu-
dents at. some state schools, includ-
ing Kentucky State, are graduating 
in four-or five years. 
-There are several_ reasons why 
th~t•s true at KSU. One .is- that the 
school enro]!s many career state 
government employees who extend 
their -classes over several· years so 
they can hold their,jobs. _,,.-. , ... 
But __ another.:_ important··.reason, 
KSU officials:say, is that the cdst of 
an eiliicatio1i" is harder A cir·. its .. stu-
dents io beai'." Many come _from dis-.. 
advantaged .backgrounds;Jmd have · 
to work-their waY,. through. school. 
The total cost for Kehtucky- resi-
dents is about $5,000 a year for tu-
ition, room, board, books and fees. 
The problem is compounded by 
the fact that a significant number of 
KSU students, such as. Williams, are 
from out of state. They picked KSU 
because it has historically served 
black students, but their tuition is 
three times as high as that paid by 
Kentucky residents. 
Getting through school is a finan-
cial struggle . even for students who 
are not disadvantaged. Financial aid 
director Carmell~ Conner said state 
and national trends hold true for crowned -Miss KSU.: "I'·knew that 
KSU C..:: financial aid- simply can't" 'tliis" was tlle'place I 'wanted to be'." --
keep up with rising school costs, Things · have been just as tough 
and . on!~ the neesU_est ~tudents _!his year tor Kimberly Woodard, 
qualify. It s not surpnsmg that so.me •who's making just over $4 an hour 
students have to drop out to make _in· her job ·at the food .mart. This 
money, she said. ·What's'"stirprising ·year, for the first time, Woodard 
now, she said, is "to see somebody : ,didn't qualify for. a federal' Pell 
grad~~te in four )'.ears." · grant. That's apparently because 
Williams, for instance, doesn't her grandparents, who have finan-
qualify. _for some financial. aid be- cial, responsibility for her, receive 
cause his parents aren't poor - his : tcio much in Social Security. 
father is the coroner in Montgomery· · :: One night last week Woodard 
County, Ohio, which includes Day- • ,who 'is from Toledo, Ohio and othe; 
t(!n. . . • . . - - · · -" '' · . ._;'. ii~ucation majors in Su~ Turner's 
But neither can they afford to pay·. 'Learning Theory class at KSU dis-
.for his schooling. His mother cussed their experiences paying for 
doesn't work outside the home, and school." -
his parents are paying for private· : · -"For .(Kentucky) to be so low·in 
school for a younger brother. - ,'education, they make it so hard for 
'!My_Parents told ~e that a higher you to get one," said senior Nancy 
educallon would basically be up to Allen, a former- Louisvillian who 
me," Williams said. · will have gone to school six years 
This year his costs are $4,500 for when she graduates'in another year. 
oul-of-state tuition, about $1,250 for Allen is a single mother, a respon-
his half of renting an apartment - sibility that has sometimes curtailed 
about the same cost as a' dorm room the number of hours she can take. 
- and hundred of doll¥s more for But she also found it easier to get 
food, books and fees. financial •aid after she had her. baby 
He pays for it witli his scholar- -,- even ·though it's still a struggle. 
ship, his earnings as-- a waiter_ - · "It never· seems to be enough. I 
$2.1~ an hour plus tips"- and other always find myself having to· take 
odd Jobs. He's also taken out about out loans." · · 
$5,000 in loans, not counting what Nevertheless, Woodard and· oth-
he might need later this year. ers from Ohio point out that they 
A typical Monday means getting. would pay as much to go to some 
up .tn_practice .the piano. for two, Ohio schqols as they do paying out-
himr~;- un,til his first cl?ss at,J0. ~t :°?,f-state tuition at KSU._ i · 
has..five·classes on Monday and fin- .:·The students don't complain 
ishes.about 4:30. Thafgives him just _about having to pay their own way. 
enough time .for th_f 20:minute walk. They just want to get their money's 
to the Holiday Inn, where he works. . worth. . · .. 
from 5 to 10 p.m. Said Neta Hamilton, 21, of Louis-
He's willing to do this, Williams ville: "If we're going to be paying 
said, because he always wanted to more, we need to see more - more 
attend Kentucky State. His sister; services, more things happening 
Marit Williams, went here and was arouno campus." 
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1Go'od news fronr· UK -
'. £,:y;· . ·~l~Stc.<:,~f~'.•~;:t~;L q-.. " iL :, . ·• ; : ' ' 
University ·Il!~g .·big· r~e~ch. contributions 
, . ~•···' ', , .,,.._l•~,t .. ,,.,,,..";,1. ,-,. ,.':_>• ... "•'·'; \. • • - . 
In the area"of-research _j_·and more convenient way fo have-safe medical-research in particular . sex. It could be on the market in , - the University of Kentucky two or three years .. 
'has made ;;everal importaritcontri- -. .' Th~-i~~t-bit o(i;und-breaking 
'butio'.1-s recently. _ · . . -· medical news to come out of UK 
1 -First; UK researchers Elairie ·:,·. _appeared WediiesdaY,. Researchers 
and !\'lYJ'.O~ Jac_<!bson ~d ~-articl.(L,,.~t ~- took paf! iii~~ 'ria,tionwide : 
published m Science magazme that: .. ; ~tudy that found a.cholesterol-low-
explcirecl).··grotin~,br¢9rig·link,·.::if:':;': ering drug redtices.the:nsk.cif .heart 
1 
between~njacin d_~ficieg0; and <:a,ii~ _· · : attack and strqke. 'f:li~ findings · · • 
cer. Tlie r~searcliers' )vor)t~'( · -~-,. · c6u!a · cliarige· ilie"'~f-doctors treat' 
help explam the role _of macm; a· patients with higli cholesterol lev-
"mystery_enzyme" ·f~un~ in. r~ . . els, and could have applications for 
meat and·cereal grams,·Artd 1t· ·t•;l-n artery blockages throughout the 
could add to the growing under- . body. . 
standing.of how cancer'work's, '· ,. " · . All three breakthroughs are im-
Then,_ Tuesday, another UK porfant to the national medical · 
professor announced the· develop- . community. 
ment ?fa vaginal centraceptive" .. .::.;;,--b);<i':Jt'.s good to see-that Kentucky's, 
that kil_ls th~ HIV vn:us:,The._con-. _
0
,.Jargest public institution is living 
traceptive gives sexually active- T·-: ·up,·to its research'inission and 
heterosex,ual womei:i -· who are having a hand in such important 
most at nsk of ge_tting AIDS "-::a-_ _ de'{~l9pments. . . - . _ . 
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Fratemity .. ·hazing· becoming legal'- issue 
By JAMES MALONE 
Staff Writer 
MURRAY, Ky. - Quentin Clark 
figured he would be snatched. 
In the back of his mind, he ex-
pected that the pledge class of his 
Murray State University fraternity, 
Pi Kappa Alpha, would try to pay 
him back for the grief he had given 
them earlier in the semester. 
But when they showed . up on 
Nov. 22, 1992, to "abduct" him, cut-
ting the phone lines 8.l)d forcing 
their way into his bedroom, his 
pregnant wife thought it was for 
real. As her husband was hand-
cuffed, she and her sister fiercely 
fought the pledges. 
During the ensuing scuffle, police 
said, Clark's wife was punched sev-
eral times in the abdomen. 
And now the consequences of a 
college prank that began in a bed-
room are being decided in a court-
room. 
As a restilt of the scuffle, 11 young 
men now have criminal records. 
And they and two others are facing 
a civil suit brought by Tami Tucker-
Clark, Quentin Clark's 19-year-old 
wife, and her 22-year-old SISier, Tari 
Tucker-Newton. 
Meanwhile, one of the pledges, 
Chad Parker, 22, of Hickman, has 
filed a counterclaim against 'fucker-
Clark, claiming she's responsible 
for the injuries she received when 
she fought the intruders. 
"It started off no doubt" as a 
prank, "but it mushroomed and 
kind of got away from, them,". sai,d 
Don Robertson, Murray's associate 
vice president for student affairs. 
Experts say the case is a classic 
example of hazing - damaging 
physical, mental or eµrntional abuse 
connected with pledging a 'fraterni-
ty. Though blamed for 62 deaths 
since 1978, outlawed in 38 states in-
cluding Kentucky, arid condemned 
by national fraternity organizations, 
the practice continues. 
Increasingly, however, hazing in-
cidents are encling up in -~!)_urt. No 
agency collects statistics· on hazing, 
but suits- resulting. from· hazing 
deaths·and injuries are on the rise 
and often result in sobering verdicts 
and settlements, experts say. ·, · · 
ln•their civil suit, which names the 
local Pi:KappalAlpha chapter, its na-
tionill··,1organization and the. 13 
pledges, -Tucker-Clark:·and -Tucker-
Newton are seeking unspecified 
damages for injuries and anguish, as" 
well> as· punitive damages. Tucker-
Clark, who ·was five months' preg-
nant at the time, also alleges that the 
beating might have caused neuro-
logical. damage to her son, Quinn, 
who was born in March. 
The pledges broke into Clark's 
trailer at 10:30 p:m., tackled· him and 
handcuffed him. · 
"They tie you up and pretty much 
give you some of your own medi-
cinet he said in·an·interview., "They 
pelt you with food or. hang you from 
the ceiling." 
Clark, who was not injured,. now 
lives with hisJamily in Madisonville. 
He testified before a .grand. jury in 
December 1992 that during the scuf-
rle he saw his wife holding her stom--
1ch. and screaming, "My baby, my 
oaby! · My • stomach· hurts, my 















said she had to 
withdraw from school. University of-
ficials said they were unaware of 
any harassment. The grand jury 
· eventually indicted the 13 pledges on 
misdemeanor assault and criminal 
mischief charges, 
In June, according to court rec-
ords, 11 of them entered Alford pleas 
-· meaning they admitted no guilt 
but acknowledged there was enough 
evidence for a jury to convict them 
...: in Calloway District Court. Jail 
terms were suspended on the condi-
tion that they. perform community 
service, · · · · 
A 12th pledge, who testified before . 
the grand .jury, was allowed to enter 
a diversion program, . and counts 
against the remaining pledge were 
dropped on a prosecutor's. recom-
m~ndation. · .- ·i ·-.:},. • ·-_ -..f· ::::~_, • __ : :;~; -i 
The university , imposed severe · 
sanctions against the fraternity but 
. ; .I did. not suspend 
, its charter. The 
, chapter also was 









·All· of the de,. 
fendants · in the·' 
civil suit have re-
quested that it be dismissed. 
Donald .Waggener, a Lexington 
. lawyer representing the plaintiffs, 
. would not comment. And lawyers 
representing the fraternity did not 
return phone calls. Chris .Lane, vice 
president of the Murray Pi.Kappa Al-
pha chapter, said he was not familiar 
with the suit or the incident. 
Special ·prosecutor Mike Ward, 
questioning Clark before the grand 
jury, asked him why the incident 
had to get so violent when he knew 
.why the pledges were there. Accord-
ing to a transcript, Clark answered: 
"It looks good on you if you don't let 
them take you. If they don't take 
you, you feel_ better for it." 
Ward then asked, "Sort of a ma-
cho feeling?" 
i:Yes, that's it," Clark said. 
Jt.,is · oft:en difficult to investigate 
hazing incidents because-' no one 
I wants to talk, said Eileen Stevens of_ 
Sayville, N. Y., who heads a group 
that monitors the practice. . 
Stevens founded the Committee to 
Halt Useless College Killings 
(CHUCK) after a 1978 hazing inci-
dent that resulted in her son's death. 
"There is so much secrecy sur-
rounding hazing," she said. 
"Pledges and members take vows of 
silence. More and more, it's gone 
underground." 
A-transcript of the grand jury tes-
timony that led to the indictments in 
the Murray case hints at an attempt-
ed cover-up. 
After the attack, one of the. 
pledges, Todd Throgmorton; 21, of 
Kevil, pleaded with Quentin Clark to 
keep quiet. 
"Promise us you won't say any-
thing," Clark quoted Throgmorton· 
as begging that night; '.'This never 
happened." : 
In an interview, Clark said the 
pledges pressed him and his wife to 
deny that anyone had been hurt. 
• He said he severed· hjs fraternity · 
ties after the pledges involved in the 
incident became active members. 
: Hazing' is. not.'worth the risks, 
CI k 'd _. . ., . -,·•:-••· ,. ar sai . ,. - -1~--: .,-.-;:~ .. ;~,;•; t. 
. "Sometimes, people .. just, don't 
thinkabout the games fuey"play," he 
said. "It's not a game. It'has serious 
repercussions. This is an example." 
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WKU teams with forelgn_schools: Western 
Kentucky University has signed an agreement 
with two foreign institutions. · 
The five.year agreements with Trent Univer-
sity in Canada and Universidad Autonoma Ca-
pingo in Mexico will develop academic and ad-
ministrative exchanges; promote the. exchange of 
faculty and researchers; facilitate joint publication 
of scholarly works; and develop opportunities for 
study and research, the school said yesterday. 
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Dead student's family·· 
say ·}JKU was negligent 
, , BY MAYRAV SAAR "It's as though they're ~~ing we'have no 
, : · ~ERAlD-lEAoER STAFF WRITER ; . interest in you at all, i We're just iriterested in 
. ! The filinily of an Eastern Kentuc:ky Uni-. ' your dollars," ,she said Yt!i'terday. . • . : 
vers1ty student who fell to her death from an EKU. President Hanly Funderburk and 
11-story dormitory window last year has filed university attorney Giles Black declined to 
. a claim against the university. . "?mment on the case. · · 
In the state Board of Claims complaint, : Jackie Lynch, a spokeswoman tor 'the 
the . mother of juni'?r Holly ~cod.rich is . state Boar~ of CI~ims, said it was 11!1µsual 
seekmg $100,000, saying the un1vers1ty was that Goodrich waited to file the complaint 
negligent. _ . until Oct. 28, the last day she coul(j. A victim 
·. Vir~ena ~ch also -is i!5king the : ?r !he victim's family ha_s· one year after the 
?'11vers1ty to either seal every window or mcrdent ,to file a complamt-
mStall-saf~ty restraints. , · '· · But Goodrich said ·she had struggled with 
. , Gocxjri!11 ~ys a malfunctioning win~ow the decision since her daughter's death'. · . 
m East~!"ll s Telford Hall was responsible for ".A year' was ot h f .. h • 
her daughter's death. · . ''W'th th tra 1:1 enoug une, s e said. 
Mad
. · · Co · 1 e uma we went through it was 
• ISO!! . unty Coroner Embry Curry hard to make a decision. I tried t~ think 
sa14 the_ student lost her_ balan«;e wheri she : would (Holly) want this? And I decided that 
~_trying.to close a wmdow m her dorm · she would." , . · · · 
room.. -The window swung outward and 
· extended farther than other windows on the 
building, Goo!!ri_ch said. 
. Goodrich said sqe also decided filing a 
claim ~uld pr~vent something like this· from 
happenmg agam. · 
i ~in~~ th_e incidei:it ~ Oct. 28, 1993, " . , . . ; . 
the umvers1ty has ignored its responsibility .. The umv~1ty_!tas got to take respons1-
in the case, Goodrich said. Slie said the bi~ity for the safety of their ~tudents,'' she 
university did. not notify her of her daughter's , said. "If this_ happeqed. again, , would'.(ee), 1 
death -'- she heard about it on the campus, , responsible for not havmg_ done anythiµg: I' 
radio's neY1s program. · · ·. · felt at, least 50 percent better after I flied it" 
., . . ' ' .- ' j 1 •• • • ··-· 
• 
;The Sunday Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, N_q_vernu.,, 1,;, "'"':' 
t:.;t- 'iii- ... __,i,.-u·· ·11· ~_.'J-, __ ;L:;"-···: :, .h•-.:;~u.,,.·::·:{u··,·,_:,_~~; - ·:.e.;;·:·~\,._i ir1~ia{~f::~i~Fe1i:!i! 
. . . , ,l, i . ~· .• · uw all · · 1· d 1 , ,, . ; ., ·..1· • , , :'j~·· e come ogether .an 
' · ·• ' · · · ·• ¢, • · we try tci give; and everybody 
I.' ,,,( ·. ;,·,•,;;,:'C:· ., . ' 1'i' .. · ' ' I ';, · ;:,,df.\"r.i,.c-, ,•/1.L·s';;':•·;C·,,:,: '/ \. 
1
,' ·-·' ·,', • ·:,,\,:,,.!~< ,_: \:,::,:;:' i, ,J r:'t ·-~'.~ (J;2:[,~"\'', ,a:,i:;'.;,1. ' ·gi··•e' s' •an'd ,·e·""ry' b0o'dy' ·~"e' S" · .. · '"·--1'~~-· ., . · '• · •. 'i"' !-,t'~f·", ... ,.,,.i:,,,,.,,, d'' l·', , H'\' 'IJ··,· · ,.- , •J,!ll -~- .. ',,1--i; ~·· .,~>•'• ·1 v \IC' U:lA , 
·!;~ :/. j '"i.:~•lt}'I'! ' ,, : I . ' ' . l ·' l ''~,;~~~~~ .. ~;:-~· ~:ti~tJf \::;'.4, ~{ '~ ,, r ' , -1 • 1-'·'P ·~7 ,. ;•J.1:-!~ •.!, 1? i~1-✓ ... ~~~\ :--t,, l·;~t0{,}' 1'"?g;;~ ''\:- ~i~-m-X"'Y~-;~ jIDiggbj.$1 SaidP~qrS'.i~e; a'.:Jliig 
W-an.dals ·.put '.·ari(encU:i~to. un~iq'.''•ue.::·g· a:tfiening•:••l .·:l ~~~v~~~~t~~~~~~~W1~~ 
l'· 1·'.,.·,., •• ,... I • ';,,,, ·' . '. ·,., • ; ,. ' , ' • • C',Tfler!!'wilsliti;unwlttenfille .: ' .. ('' ''-, : The three-hour. jam sessioll~ .!·/·: The rj\ad!ngs ·:1riru!l~d po_l-':. He Sa.id the coffee hou~e. was.\ . 'at the coffee•libhse:-' hi>' tine 
1 • • , - .. on Wednesday mghts"had .. pr~c, ished short stories and ·poems , the only regular venue ma 30-,. mockeci, at least :publicly\'any-
!By JIM RoEiiNSON l:videci· a_surp_ risin_gl __Y popul __ . ar:(,.·, fro_m grad __uate s_ttidents_. and to 40-mil_e_radiµs __ . a,t_w. hi_c_h,_,h_.'e.i 'one's• perforl!iance. 'You 
~OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT : outlet for a largely tinseen·.seg-.> , ,·professors., to -.~arnest '.Journal , pe~rs origm~ ;!Jlatj/rial . . :.·:{ ;.; · cotilrui't get bcide~· l>ff i:he· stage 
r · . . .. ·: ment of the campus and-com- · . entries from yciiinger students · , ,• Most of the1pe9ple are;~su;., .if you wanted to.' .. t ' ' 
j. MOREHEAD - Vandals I munity. .'' · 
1 
.• .-sorting·thei(~lly_:thr?µgh the ·any people who·;haye smne} '-Eklund said that ;i:uJ.e was 
have put an end to a unique . At abouts p.m. on Wednes- ,· college experience.~ · . · , .kind of appreciatfon,.for ~C>me:: largely responsible for gener-
li;itlieririg of writers and m1:1si- .
1
, \ days, they would begin to 1 • '. "These · .. are·. kids, ,who' sit in 1 ,- type of art. It's usually pretty,: a ting the coffee house's unih-
cians on Morehead State Uni-. I gather at the Patti Bolin \ ·.- their' rcioms,falorni',':.and write, 1. '· mu.ch leftist. people •. ':n_ 'ot',y,io,, .. hi!Jited litmokphere. . ~ / · 
JVer~ity'.s,~iunpus. . . ·, \ Roon:i,, the )ounge of the Lloyd .''. or sit''aiml.efifor-';hours and · lently leftist," he said.' ,'.:,r':; ,; ' "The tone alitl' kind 'bf' the 
Ii, O~gamzers of.a weekly, "cof- 1 Cassity Bmldmg. · practice the · guitar," Eklund .. Eklund•siijd_the coffee_ J/.<1u,se ·, mcicid here i.s/'Well;' letlt rip, 
ifeehouse'.:'on MSU's campus; They came with their gui- .saidNov.3atwhatturnedout, started tw<r,ye_ars .. l!go as-,an: and'we're·not'lloing-tci'rilake 
!$hut dowriiwhathad become a); tars and their writings, some- '·to be 'the· final~coffee'· house· outgrowth of4ie English c;!~b.· fun ·of,'Y,011,''_")i~_said. '.'The 
:pciptilar"veiiue for budding .': times scribbled on cruII1pled this semester,• But it wasn't until the· seconil · .way its. set' up •it •really en-
litnd. veteraii artists after van- : notebook paper a half-hour EJµund and another English sem~s~er of }as~ _year;' ';-'heh· c~w;iieys·, 1:111~~Y<':Its~;,t.,a,k,¥:1g,: 
!~~,\/;_ last),'!\'eek niarked up I! earlier, sometimes neat~y dou- professor, Glen Colburn, or- musician~ WE!l:'~ .. ~clude~, .. thiit an~,~~tl{},U~:,ofJl1~!il\1!,~~t,11--
fwajls on, pie first ahd second . ble-spaced on cleai~ white typ- ganized the event: the event. (bega. ii, to ;ilraw., ta,.1~S"J~~.'f','fl .lmW,r ·lr,:."i".')i\''::'i.::: , 
,rtC>or, of· the Lloyd Cassity : ing paper over which they la- "They ,don't have a frater- . ,;crowds. ' .. ?.c!, .i; 1( / ··: ': :.,.:'i':! ,, 'l:½i\N'iii.iiia1,:r-KneliMci?ill.e :h:offee 
1
1Building; where the coffee · bored for hours. nity," Eklund s_aid: "They ~(;.,filsl.Jm1,4~~d;.~t:·~t~1>!l.!~-- ~iii;9lis~J9~;cllWs{~t~clUr·:il:~~ri.~ 
house was held. · They checked their inhibi- don't have a sorority.'' . l:;,spo~so,r.<i<11f~§-.i;~,~~se)l · ~sa\~\l;i!!.~ d~<;lli!\ii'flt'Xl1r '}:i:i,ilu,ce-
. The only evidence to link . tions at the door. , The polqs and, pressed ch~- ·.';.:,d,urµ,ig,r1tHe,. ~!).con .. fl:;t. e,~~.st. !lf1 {.·!Tl·e·n.· ~!}?·,· •p.:e.,rf</rtll.'"' .. ·, ... :~.~. h,.~•,s;.)iqt 
the coffee house· to the inci- · Then, what some described nos that seemed to be_ a um- :!: last year, ;'fu,p;_ Y.~:::~~l,'f'.~~ ·'! !!Wl!F-~1/,.e>f ,';,~.Y,;.'1l!r,.«?,~~sc:i,t{l,w1:1~, 
,dent was·, graffiti on a .first- as an artistic subculture or form on .other parts of the ,,·. nearly O!Je a, ~e_e~;Jl, (''-:- :.- ; '.'.i\1il:f · j:'\ ·':,t\:i:ZfJ'i''?:, .~i;/( J;' 
floor wali. that said "Coffee underground, in Morehead , campus wer~ hard.-to find at i. Karly "l:liggins, a'·20-year-old /::,.,::1t;.•,w¥.)P~t.i!}ct~ql!de_l1t,\C)fl· 
house rules:: rose to the surface and per- the coffee house: Boots, un- second semester freshman tmosphere1;that~'.attracteil at 
Although organizers said I formed. tucked plaid shirts, long hair who was the unofficial master {'least oiie gratitiate':shlooiit," 
they had no evidence to impli- For reasons even. they were I and blue jeans, all in ,some . of ceremonies, called the ac~ } ?Gwen, Gray/l'l!liif..{ ~grklng 
cate coffee house participants hard pressed to articulate, or- , way .... com~ort~R!.Yv ~n_!{r,n,ipt, .. ,; to the stage after signing then:i, .. -,o~,h?r ??aster's. degree in En-
iri the vandalism, they decided ganizers s~id the weekly e;vent , '."'.;'3/Elre-,ithe;,;:ns,~m;s~!:fill';-&,;t_eli-~ up on a first-.co~e, first-serve '\ :'·&I~h, said ,s~e ·liked to __ try out 
tci discontinue the weekly ses- took off this semester. , .. ~V{!!re._,,p.ot,'UTT!,O,Oh1,jA./j~§~~e.pt;,{ basis in a notellook she cm} _ne:JJ poems .she'd·,,':vntten ·at 
sii:ms anyway. As many as 90 spectators . ·. coj:IE)e.· )louse,:'a 1poster· .of'.Jnn ·J ried. l ... ,the ·coffee.house. •oecause of 
''When one person or a few 1 · had been crciwding into ·_the.?'. Morrisori/tlie'liiJe;lead',sihger/ If you didn't sign up earli,, !U~ll.at.,she.'ball_ed:,the, .'-'ifoh-
people, fail the. university com- lounge to hear MSU stud~nts 'i, of The Doors, -was·proPP!!9- ·on, you sometimes _didn't get. tp ~udgm~n_l{ilif.l,!1!1ie,11c.er-,,-,·.,:,,~ 
munity irt general, there are and faculty and some-towns· a table below the stately·por- perform. On the final cof\'e~ :·. ,·:'.',When.,I;icome!there;l'can 
consequences," said George people perform original mus~c trait of Mrs. Bolin, the late house, some performers never cling to:what.I' stil1 1HKe,'' she 
Eklund, an English professor and tead things they'd writ- chairwoman .of MSU's home- made it to the stage, a small . said. "Nobody )las to tell me 
who helped put on the event. ten. economics department and the clearing wiili biue chairs in· that I need to throw,it away." 
"It's unappetizing and disap- In an atmosphere some say\ Iounge•s· p.amesake. the midst of a semi-circle of: • . The coffee 'house· also satis-
pointing, but it has to be en- was reminiscent of the 1960s, "It's really a pretty eclectic . couches and arm chairs. ' ,fied her urge to· perform, 
dured." they played music ranging crowd," said Clark Gordon, a ., Higgins, a gold loop through which previously she had in-
from rap to grunge r9ck to 22-year-old environmental sci- her right nostril and dressed dulged only. in her living room 
raging Jimi Hendrix covers to ence major from Paris, one of in faded jeans and red,:, mili- with the radio turned up . 
quiet acappella numbers. the most popular guitarists tary style lace-up boots at a re- "l like to perform," Gray 
and songwriters to perform. cent coffee house used words said. "l do It to see if I can get 
' everybody to shut up, and if 
.. 
they do, I know it's a good 
poem." 
The coffee house also drew 
• p~rformers from outside the 
i' . university· . . ; 
,, " • • ' • I ••~ - ~ 
Ii. ,J)kiilli.~ ~aid he_ hope~ _to con; 
~f( ifllllil: ~e coffee house~'..JI•f4 (f l~ke ,toJmd. a more atml>l!Ph(!·t_t· 
~(~Y-· place; near but _dff)'MSU'§ 
~: \t;ampus to hold them .. ' · · .'ii' 
tr· h H~ ,said he's upset t_hat what 
t ad · been so beneficial to so 
' many ll;ld beeri')i.1ine~, by so., 
fewt·; · ~, ::!{·_&.- .~ /i 
"1' think there•s·:a heed for 
(the'' coffee hoii~e);'; _ he. said." 
"Part. bf the college experience 
for me, aµd I sense for theµi 
too, is getting ;together with 
Y,Qiir-, peers and . showing off 
what -you do. and exploring, 
· -sittim,1~.upshalf,.tbe.- night .. and .. 
talking or playing. music or 
listening to music. i iliink It's 
a natural part of the liberai. 
arts e){perience." 
M,Ht Reri and Nathan Rat'. 
cliff, lio!h 16,' are Juniors are 
Ro.,van County High School. 
Reed plays guitar. Ratcliff 
plays fiddle, the only such per-
forll)er at the coffee house. 
. "rt,,gives tis a place to show 
oudiilent and share the music 
with ,people," said Reed. after, 
the tluo played Pink Floyd's 
"Pigs on the Wing" and a reii-
1~ dt~~?P.~ of,, ';'SVV:'r~t ,
1
GeQrgia 
1, BrpWn ii at1 ·a,.r.ecenhcoffee ., fi:!..l••l>.J·. ,,. f,, ,, . • -; I ' uU!ll)1 ' ' ' • · ' ••· 
' ..: /_:'.:fii~'it ~ii~ 1e:iliJri~i: 
0
0f. ili~ 
t ,' (coitell"1hoilses ·.fare at ·:tiie · rtnai 
~ · !peifoHiiance .. Ekl.tirici'• told ttle 
! ::shiaeiits. two eirlpty:tiilei- earls 
. 'haa::lieeh' fcitind hi ii .garbage 
ci!ii Jaftef tliii coffee liolise the 
week Before. Drihkirig isn't.aj,'. 
lciwetl;,oii campus aritl couid 
jeop\\J;~ize t11e ': coffee;• liou!les'. 
future;· he saia. '' 
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Beefed-up mies fot~ teacher 
training backed 
8Y LUCY MAY 
HERALD-l.fADER EoucAnON WRITER 
FRANKFORT - Gov. Brereton 
Jones will soon receive sweeping 
recommendations to better prepare 
teachers for Kentucky's changing 
classrooms. ! 
Changes in tenure, however, 
will not be among them. 
The Governor's Task Force on 
Teacher Preparation approved 22 
recommendations yesterday, setting 
standards by which the proficiency 
of teachers, administrators _and the 
college programs that tram them 
would be judged. The reco1'DII_!enda-
tions are due to Jones by Dec. 13, 
and he will decide what changes to 
propose to the General Assembly. 
Robert Sexton. executive direc-
tor of The Prichard Committee for 
Academic Excellence, a citizen 
school-improvement group, called 
the recommendations bold. 
"They put the focus on the 
quality of teaching and take it away 
from just taking courses," Sexton 
said. 
The recommendations also re-
quire each state college and univer-
sity to decide whether its teacher 
preparation program is a priority. If 
so, the college or university must 
spend more money on the program. 
The Council on Higher Educa-
tion and Education Professional 
Standards Board will shut down 
programs at colleges and universi-
ties that don't show a commitment 
The task force steered clear of 
tenure, the issue that brought about 
200 teachers to a public hearing 
earlier this month. Many said 
changes in tenure would reduce job 
security at a time when dramatic 
education reforms are making their 
jo~ c,lif:ficult an~ stressful. '!'~nure 
provides protecbon from politically 
motivated punishments but is often 
viewed as a way to have a job for 
life. 
Sen. Ed Ford, D-Cr nthiana, said 
tenure has nothing :o do with 
making education programs better. 
Ford a task force member and 
Senate Education Committee chair-
man said the state must look into 
way; of requiring teachers to dem-
onstrate competency every five 
years to keep their teaching certifi-
cates. 
"If they cannot prove they are 
competent to teach children, they 
should not be teaching ~ldren," 
Ford said, adding that they could 
work as bus drivers as far as he 
was concerned. 
The panel killed a recommenda-
tion that included allowing teachers 
to suggest who gets and keeps 
tenure. Instead, the panel will rec-
ommend that the governor ask 
concerned groups, such as the Ken-
tucky Education Association, to 
submit plans to ensure teachers' 
competency. Ford called the com-
promise "meaningless" because 
"nothing is going to happen unless 
teachers are supportive of it" 
Under the current system, 
school district officials grant teach-
ers tenure after four years of satis-
factory performance. 
Kentucky Education Associa-
tion President Marne] Moorman 
said he was pleased with the 
group's recommendations, especial-
ly those calling for teachers to 
develop their own in-service train-
ing and professional development 
plans. Ford complained that too 
Task force recommendations 
These are some of the ... ~mmendations the Governor's Task 
Force on Teacher Preparation will present to Gov. Brereton Jones: 
· ~ ■ The state school board should develop a plan to pay teachers 
based on their perlormanre, not on the nwnber of graduate courses 
~ College students should have t~ submit portfolios of their work 
to get into teacher degree programs. . 
■ Colleges and universities that keep teacher education pro-
~ should get money for those . programs based OJ?- s!Udent a S<tments, job pfacements and semce to l<_>eal school disi!i~ . 
■ The state school board should detemune "best practices m 
Kentucky, schools each year and expected developments. The Council 
m Higher Education should ~ that teacher training programs 
are revised to support these practices. . . . 
• • Colleges and universities that keep their ~-~ 
~ should use Kentucky Education Reform Act_ pnn~p1~ of 
teaching :md asses.5ment throughout the college or umvers1ty SJnce 
teachers take many <:ou:rses ·outside colleges of education. 
. -.Go\tERNoR'S TASK FoRCE ON TEACHER PREPARATION ... 
often school districts use snow days 
as professional development days 
without adequately planning activi-
ties to make teachers better. 
The task force also recommend-
ed establishing Kentucky Educator 
Certification Centers to judge those 
applying for certification as begin-
ning or advanced teachers. Appli-
cants would bring a collection of 
their work and a resume to the 
centers where they would take tests 
and go to classrooms to demon-
strate what they know. Those dem-
onstrations would be videotaped, 
and a panel would convene to 
review the videotape and other 
materials to decide whether the 
applicant passes. 
The Daily 1nd8P8nd_ent, Ashland, Kentucky, M 
'.!Jtt;{f;;~~t?~~=i~,~~J,!fl!WJJlillE\ll¾@l;;¾;;;;;~~t~:~13 w oras :::· --- ·'---.a-;o•:·.-:. __ ~:. --:· 
- --------_ --::- __ ... ~:-Qf_-'.'pra1se ~;~:: 
"lvfe 'n' Susie'- -- hospita1;_iii'.1titti,:·i~ h~i;;d 
Many tributes have been attract.-'other.:;cioctors to 
paid over the years to Dr. Rowan County ''ti,',' : 
Claire Louise __ Caµdill, but ;' TJ:le. "~usie'; ,,fii file play's 
none as unique as "Me 'n' tit_lf: is ·~us1e 2.Halbleib, a 
Susie,". a ,.onea:woman play nurse who met Caudill when 
about the woman who has de- she~'was interning at a mater-
voted her life .to improving, nity-·hospital. tHalbleib re-
medical care in northeastern: tur.ned to, Morehead with 
Kentucky. _;,:_ . ·: .. . , , \ 9audil!, pµlimb?,gJci _stay only 
Dr. Shirley Gish,.an associ-: .one .. ,,year; ::Like ;>,Caudill, she 
ate professor or· sp"eech at I coiitim:ies ··1:0 'oi:i~·active in 
Morehead $tll,,te .JJniversity, I medicine _in Rowan County. 
wrote the play .and performed I ·;•'.IT- ·thihk'.'Dr:?Eouise needs 
it Friday night at MSU's But-' to pe written1'~'f?out _and ap-
ton Auditqriwn. Gish •called pr:oa~hed·~with _:great awe," 
'the play h~i:~·personal_ salute• said Gish;{~iil.though ·she her-
to Caudill .. ;~;,'" ,.1 , ,, I self is a timid; modest woman 
- Caudill returned to her na-. who dqis~'t:;r.eally think she 
tive Rowan County after! did anythihg:e~fept_what she 
graduating from the: Univer-! had to do." ,. ·. --.. 
sity of Louisville Medical. Our hope "'is ·-fuat "Me 'n' 
School in 1948. She was the Susie" will be performed 
driving force behind the con-' more than once. It can can be 
struction of the St. Claire : an entertaining vehicle for 
Medical Center, which has futqre Rowan Countians to 
had three major expansions learn how one remarkable 
since it opened in 1963. The woman has influenced the 
life of an entire community. 
f l 1 / l /a a -y ~1SU ARCHIVES 
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list of core subjects 
for state universities 
By BEN Z. HERSHBERG 
~.taff Writer 
1 FRANKFORT, Ky. - English, 
rpathematics and philosophy are on 
a list of majors that Gov. Brereton 
Jo,nes' administration thinks should 
be hvailable at all state universities. 
,. ~ut economics, anthropology and 
p5¥chology are not. 
CORE ACADEMIC 
SUBJECTS 
The Jones administration 
has proposed a list of core 
undergraduate subjects that 
should be available at all 
state universities. Programs 
not on the list would, in 
general, be offered as 
majors only at four 
universities . . 
'.fhose and other subjects ex-
<;lu(ied from the administration's 
proposed list of core programs 
wquld, in general, be offered at only 
four of the eight state universities. 
The list, unveiled during a meet-
ing of a commission Jones created 
to .. streamline higher education, 
drew immediate fire from university 
presidents. 
.Yesterday's meeting was less fi-
ery than the one two weeks ago, 
hPwever, when leaders and support-
~ts of the University of Kentucky 
and the University of Louisville an-
grily debated the idea - voiced by 
Gabinet Secretazy Kevin Hable - of 
eliminating the UK Dental School. 
, Yesterday Hable urged the Gover-
nor's Higher Education Review 
Commission to decide which dupli-
c_ated programs should be eliminat-
ed to free up money for more im-
portant courses. 
"Do we truly need five institu-
tions offering agriculture educa-
tion?" he asked. "Do we need eight 
c<fileges of education? Does a state 
like Kentucky need six MBA pro-
grams? Do we really need . . . six 
journalism schools? That's the kind 
of analysis we need to do." 
When the programs committee 
~t• later to start making that kind 
of analysis, the university presi-
dents questioned how the adminis-
tration's list .of proposed.core pro-
grams was developed. 
. . ~estem Kentucky University 
President Thomas Meredith said the 
schools had worked in the past with 
a· longer list of core programs, 
which contained about 21 programs 
~mpared with 15 on the new list. 
The list was developed about five 
ye!!fS ago by the schools' chief aca-
demic officers. Meredith asked why 
t~~ administration had cut pro-
mms without input from the presi-
dents and their academic officers. 
-James MilJer, commission chair-
man, said Hable had developed the 
r7duced list to help the coQlDlission 
Administration'• Some majors 
core subjects not on list 
Art (studio) Anthropology 
Biology Dramatic arts 
Chemistry Earth science 
English Economics 










focus on which courses could be du-
plicated and which should have to 
be justified if they're taught at too 
many schools. Hable was at another 
committee meeting. 
U of L President Donald Swain 
asked whether the list shouldn't in-
clude economics. Meredith said the 
arts should be better represented, 
because they are important in the 
Kentucky Education Reform Act, 
which is guiding the state's primary 
and secondazy schools. Sheny 
Jelsma, chairwoman of the pro-
grams committee, asked whether 
anything else should be eliminated 
or added to the list. 
· Meredith said a committee debate 
was the wrong way to proceed. 
"Sitting around a table and firing 
away like this is not the right way to 
do this," he said. "This is big-time 
stuff." 
He said ·university faculties, aca-
demic officers and boards must be 
involved in the debate and suggest-
ed a meeting of the schools' chief 
academic officers to develop an up-
dated list of core programs before 
the commission meets Dec. 3. 
Such a meeting will be arranged 
by the university presidents. 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL. WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1993 
1~IosingUK 
dental school 
seen as aid to 1 
• • eng1neenng 
By BEN Z. HERSHBERG 
Staff Writer 
' 
FRANKJ:ORT, Ky. - Kentucky can devel-
)p a nationally recognized engineering 
,chool at the University of Kentucky and 
noney freed up by closing the UK dental 
ichool could help the effort, according to a 
:_eport ~y the Kentucky Council on Higher 
:.ducahon. 
Th~ report was issued yesterday at a 
~eeting. of the Governor's Higher Educa-
1on ReVJew Commission, which is working 
o s~r~amline and improve the state's uni-
·ers1ties and colleges. 
A separate study on ideas for closing the 
JK ~entaJ school and expanding the Uni-
·ers1ty of Louisville dental school also was 
,s~ed yesterday but wasn't discussed. The 
1otion of closing UK's dental school caused 
furor at the commission's meeting two 
,eeks ago. 
In discussing the engineering-school.report 
esterday, . Gary ~x, executive director of 
1e Coun~il on Hr~er Education, said UK's 
rogram IS much like the nationally ranked 
:hools at Vrrginia Tech, North Carolina 
tate and some other universities UK often 
)mpares itself to, just much smaller. More 
1oney would let it hire more professors and 
take more impact nationally. 
"We've spoken with engineering-school 
deans around the 
country," Cox said. 
"They say it's funda-
mentally a matter of 
faculty. It's faculty 
which bring in 
grants. With faculty 






age B 4. 
ass." 
U~ersity of Louisville President Donald 
vam, whose school also has an engineer-
g program, asked Cox how long it would 
ke to develop a top-flight engineering 
hool at UK. 
''I' . m _not prepared to say," Cox said, "but 
hlnk_ 1t co~d be done in a decade or less." 
Swam said he was afraid that the state 
>Uld_ not sustain a large enough financial 
inmitme~t for long enough to build UK's 
ogr:am "!to a nationally recognized 
l~l, and m the meantime, U of L's engi-
enng sc~ool would be weakened. 
~K President Charles Wethington said he 
heved a top-ranked school could be de-
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College funding formula under disc~ion 
BY DornE BEAN 
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
FRANKFORT - Tying increases in 
future funding for Kentucky's public 
universities to how they perform seems 
likely to be one recommendation that 
could emerge from a gubernatorial com-
mission. 
Several university presidents sup-
ported the idea yesterday, although they 
also urged that any performance yard-
sticks be thoroughly thought out. 
Hammering out a formula for per-
formance funding is the most significant 
issue before the commission, University 
of Kentucky President Charles Wething-
ton said. 
"It would indicate to our publics we 
are serious about making changes in 
higher education and in building quality 
education." 
Jim Miller, an Owensboro lawyer 
who is chairman of the governor's High-
er Education Review Commission, said 
coupling state money. with performance 
would be a dramatic departure from the 
present system and would make Ken-
tucky a leader in higher education fund-
ing. 
The present funding is based on a 
complex formula that takes the universi-
ties' enrollments into account. 
Meanwhile, the bickering that 
marked the commission's last meeting 
and led to the resignation of state Sen. 
Michael R. Moloney two weeks ago was 
missing yesterday. 
But the issue that touched it off isn't 
dead. 
As expected, the staff of the Council 
on Higher Education presented a plan 
for closing the UK dent.al school or for 
merging it with the University of Louis-
ville's. 
Wethington, who vigorously protest-
ed the dental school suggestion two 
weeks ago, remained silent yesterday as 
several commission members said the 
panel should move forward with the 
recommendation despite expectations 
that it will become mired in politics and 
controversy. 
"Why do these issues become politi-
cal problems in the legislature?" asked 
Joe Prather, an adviser to Gov. Brereton 
Jones and a former finance secretary and 
Senate president pro tern. "Because a lot 
of people sitting at this table cause them 
to become bigger issues than they really 
are." 
The reference was to the eight presi-
dents and chairmen of the boards of the 
universities, all of whom are members of 
the 26-member commission. 
Meanwhile, Moloney, who is chair-
man of the Senate budget committee, 
vowed yesterday to "do everything I can 
in budget committee to see that the UK 
dental school stays open." 
Wethington and Moloney have said 
that closing UK's dental school would 
not save UK much money and could cut 
out some services provided to people in 
Eastern and Central Kentucky. 
In resigning from the commission, 
Moloney criticized the panel and Gov. 
Brereton Jones for tilting at windmills 
and raising a diverse set of issues that 
have little chance of getting through the 
legislature. 
... . 
"What the legislature is going to do 
should have nothing to do with what 
this committee does," Prather said. Other 
members agreed. ' 
. At Prather's suggestion, the commis-
sion also delayed dealing with duplica-
tion between vocational programs run 
by Kentucky's Cabinet for Workforce 
Development and the community col-
leges governed by UK. 
Before he resigned, Moloney had 
asked the commission to look at the 
duplication of programs between the two 
systems. 
"The one thing that the task force 
could look at that really could save ;, 
money, they don't want to look at," 
Moloney said yesterday. "The duplica-
tion is unbelievable." 
:, 
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Eastern breaking ground today 
for fire and safety engineering lab 
BY AMY ElMANS 
HERAl.O-i..EAOER STAFF WRITER 
RICHMOND - Next fall, fire 
and safety engineering students at 
Eastern Kentucky University will 
apply what they have learned in the 
classroom to real-life s ituations. 
"It's been an egg we have 




Chairman and Chief Executive Offi-
cer John R. Hall. 
That's when the Ashland Oil 
Fire and Safety Laboratory will be said Larry CollinS, program coordi-
completed. The facility, which the nator and associate professor. 
university breaks ground for today, Funding for the complex came 
also will serve professionals who in part from private donations. 
are continuing their education. Ashland Oil contributed $250,000 
The facility will include com-
puter, chemistry of fire and hazard-
ous materials laboratories; an emer-
gency services training area; fully 
functional fire detection and sup-
pression systems; classrooms; and 
faculty offices. 
Collins said 10,000 of the build-
ing's 23,000 squarefeet will be com-
pleted by next fall. The final 13,000 
square feet will be built later. 
The $1.3 million laboratory, over five years. 
named by the EKU' Board of Re- ''We're eager to help improve 
gents in January, has been many industrial and technical training in 
years in the making. the commonwealth and we're espe-
The facility, which will be built 
near EKU's new law enforcement 
complex off Kit Carson Drive, could 
increase enrollment in the universi-
ty's department of loss prevention 
and safety. 
"lt's been an egg we have been cially proud to take a lead role in 
sitting on waiting for it to hatch," the project," said Ashland Oil 
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Th t trap Sen. Ed Ford, who supports really cares about children's edu-e e fl ure competency tests for teachers ev- cation, he will want to avoid an ap-
ery five years, says, "I care about proach to teacher assessment that 
G
OD SENSE has pre-
vailed. The proposal to 
require that teachers get 
approval from their 
peers, in order to keep tenure, has 
been dropped. Chairman Sherry 
Je lsma was right: This did not con-
stitute "caving in." It was, instead, 
a recognition that the tenure issue 
was not central to the work of the 
Governor's Task Force on Teacher 
Preparation. 
An angry, protracted struggle to 
deal with the tenure issue in this 
way would have doomed the 
broader initiative, which has much 
to recommend it. 
The recommendation, as we 
read it, would have opened up the 
possibility of installing a whole 
new system for teacher assess-
ment - one that was vulnerable to 
cronyism. 
More important, it would have 
harkened back to an earlier era , 
pre-KERA. One of the chief in-
sights of the KERA educational re-
form program was a recognition 
that progress couldn't be dictated 
from Frankfort; the whole idea 
was to decentralize the education 
effort. The point was to stop im-
posing solutions from the top 
down; unfortunately, the tenure 
proposal appeared to do just that. 
The tenure plan suggested that 
somebody was thinking , " Hey, we 
know best what good teachers are. 
Let us design an assessment sys-
tem in Frankfort and implement it 
with the help of some local folks." 
Maybe that was nol what t~e task 
force intended, but that 1s how 
many would have perceived it. 
children getting an education, not gives every indication of turning 
ensuring someone's job." If he back the tide of reform. 
The Dally Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Wednesday, November 17, 1993 
Campus atrocities 
Those who destroy college papers 
have no respect for basic freedoms 
Activists on college cam- curred at other campuses, in-
puses have been seizing and eluding the theft of 14,000 
destroying student news- copies of the Daily Pennsyl-
papers they consider racist vanian at the University of 
or insensitive to the needs of Pennsylvania last spring by 
blacks, women and other ag- black students who didn't 
grieved groups. The rationale like the views of a white col-
for this vandalism is that umnist. Sheldon Hackney, 
"we're making a statement." then president of Penn and 
The statement they're mak- now,, chairman of the Na-
ing is that they have no re- tional Endowment for the 
spect for the freedoms of Humanities, condemned the 
speech and press guaranteed theft but muddied the issue 
by the Constitution. by musing about an apparent 
Whatever the motivation, conflict between "diversity" 
confiscation of campus news- and freedom of expression. 
papers is a throwback to the To his credit, Maryland's 
book-burning tactics of president, William Kirwan, 
Brown Shirts in Nazi Ger- has been more direct. "The 
many during the 1930s. It has university," said Kirwan, " is 
nothing to do with discrimi- 'unequivocal in its support of 
nation and less to do with · the First Amendment right of 
open debate, which I is what · freedom of speech - even if 
colleges are about. ' such speech is offensive to 
The latest atrocity Was the some persons." 
theft of 10,000 copies of the Destroying newspapers 
Diamondback, student news- may be a statement of sorts, 
paper at the University of but what it says is that some 
Maryland, by self-appointed misguided students are un-
defenders of women and mi- willing to tolerate any view-
norities. point or opinion that doesn't 
Similar incidents h::tVP. or.- :lPTPP w ith thP;r m un 
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Strapped public colleges stick students with more of the bill 
About 80 percent of the stu-
dents pursuing higher education 
attend public colleges and univer-
sities. Many of these schools 
have historically championed 
easy entry and low costs. 
who commute. Tuition alone has 
risen 37 percent over the past 
three years. 
At two-year community col-
leges, full-time commuting stu-
dents now pay an average $3,388, 
up 49 percent over the past three 
years. 
Hundreds of thousands of 
adults of my generation speak 
gratefully of their rise from pov-
erty through the intercession of 
low-cost, high-quality state or 
city education. 
Compared with the average cost 
JANE BRYANT of a four-year private college 
QUINN ($14,292), that looks pretty cheap. 
COLUMNIST And in fact it's a bargain to the 
better-off students who increas-
ingly populate state schools. In the 1991-92 
academic year, some 30 percent of the de-
pendent undergraduates at the University of 
California came from families with incomes 
of more than $80,000 a year. Their presence 
in the state-financed system argues for even 
higher public tuition, says Barry Munitz, 
chancellor of California State University. 
But today that mission is erod-
ing. State budgets are so tight, and taxpay-
ers so unwilling, that they're underfunding 
the campuses and requiring students to foot 
more of the bill. 
Between 1987 and 1992, state appropri-
ations per: full-time student in higher educa-
tion nationwide fell 13 percent in real terms, 
says economist Morton Owen Schapiro of 
the University of Southern California. 
To raise revenue, public colleges have 
been increasing students' bills at double-
digit rates. The average cost of tuition, fees, 
room, board and books at a four-year public 
college comes to $6,552 this year for stu-
dents living on campus and $4,562 for those 
Today's fees look daunting, however, to 
low-income students and may even discour-
age some from applying. Joseph Burke, pro-
vost of the State University of New York, 
thinks that taxpayer-supported schools 
have a mandate to serve the taxpayers at 
low cost. But, Munitz argues, with higher 
prices, he could finance aid for his lower-
income students and also have some extra 
money to raise the quality of his academic 
programs. 
There are problems, however, with this 
Robin Hood game. It has always worked 
well at private colleges and universities. But 
it's much less reliable in the public sector: 
Tuition increases may be stashed in the 
state treasury rather than used to finance 
aid to the poor. 
In recent years state grants have fallen 
well behind the spiraling rate of tuition in-
flation. The result is a de facto public policy 
of high tuition combined with low student 
aid - except, of course, for student loans. 
Some ways to cut costs: 
■ If you're leaning toward a private col-
lege, consider the publics if they can pro-
vide the classes you want. Private schools 
offer more student aid but may saddle you 
with larger loans. 
■ If underfunding is eroding the quality 
of your state schools, ask if you can study 
in another state's college without paying 
the full non-resident fee. There are various 
types of reciprocity agreements. 
■ Apply as early as January for financial 
aid - estimating your income if you don't 
yet have your W-2 forms. 
Last year Congress made middle-class 
students eligible for more state and college 
aid, "but that's a moot point because we 
don't have the money," says J. Michael 
Orenduff, acting chancellor of the Universi-
ty of Maine. So it's first-come, first-served. 
Grants are rarely available today to stu-
dents who apply past the deadline. 
■ Start out at a two-year community col-
lege, then-switch to a residential school for 
your last two years. Both states and colleges 
have stepped up their efforts to make trans-
fers seamless. 
In Florida, for example, English 1001 is 
roughly the same course at both two- and 
four-year institutions, so your credits can 
easily be transferred. The trick is to know 
what your upper-level school requires so 
you enter with all the courses you need. 
■ Don't waste your last year of high 
school. Seniors who take and pass ad-
vanced-placement courses for college credit 
may be able to graduate from college soon-
er and at less cost. 
o The Washington Post 
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lVISU"tO"'·seek' 'Stit'e run cling 
for renovation 
By ROGER.ALFORD 
OF THE DAILY.INDEPENDENT 
Judy .Yancey, --spokeswoman 
for the university, said hopes 
are that the General Assembly 
now will appropriate money to 
MOREHEAD :_ Administra- refurbish the oldest sections of 
tors at Morehead State Univer- .the building. 
sity will try. to get state fund- The renovation was the top 
ing for a $6.8 million renova- priority on the MSU Board of 
tion of an aging portion of Regents' building requests· 
The Council· on Higher Edu-
cation's top functing requests 
for construction at MSU were 
$2 million to make· all . the 
buildings handicap accessible, , . 
$790,000 to address health and 
safety concerns and $360,000 to 
repair elevators. 
Lappin Hall when the General · submitted to the Council on 
Assembly convenes in Janu- Higher Education earlier this · 
The proposed Lappin Hall 
renovation was listed along 
with a $2.8 million project to 
·modify or replace 14 air condi-
tioning units to bring them · 
into compliance with the 
Clean Air Act. ary year. 
p~rter Dailey, vice president However, the co.µncil 
for administration and fiscal dropped the proposed renova-
affairs, said the proposed reno- tion to a "Priority 2" clas-
vation of the science building sification in a budget request 
will be a top priority in a wish , it Iii· turn submitted to Gov. 
list of projects that the univer- Brereton Jones .for consider-
·sity plans to make to. the gov- ation in next year's legislative 
ernor's office. session. . 
The oldest part of the build- Some members of the board 
ing was constructed in 1937, ' of regents expressed· concern 
with an addition built in 1967. about what impact that etas-
Both are in need of repairs. sification would have on 
A third section was recently MSU's chances of getting funct-
added to Lappin Hall at a cost ing in the 1994,95 biennium. 
of $5.3 million, and was dedi- Dailey said the administra-
cated on Friday prior to a re- tion would continue its efforts 
gents' meeting here. to secure the funding. 
THE C::OURiER:JQ.U_f!NAL, FRIDAY, NOVEM!3.E,i1!J;f993. 
Murray ponders $3 million iii cuts 
MSU President Ronald G. 
Eaglin said he expects operat-
ing revenue for the university 
not to increase substantially 
- about 3 percent - in the 
next biennium. . 
Eaglin said he expects fund-
ing increases to be based on 
performance in 1995-96. That's 
a· recommendation from the. 
Higher Education Review 
Commission and the Council 
on Higher Education. 
· The increases would be 
based .on performance stand- · 
ards · such as the graduation 
rates. 
MURRAY, Ky. - Murray State University could cut annuarex-
penses by mo.re than $3 million by eliminating National Boy Scout' 
Museum funding, cutting the number of degree programs and 
reducing athletic expenses by 25 . percent; a task force sa~. · 
· The.recommendations must be reviewed and approved by var-
l.ExlNGTON HERAlD-lEADER; UxlNGTON, KY. ■ SVNIIA't; ffevEMBER 21, 1993 
ious· university committees, the board of regents and the state 
Council on Higher Education. . : . . 
The recommendations are part of a 34'page,report prepared by 
the Task Forc.e on Academic Restructuring, appointed earlier this 
year by university President Ronald Kurth. . • 
The ·proposals include the formation of a community college 
that would offer a variety of associa.te-degree programs. The re-
port said a structured community colrege would be less -costly 
than offering •associate programs through the four-year structure. 
The largest single cut would be in the· athletic programs. The• 
task force proposed slashing $630,351 from the budget. It includes 
· a lO percent cut ·mandated earlier this year by the regents. 
■ MURRAY . . . . . :; 
.. 64 apply fo~ schOQI presldency:'i~J~i?il 
State University has received 64 applicatibns~o· 
· replace President Ronald Kurth, whose contract 
was not eir+~nded at an August •board meeting. 
boa. J · :egeilts vice cliairman Sid Easley . 
said regents will begin looking at applications · 
during the first week of December. 
Kwth's contract expires June 30. ·. • • ... 
• • • ·~t·•c), ,·,., ;!z:.J 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1993 
· 64 apply for Murray State post 
MURRAY, Ky. - Murray State University has received 64 appli-
cations to replace President Ronald Kurth, whose cont,ract was 
not extended at an August board meeting. 
Board of regents Vice Chairman Sid Easley .said regents will 
begin looking at applications during the first week of December. 
Kurth's ~ntract expires June 30. 
Also at MSU, the board of. regents adopted a resolution Thurs-
day to bring a four-year engineering program to far Western Ken-
tucky. The regents voted to form a task force to get Murray State 
to work with the University of Kentucky and/or the University of 
Louisville. The task force will report to the board of regents dur-
ing its meeting in early January. 
TT-iE COURIER.JOURNAL, SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1~ 
-~Education report card' funding 
_t,f ·,imi,versities gets an incomplete · 
:c: ... 6 , . . :•··; ;:~.,;;:_ - ,, •• ' ; . 
ByiJEN Z. HERSHBERG . , : finagle to get more mo_ney." . learned in core liberal-arts courses. · 
'snff Writer That mjght include teaching stu- . "There was practically no change 
' ··!:"": . , : , •. , .. dents to do-well on a specific exam in the_ test scores over IO years," 
r·: .University funding based. im an used in the performance measure- said Folger, emeritus professor of 
c".edueation r~port ~'. - . it's an men ts, while not improving the edu- public policy at Vanderbilt Unlversi-
-:ilMI embraced by the presidents of. cation they're getting, Krech said. ty. "I was disappointed." 
all eight .state unlversitiesi · His state has been analyzing uni• · The exception was Tennessee 
~ther states hirv~ tried that ·ap- versity performance. since 1989. ·State University, where the · test 
,litRac_h,. but with spotty success. South Carolina has repeatedly tried scores did increase significantly, 
.. _;~o; assessment experts warn to. incorporate performance meas- Folger said. But they increased only 
uiar .there are 'difficulties in coming urements into the budgeting pro- after entrance requirements were 
;ill''with _such a system; . · cess but hasn't found ones that will raised from a level that had been 
,· .. ,. the· 1995•9. 6 school year, 5 per- work, said Krech, who has consult- much lower than other schools'. 
: !j! • bf tlie Kentucky universities' ed on Kentucky's plans to measure Folger thinks performance bud-
Ii gets - about $30 million - will university performance. · geting might work if the money a 
be based on performance. The mon• Tennessee has based part of its school earns goes directly to the 
~ ~uld: go- to the- schools only if higher-education budget on unlver- areas t!tat need improvement, not to 
•'ll1S"'get good. grades on factors sity performance for 14 years. the schools' _administrations. 
~ 'as-. gi:aduation··rates, percent- The most recent research on Ten- "The hardest part· is measuring 
:iig-e;~ of·· undergraduate courses nessee's plan is worrisome for John. performance at the core of- what 
taught bY. full-time faculty members, Folger, who helped develop the plan universities are all about, and that's 
-llnd ,stildehts'.- Sl!i:cess in remedial when he was the first director of the the education," Folger said. 
· ·,1!)'!!11 ahd-~iiglistt; courses. · . state's higher-education commis- Krech also is concerned about ef-
;·, ')JJ.e Go:ve111or's'.Higher Education sion in the 1970s. He recently stud- forts to tie funding to performance 
Ueview Conuiiission·and a commit• ied the performance of Tennessee measurements. He thinks account-
:~:ot'the··Kentucky _Council on students on tests measuring their ability reports are best used to help 
B'.lgher Education will decide in the · general education - what they've schools find problems. 
-gl:'::e~nths.,\\'hic~ m_easure- THE_COURIER.JOURNAL. SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1993 
: :~ a,review commission meeting Rates of _graduat·1on don't "T(ie~day,.; University ·of Kentucky 
·~~13:~t~r=: :i~f~~ ~~~ always tell the whole story 
-cational succes5, "is the most signifi-
cant issue before this commission." By BEN Z. HERSHBERG 
_1Jlat's . sa~g a lot, consi~ering Staff Writer 
-flw.the . governor-has 'asked the 
:commission to also recommend Of all the information in report · 
[such fundamental changes as high: cards issued this month for each 
-en.admission standards to state state university, gradµation rates 
:Sc~ls :and the· elimination of du- get the most attention from the pub-
. :pli~on· among'. courses and even lie and are 'disliked the most by edu-
talQ.@g prQfessiQrial:schools, . c;itors. 
• lli.fWethington and other unlver- The rates are popular because 
:Sity presidents think the . new ap- .. they se~m t~ _ ep!~o'!1ize how well a 
!proach to budgeting will dramatical-. ~hool IS doing its Job. 
~ly af!ect uni";ersi~ quality. . . . . But ed~catoz:s say the numbers 
: ~- exp~nence . of Tennessee -' can be IIll:ileading. 
.tbl''state . that -has · used perform- Graduation rates vary greatly 
~~ased budgeting the longest - from school to school, and they can 
'isn't ·so clear, however. And experts make one university look as if it's . e measuring and improving higher- doing a terrible job when it's com-
je<lilation perfomuipce also warn pared with another school or with 
:tlJ-!basing ;an4':ersity budgets on national averages. 
l.J>e~rmance am be ·complicated. For example, the Council on 
~ 
"I~,jooks so· much_· -prettier before Higher Ed·Jcation repr'1ed th:.• the 
· ou ffy to do it,'' said Alan Krech, a University of Kentucky's g. "i;; · · ion 
• outh Carolina associate commis- rate for fo.11-tinie undergraduates 
osioner of higher education. was 45 percent after five years, 
t It's difficult to get schools to compared with· 23 percent for the 
bigree on useful measurements, University of Louisville and 20 per-
,crech said And once they do, he cent for Northern Kentucky and 
;added, scbools have a tendency ''.to. Kentucky_ State universities. 
Even UK's rate doesn't look so 
good in statistics compiled by the 
National Collegiate Athletic Associ-
ation to report on athletes' perform-
ance· nationwide. Hl!lf of -the UK 
students who. started school in 1986 
had graduated six years later, com• 
pared with 55 .percent for all stu-
dents nationwide, says the NCAA 
report released in September .. 
Alexander Astin, an education· re-
searcher· at the University of CaJi. 
•fornia at Los Angeles, said gradu-. 
atioil rates are misleading if they 
don't include other information. 
In a recent report in The Chronl• 
cle of Higher Education, Astin said 
students' preparation for college -
as shown by lµgh school grades and 
entrance-exam- scores - affects 
graduation rates much more than 
anything universities do to retain 
students, such as tutoring or special 
orientation sessions for freshmen. 
The race and sex of students; and 
other factors including whether stu0 
dents live on .campus their first 
year, also are related to how quickly 
-students graduate, Astin said. 
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Acadennc 
Northern Kentucky University~ program 
gaining recognition, ·numbers for blacks 
upheld ASSOCIATED PRESS 
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS .,-- Chicago businessman 
Bill Wade had never heard of Northern Kentucky 
University, but he knew "it would be a key ~le~ent_ of 
his plan to bring a new automotive parts d1stnbut1on 
center to the area. . 
· Wade is president of CR Services, a worldwide . 
manufacturer and distributor of automotive seals and 
bearings, and was counting on NKU to provide ?'llining 
for his workforce. Still, when he finally v1s1ted the 
campus in September, he was surprised. 
"I was expecting something much, much smaller," 
Wade said. "We were curious about Northern Kentucky 
University because it seemed so advanced, yet it's an 
institution nobody in Chicago knew anything about." 
· President Leon Boothe says the ·university is still 
the region's best-kept secret. But with ·12,000 students 
and · a faculty of 726, the university has grown 
immensely in the past 25 years. The school !'loved to 
the Highland Heights campus m 1972 with 3,596 
students and a faculty of 147. . 
The school traces its roots to 1949, when the 
Northern Extension Center opened as a community 
college in Covington. It converted from a two-year to • 
four-year college in 1970. . 
"Without NKU, the area would be less educated, 11 
would have fewer jobs and it would have a lower 
quality of life," Gov. Brereton Jones told The K_entucky 
Post recently in an interview for a six-part series about 
the university. · 
Northern Kentucky 
University chronology 
1948: Northern E~tension Center established 
in Covington. Part of University of Kentucky 
community college system. . 
1949: First enrollment at Northern Exten-
sion Center. Classes conducted at various loca-
tions. 
1962: The school, by then generally known 
as Northern Community College,. opens campus 
in Covington. . · 
1965: Enrollment tops 1,200. 
1966: State higher education survey com-
mission recommends exploring a four-year, pub-
lic college somewhere in Northern Kentucky. 
1967: Republican and Democratic guberna-
torial nominees endo.-,;e four-year college for 
northern Kentucky. 
1968:.Gov. Louie B. Nunn signs legislatipn 
establishing Northern Kentucky State College on 
March 14. · · · . . 
1970: · First c1asses··offered by Northern 
Kentucky State College. · 
1971: Ground broken for new campus at 
Highland Heights. . 
1972: Salmon P. Chase College of Law, 
founded in Cincinnati in 1893, merges with 
NKSC; Highland Heights campus opens. Enroll-
AssOCIATED PRESS 
ANNAPOLIS, Md. - A schol-
arship program limited to black 
students at the University ol 
Maryland is constitutional be-
cause of the school's history ol 
racial discrimination, a judge 
ruled yesterday. ·· 
U.S. District 
Judge Frederick "At bottom, 
J. Motz rejected . the only 
arguments by damage ... Is 
senior Dame! the Insult .to 
Podbresky that · hi 
his · constitu- 8 · 
tional .rights senslbllltles 
were violated. caused by the 
because he continuation 
could not apply ·of a program 
for the scholar- which he 
ship · even believes to be 
thoug~ . he was wrong In 
academically · ,. 
qualified. He prln~lple. 
sued in 1990. FUDERICK J. 
"At bQttom, MIJl"ll 
"Northern Kentucky University has made higher 
education· much more accessible to a very significant • 
ment 3,596. · 
1973: First commencement 
1976: Name changed to Northern Kentucky 
University. 
the only dam- U.S. district judge 
age ... is the 
insult to his \•, ,., ·.: ·' · 
sensibilities caused by the contin-
uation of a program which he 
believes to be wrong iii principle," 
part of the state," Jones said. · 
· In addition to educating students to become law-
yers, nurses, teachers ·and o_ther_ professionals, ~ 
. provides a significant economic stimulus for the region. 
With 1,322 workers, NKU itself is northern Ken-
tucky's fifth-largest employer. ~ m~w:able are the 
jobs created simply because a un1vers1ty 1s there. 
Wade said one of the main benefits CR saw from 
'the area was the availability of NKU and its experience· 
.in working with business. 
"The things that we asked for and asked about -
gee, one thing after another - they said, Y ';'ll· W, e 
know how to do that. Yeah. We can do that. Thi .. s 
really a resource when looking for a new site or a. w~y 
to develop business." 
Ed Buechel, chairman of the Northern Kentucky 
Chamber of Commerce, said that if it werenlt for NKU, 
there would be a big void in tlie region's economic 
development. Statistics indicate the workforce also 
might be considerably less educated. 
· Before NKU, 30 percent of the area's high school 
graduates went on to college. That figure has_grown to 
60 percent. · · 
About 95 J)!=l'cent of NKU's students come from the 
area. And, after students get their degrees, they ?01it 
. leave. Eighty-five percent of the graduates rernam m 
the area. 
Motz said. < :· ' 
Many of those graduates now have important roles Motz said -· the university 
in northern Kentucky. Some run cities and counties, proveo that the effects of past 
lead banks,'teach children, or have gone on to become discrimination continue today and 
doctors and lawyers. · that many black students, parents 
· Rep. Jim Callahan, D-Southgate, said the university and counselors believe blacks are 
also has helped build ·a regional identity for northern · not welcome at the main campus 
Kentucky. Callahan and Frank Steely,. who served as in College Park. · ·.·,- -,,,. :· · 
Northern's first president, believe the university has The Benjamin Banneker pro-
gained influence downstate. gram, named after the 19th centu-
''I t::in\· . word we used to say, 'stepchild,' is ry black scientist. and .. inventor 
probably a bit u, an exaggeration now," Steely said. from Ellicott City, Md, awards 
One reason is Salmon P. Chase College of Law, about $800,000 in scholarships 
which merged with NKU in 1972, Steely said Students . each year to 80 or more acaderni-
from all over the state attend the law school, and many cally gifted black .students at the 
go. back to their hometowns and run for state office. campus. 
Steely believes those students won't forget the area . The scholarships amount to 1 
where they attended. school. 'percent of the total financial aid in 
· "This will give us a much more significant voice in the university's budget and are 
· Frankfort," Steely said_ "Northern Kentucky will one 1"designed to remedy the effects of 
day hav~ t~e same ba~ of suppo~ in the legislature_ '. past injustices. to African-Ameri-
that Lomsv1lle and Lexmgton has. · cans· without interfering with thE 
The college also is turning out teachers. In the last rights of others in the process,' 
nine years, 1,395 first-year teachers have been em- Motz saiil . 
ployed in northern Kentucky schools. Richard Samp, Podbresky', 
lawyer, said he will appeal 
"The Supreme Court has madE 
it clear that this type of discrimi-
nation is to be permitted only in 
very rare circumstance," he said. 
Janelle Byrd,. an· attorney for 
the NAACP Legal Defense Fund 
in Washington, said the decision 
bolsters her organization's conten-
tion that universities should be 
able to remedy problems that 
resulted from segregation and dis-
crimination. 
MSU ARCHIVES 
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U.S. universities study streamlining, 
resource sharing 
BY MARY JORDAN 
THE WASHINGTON POST 
ST. LOUIS - With-
in the decade, U.S. uni-
versities will offer a nar-
rower range of courses 
than they do now, and to 
cut costs many will enter 
arrangements in which 
they share resources 
from Beowulf professors to entire science 
departments. 
A consensus of more than 450 college 
presidents and leaders gathered recently 
was that a fundamental reshaping of 
higher education is under way, bringing 
the most significant changes since World 
War II. . .. 4 
After that war, the federal government 
helped returning soldiers pay for c<;>llege 
educations, starting a flood of rruddle-
class, poor and minority students to insti-
tutions that previously had been acade-
mies for the elite. 
Now even the most prestigious U.S. 
universities are bending to 1990s pressures 
that include plummeting public funding 
and-demands from parents that colleges do 
more for the same amount of money. 
"When looking down the barrel of a 
gun, reality of change becomes mu<;:h more 
focused," said E. Gordon Gee, president of 
Ohio State University. 
Gee said hard decisions must be made 
so colleges can better concentrate on their 
core areas of excellence. 
At the same time that this streamlining 
is going on, technology is reshaping how 
instruction is delivered-
. As early as next year at some campus-
es millions 'of books will Be instantly 
a;ailable on a student's donnitory comput-
er. Afsome campuses~individualized com-
puter programs act as writing -~oaches. 
Elsewhere, computers are replacing chem-
istry laboratories because the experiments 
are cheaper on the computer screen and 
don't entail the expensive disposal of 
hazardous waste. · 
"This is a restructuring born of a 
reality that it is a different world out 
there," said Robert Zemsky, director of the 
University of Pennsylvania's Institute for 
Research on Higher Education. Zemsky 
leads the Pew Higher Education Roundta-
ble, a non-profit initiative based_ in Phila-
delphia that sponsored the meetmg. 
Change is imminent, Zemsky said, 
because the public demands it. Colleges 
and universities must be more "customer-
friendly" and aware of what parents and 
students want, he said, because they are 
"in a shopping mood." 
There is a concern nationwide 
that college degrees are becoming 
too expensive. 
John DiBiaggio, the president of 
Tufts University, said that in the 
last few decades if an alumnus 
made a big contribution or a foun-
dation came through with a grant, 
colleges responded by breezily add-
ing departments, programs and cen-
ters, and taking on entire new 
missions. "We developed things on 
the periphery because we got the 
resources," DiBiaggio said. 
But the costs of running so 
many different programs and de-
partments are forcing many college 
presidents to decide which ones to 
keep and which ones they must 
eliininate. 
Brother. Patrick Ellis, president 
of Catholic University, said that 
there are 18 different departments 
in his College of Arts and Sciences 
and that in the future institutions 
such as his might be forced to 
decide that instead of 18 depart-
ments, there should be five areas of 
study. That would reduce expenses; 
there would no longer be a need for 
all of the 18 secretaries, department 
chairmen and attendant computer 
terminals. 
But Ellis also said he is worried 
that during a period in which con-
solidation is the password for uni-
versities, -some small but essential 
programs could become victims. 
"How many programs can you 
close in the interest of efficiency 
without losing the character of the 
university?" Ellis asked. 
"Which ones go?" asked Gee. 
"That, of course, is the $64,000 
question." The decisions are so 
controversial, he said, that they are 
taking a toll on university leaders. 
Gee has been the head of his huge 
university for just three years, but 
that already gives him the average 
tenure for Big Ten schools. 
Carol Cartwright, president ·of 
Kent State University, said it often 
makes no sense for an institution to 
construct its own medicaf or science 
facility if one already exists nearby. 
In the future, students will take 
more classes and use more facilities 
at off-campus sites. 
For years Washington, D.C., col-
leges and universities have been in 
a consortium that allows students 
to take classes at all member insti-
tutions. Many of the same schools 
also have. library sharing arrange-
ments. In many large university 
hubs, such as Boston, there are 
similar arrangements, and students 
can take shuttle buses to oilier 
schools to attend courses not of-
fered at their own. 
DiBiaggio said one aspect of the 
prospective changes bothers him: 
the increased pressure to ,give stu-
dents not just a strong liberal-arts 
education but to offer them specific 
job skills. Universities should be 
thinking, he said, "not about train-
ing kids for their first job, but their 
entire careers." 
" The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky Saturday, November 27, 1993 
. Fick,,. :feats· 
have-'MSU 
., ' . -- -fl in - .,,,,,hi ---·h, 
y g __ ,.,~i,,.,.,. g ,_ ,, 
By MIKE EMBRY. 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Fick also signed tliree high 
school. standouts in all-state 
guard: Jerry Fogle, forward 
Mike. ·Scrogham ... and. center 
MOREHEAD - Morehead Cole Indestad •.. ,,._;;:J.{}.i.<}_Cc -
State hopes l:o start what it. "l'•be!ieve the fact.':thaL we 
finished last season. hav~-'some ·good wing ·players 
· . and, we can press well will be 
The Eagles got off to a ~i- N 1 , ( tr gth) " said Fick. sastrous start a year ago m o. •., 8, . en • . . 
dropping their first l2. · "Two,.,we have intelligent kid: 
games. But they recovered, and we can shoot the baske · 
winning six of their f'mal 15 I balL Th1;ee, - we, .have som,e 
• - - - numbers m the post, but thats 
to fmish 6-21 overall and 6-10 till- t· hie aspect" 
in the Ohio Valley Confer- s - .a q~es iona ; 
ence. His _ biggest concern is re-, bounding. · : - •,. 
"I think the last part of the "I thought we did a great job 
season, knowing that they \ reboi\11:diI?-g last y~ar:,cpJi~idei;; 
could compete in the OVC, i:ng \Ve' !lidn't_h,av,e;'m1!s}'~• .. 
and then playing as well as , he said. ]·, ,·,c;,:ii-;;-:;.,\'.;;.,¥.•;')'1;>:·, , 
_ethnecye dhida'sI hthei
1
·np~dththatecip:~: I _- Moeihe11~su,i,Jah,~;ft9tha1,1gh
1 . . ; non,,cohference:sc """"'e ...... 
mendously," said. third-year feattlrei•Keiltriclty;illlinoii, and' 
coacli Dick Ficlc'.'"'~~'Ffi;,'-'1",J, Liriiisiliief'iif,-a;~iilii.e!day,,si,lub 
·-·' , .. ~ .. ~,v.-··:-:.;;, .. ,_ ',-~.-· ::. .. -.,' ... ;>,•,-_ .. ~-, .. •,1,., 
Only three lettermen ·re-· in December. "•. ',;, · . .- ·7,, , 
turn from last season, but "The·•·gaines aii(~cheduled so 
they_ all were starters - we'll be ,PI1:Par~d for·tJ.ie con-
guard Johnnie Williams,_ a ference," said Fick'. ·:- · · 
junior, and guard Marty The Eagles are picked to fin-
Cline and forward John ish anywhere from· fourth to 
Brannen, both sopho~ores. ei~hth in th,e 0_\'.~- ,.. . · : · ·_ 
A fourth returning letter- _,t,.want ~, wm_;t,:- · s11~d Fick, 
"I· never look at: anything but man could be forward Kelly, - , . - - _ ___ .. ,,, ·1"' .. :-,.,.,[,i 
lExlNGTON HERALD-LEADER, l.EXJNGTON, KY. ■,TUESDAY,- NOVEMBER•.23, _3,_993 
NKU official: heJH: 
for damage.do~e 
with nail polish __ ,, __ 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 
ERLANG)!:R ~ A!1 attorney for a Northern 
Kentucky Uruvers1ty vice president said his client 
~ under stress when he , allegedly smeared nail 
1 pohsh on department store clothing, causing $l,l33 m damage. - -.. ,,;._. 
A Si:heduled ai;raig;nruent yesterday, for Dennis 
I:ee Taulbee, NKU s vi~e . president. for admiriistra-
' ti?n,, :was postponed until_ Nov. 29 in Kenton County 
District Court. - · - ,.- . · 
Taul~ :14, "'.as charged with crinrinai ,mischief 
and shoplifting m connection with the.· incident 
Saturday at tlie V anLeunen's department store 'in 
Erlanger. • , - , 
· A security guard at the store Sa~day ~'w 
Taulbee tak!! a ·bottle of reddish-pink nail polish from 
the ?JSmetic department and use if to -ciamag 
clothmg at the store, police said. · - e 
"H~ went from dep~ent to deparime~t.putting 
, the pohsh_ on 1t~s of clothing_ coats, sweaters and 
a5:lorted items, Erlanger Police Sgt Marc Fields 
. said. · , . _ .. ,_,, . __ _ .: .... 
: _ · P!ill-Taliaferro; Taulbee'sattori{ey;~;~ cl!~t 
I ruie. httle ?r no ~emol1' of what hap~:., ,,.-,;'lJi 
1 • • 'Dennis has,~ under tremendous persiinalfuid 
business stress · for· the last f:w· months,"·· ,said 
Taliaferro, a member of the uruversity's board of 
I re~~r~6ee ~~ "):ive~ ii'leave ofiilisenc{rro;;; th~ 
university .yesterday. 
Wells, who is suing_ to play1 try;to·\Vlll_!!!_~.1!!~-"'·'-":"-~:,. ,.~;-.. 
desp~te doctors'.,J.:!!'rioaj 1!-IEc__c;OUAJE,!'l,JQUANAL,-TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 23; 1993 
mendatfons that ·he,- riifirej 
t~~~t:t~Wtff!~ 
young· and., e:,iperienceil;'.'.'1 
F. k ''d' ... t>•,~',i;'·'"••·\'<_.!'.i,""l 
lC Sal T .~--·~;,:;-;/·,~~\-l-\fi:.. 
_ '!-:h_e..:J!!l!Y other starter;, 
gone from last season is, All-
OVC center Doug Bentz. He led 
the team in scoring (20. 7); ' re-
bounding (9.8), field-gqal per-
centage .(48.6), lilocked shots 
(20) and steals (31), so obvi-
ously he will be missed. 
Williams is tlie:top'returning 
scorer (13.5) and rebounder 
(5.6) while Clirie, who was 
named to the league's All-
Newcomer Team, led the team 
in assists· (4.0). 
Brannen, also an All-
Newcomer selection, led the 
squad with 60 · 3-pointers, last 
season. 
In order to shore up the 
frontline, Fick went to the jun,· 
ior-college ranks to land 6-9 
center Keith Kinzler;, 6-7 for-
ward Tyrone Boardley and 6-6 
forward Dwayne Dowd. 
Guard Mike Gillespie; a 
teammate of Boardley's at Tai, 
lahassee Junior College, and 
Mark Majick; a transfer from 
Navy, also will be counted on 
this season, , , 
IC:lle'"'tW'. .,,-.;. ,,J!,"':~'"'!J~. ,, ... , ._.,. ..·: ,_·~..:. - • . ·. - ··a,.· ....,,_th C aroe. WI' 
, .:4 ;_,:.;--~~1· ~ ~i;Li~li~'~tlt; ! 
na1 ~po s ·· 
vanilati'sm" . 
· ·. ~ :;, .. Jj~'Ytl~S --~=:.\-~~1 
As •··1ed P .. ~, .. -,.,, '-.. -!· " 
., ~~~ · .. ,:· -~-~if/!{:-'.~~~~J.;J_;./ ~ 
ERIANGER;, Ky,. -An1 attorney 
.f~r;a Northern Kentucky-_Uiliversity 
vice pr.e~dent.~d )iis· client was 
under· stress:r• heifr he ·.a11e edl 
smeareii''nail"iif.lisn on' depaJnerit 
store clothjrig;::biusiriir $1,133 in 
damage •. _ ··· ·i?J{(;J{f·.,_: J: c:.~,~- · 
Dennis Lee. Taulbee, NKU's vice 
president for administration, was to 
be arraigned yesterday,_ but the 
, hearing , was postponed. until. next 
Monday in' Kenton District Court. 
· Taulbee,. 44, was. charged with 
criminal .. mischief. and, shoplifting 
after the incident Saturday at the 
VanLeunen's., department, store in 
Erlanger: Phil ,Taliaferro; Tai'llbee's 
attorney, said his client has little or 
no memory of what happened~ 
"Dennis has been' under tremen-
dous .. personal. and business stress 
fortlielastfew:inonths," said Talia- , 
ferro, a member of the university's 
board of. regents .. "He. suffers from 
high. blood. pressure. and"has diabe-
1 t~, an_!i )1js =mo!!!~.!, has J!.eea. seri-
h
ously71L_  :t,J~; g~:the: f!'!Jing;that 
~- S~pp._~v..:.i ;•-~n-11..}~j 
i Taulbee . was given- · a ;;medical 
/ leave of• abse1:1ce from the ~ers_ity 
1-yesterday,.said.Peter.Hollister,. vice · 
1 president, for university relations 
. and.develop_ment . ._,- -~,~-,; . 
A security guard at VanLeunen's 
saw Taulbee take-a,bottle of red-
dish-pink nail, polish from the cos-
metic department and use it to dam-
age clothing. at, the store, police 
, said. :, . ., -- ": - ·., : 
, "He went from department.to de-
partment putting• the polish, on 
I items .of .clothing_ - coats, sweaters 
and. assorted, items,". Erlanger po- · 
lice Sgt. Marc Fields said. - · 
Taulbee was named: vice· , presi-
dent in- July 1991, succeeding Gene 
Scholes, who resigned to go into 
prjvate business. , Taulbee came to 
NKU in 1977· as a fmancial-policy 
analyst.. 
In 1979 Taulbee was named direc-
tor of-. budget; planning and oper-
ations, and in' 1988 he was appoint• 
ed director of the school's budget. 
Since February 1992, Erlanger po-
lice have been investigating similar 
incidents· at the- store, in· which 
$12;000 ·to $15;ooo· in damage to 
merchandise has been reported. 
F'ust-'llegree criminal mischief is a 
'felony and carries a penalty of one 
to fi\•e ye~_iq prison, Shoplifting is 
a··misdemeanor aild'.'is'.punishable 
I bir· up to ·a, year in the county jail 
ana~·fine ofup to $l;Q00. __ . _ _-
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-Colleges tryjng t9 lure superstars· out of ivory tower 
BY WILLIAM H. HONAN 
NEW YORK TIMES NEWS SERVICE 
In the 1940s and 50s, the poet and 
critic John Crowe Ransom taught at 
Kenyon College· in Gambier, . Ohio. · 
Aspiring writers such as Robert Low-
. ell, James Wright and EL. Doctorow .. 
~ flocked to Kenyon to learn the liter-
ary trade from a master, 
~yj~ 
CLOSE-LIP 
Last "year, Amy. McGolcl'rich went 
lo· the University of Chicago with visions of studying 
with the novelist Saul Bellow. She had read Henderson 
the Rain King iri her advanced-placement English class 
in high school, and largely as a resul,t chose·. the 
University of Chicago, where Bellow had been on the 
I • 
faculty since 1963. , 
When she arrived last fall, she found that he taught · 
no course that she could attend and was personally 
inaccessible. And over the summer, Bellow moved on 
io. Boston University, eiiminaiing any· chance that she , 
could study with him. . 
Times have changed since· John Crciwe Ransom 
opened his hearth to students, and today the_ disappear-
ing academic superstar · - a Nobel Prize winner, 
perhaps, or a celebrated author who attracts students 
only to prove unapproachable - is a source of frequent 
discontent. . . , . 1 ' 
, But imaginative university administrators are find-
ing ways to tempt the distinguished professors out of 
their ivory towers. Some are striking at one of the roots 
of the problem by pledging not to use relief from 
teaching as a faculty-recruiting strategy. . 
One of the more original efforts was begun last year 
by Chang-Lin Tien, chancellor of the University of 
California at Berkeley. "I called the academic senate 
and all of the department chairmen," he said,_'.'.and. 
. askedthern to initiate 'a voluntary 
system where the most senior pro-
fessors would teach freshman semi-
nars on topics they have a very 
special interest in." 
Today, Berkeley freshmen are 
offered 130 such seminars by senior 
faculty members, including several 
department heads, on subjects from 
women in science fiction to racial 
prejudice in ancient ~reece and 
Rome. 
John W. Boyer, dean of the 
college of the.University of Chicago, 
said he wooed senior faculty mem-
bers back . into teaching with a 
different strategy. "We ask them to 
design the basic required courses," 
he said, "and most people who 
spend a year or two. doing that 
develop an interest in teaching 
those courses." ' 
Today, Boyer said, 41 percent of. 
the tenured associate or full·profes-
sors at the University-of Chicago, or 
107 out of 260, teach these under-
graduate courses. . 
Edie Goldenberg, dean of the 
undergraduate college ·of the Uni-
versity of Michigan at' Ann Arbor, 
said she recently dealt with the 
problem by striking a bargain with 
members of the English depart-
ment. She said she had agreed to 
shift three temporary faculty ap-
pointments to permanent status, 
thus enlarging the pool able to 
assume administrative burdens. In 
exchange she won a commitment 
throughout the department for pro-
fessors to do more undergraduate 
teaching . 
"It's been marvelous," she said. 
''fhe first io voiunteer was Nicho-
las Delbanco, who has published 10 
novels and two collections of stories 
and is the director of our creative· 
writing program. Now he teaches a 
section of introductory composi-
tion." 
Recruiting techniques 
Despite these and similar efforts 
across the country, the problem of 
the disappearing superstar remains 
tenacious enough to have come up 
repeatedly at recent meetings of the 
Association of American Universi-
ties, an organization based in 
Washington and composed of repre-
sentatives of the major research. 
universities in the United States. 
At these universities many su-
perstar professors devote them-
selves strictly to )Vriting, research 
and teaching graduate students. At 
small liberal arts colleges that pride 
themselves on the commitment of 
their faculties to close-contact teach-
ing, like Kenyon, Williams and. 
Amherst, the problem is much less 
acute, educators are agreed. In Oc-
tober, the association members 
agreed informally not to use re-
duced teaching load as an induce- · 
men! in the hiring of faculty. 
Among the more outspoken aca-
demic leaders to urge this policy is 
George E. Rupp, the new president 
of Columbia University, who an-
nounced this fall that he would not 
permit the lessening of teaching 
assignments to be used ''as one of 
the arrows in our quiver in recruit-
meilt.-" ' , : · 
Charles Sykes,· author of Jtof 
scam (Regnery Gateway, 1988), one 
- iifi:he· earliest of the recent attacks 
. on the modern university, said that 
although the flight from teaching 
has been notorious.at some presti-
gious institutions such as Harvard, 
· it is most in evidence at second- and 
third-tier institutions: . . 
Texas A&M University, typical 
of many large second- or third-tier 
. institution, has on its faculty sever-
al academic champions who rarely 
see undergraduates. 
Sir Derek H. Richard Barton, a 
distinguished professor of chemis-
try who won the Nobel Prize in 
chemistry in 1969, and Norman E. 
Borlaug, a distinguished professor 
of international agriculture who 
won the Nobel Peace Prize in 1970, 
have not taught undergraduates for 
many years. 
Faculty often aloof· 
A typical case of faculty raiders 
using the promise of an exemption 
from undergraduate teaching came 
to light recently when the Universi-
ty of Illinois lured professor Paul 
Lautebur from the State University 
of New York at Stony Brook. As a 
winner of the National Medal of 
Science and the Albert Lasker Med-
ical Research A ward for his work 
on nuclear magnetic resonance, a 
new medical diagnostic tool, Laute-
bur was definitely a catch. 
Illinois succeeded in its bid 
because it offered him a $2.5 million 
package that included •a high sala-
ry, a new laboratory, a job for his 
wife and a promise that he would 
be relieved of the burden of teach-
ing undergraduates. 
Still, Lautehur said, he teaches a 
course called Special Topics in Bio-
physics that highly qualified under-
graduates may take by special ar-
rangement, but he acknowledged 
that the release from teaching un-
dergraduates was "a point the ad-
ministration made" in recruiting 
him. 
Some superstars say they.would 
like to have more contact with 
undergraduates but are frustrated 
by academic barriers. 
"I'd like to teach undergradu' 
ates because that spreads the 
word," said Borlaug, who is seeking 
new ways to increase agricultural 
food production, "but to get a 
course approved by all the neces-
sary committees - I don't think I'll 
live long enough!" 
One well-known professor of 
political science from the Midwest, 
who said he had taught only three 
undergraduate courses in 19 years 
and spoke on condition of anonym-
ity, defended remaining aloof from 
undergraduates. 
"Frankly, it's easier to talk to a 
group of 10 advanced students than 
70 who are not advanced," he said. 
"There's less grading, fewer naive 
questions, and it's more stimulating 
intellectually." 
